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THE IMPERSONAL SENTENCE IN RUSSIAN AND ROMANIAN*

SUZANNE WEALEN

UnirersiV of Toronto

I. OUTLINE OF THEORETIC' FRAMEWORK

1.0. In "Some Problems for Case Grammar", Fillmore (1971c : 246) review-
ing his work of the preceding five years, pointed out the shortcomings of his
model adding: "I believe to this day that the basic ideas were not all wrong".
These 'basic ideas' were first expounded in "A Proposal concerning English
Prepositions" and an expanded version of it, "Towards a Modern Theory of
Case" (1966; reprinted 1969), at which time Fillmore began to question the va-
lidity of the notions subject object on the level of deep structure as proposed
by Chomsky.

1.1. In former theories on the 'meaning' and 'classification' of the super-
ficial (surface structure) cases, while all other cases were shown to express many
different meanings and relations, the nominative, as the cese of the subject
was called 'the case of pure reference, without case meaning' (de Groot 1956 :
: 189) or the unmarked member of a correlation' which "in itself does not state
either the presence or the absence of a relation to an action" (Jakobson 1906 :
: 58).

1.1.1. Filmore showed in such examples as "my foot hurt", "the knife
hurt" (1966b : 21) or "John opened the door", "The key opened the door",
"The door opened", "John believed", "It was apparent to John" (1968a : 25);
"The boy fell down", "The boy has blue oyes" (1970b : 34); that "tho relation

* No a.Lempt has been made by the author to give an analysis of the imperson-
al sentence ,.t English. English examples are used for explanatory purposes only.

The Gaginal reads: "der N an sich wedor das Vorhandsein nook das Nichtvorhand-
sein tines Bozugs zu tuner Handlung angibt". "den N als des morkmalluse Glied einor
Bezugkorrolation zu botrachten".



6 S. Whalen

of a subject to its clause can vary from one predicator to another and also vary
in different sentences with the same predicator" (1971c : 249).

Moreover these relations are independent of the surface form. In the exam-
pits "Chicago is windy", "It is windy in Chicago", the relation between the pre-
dicator and the noun phrase is the same in either sentence. Fillmore maintained
that the nominative, as the surface subject case, is a neutralization of case
relations and that one must look for these relations on another, deeper level.
To posit as subject in deep structure would mean to lose sight of these relations.
The deep structure of a case grammar would have a different and simpler form
than the one proposed by Chomsky, as "the deep structure reason for making
the first division between noun-phrase and verb phrase was mainly to have a
separate immediate denominator for the nuun-phrases that were to be defined
as 'subject' and 'object (1966b : 28).2

1.1.2. In a case grammar, the deep structure would contain a predicator
(verb, adjective, or noun) and one er more noun phrases associated with the
verb (adjective or noun) in particular case relationship or rules. "These roles
comprise as set of universal concepts which identify certain types of judgements
human 'oeings are capable of making about the events that are going on around
them, judgements about such matters as v 1w did it, who it happened to, what
got changed, etc. (Fillmore 1968a : 24).

In the course of his writings, Fillmore has kept on changing and re-adjust-
ing the number of eases, their definitions, 11201103, and scope. Ile started with
agentive, instrumental, dative, fitctive, locative, objective, benefactive, time
(1968a : 24 - 25, 32) and comitative (1968a . 81). Later ho notes (1971c : 248):
"ThP whol, thing makes sense only if there are good reasons to believe that
there is an irreducible number of role types by which grammatical theory makes
its contribution to semantic interpretation, if it turns out that this number
is small if there are reasonable prine:ples according to which these role types
can be identified..." The new, still tentative list preceded by abbreviations
which will be used hereafter, is as follows:
A. Agent, instigator of an action, animate.
E Exptriencer of a psychological event, or of a mental state v orb, animate.
I. Instrument, something used to obtain as result, inunediato cause or event,

stimulus with a psychological predicator.
0. Object, entity which moves or which undergoes change of state.
So. Source, starting point, earlier state, location or time period.
G. Goal, destination, later state, location or time period, end result of a

thing which comes into eAistenee as cL result of the action identified by the

= Subject defined as the relatiuti but%ven noun phrase and immediately dentaialag
sentmee, and object the relation beNeyn main phrase and immediately dominating
verb phrase.



rmpersonal sentence in Russian and Romanian 7

predicator; receiver as destination in trmsfer or movement of something
to a person.

P. Place these must be kept separate from both So and G.T. Time

S. Babcock has made a good argument for separating causo C. from instru-
ment:

"Instruments are at the service of agents, whether or not the sentence contains
ono, but causo phrases aro independent sources of activity" (1972:31).

I have reasons to believe that this separation could be shown to be valid for
Russian.

Huddleston's suggestion (1970.505) for a separate case, Force, distinguished
from Fil Imore's I, which might be a complementary variant with A of single
case 0, is something which will have to be looked into.

It also remains to be proven whether a designative case D is needed, to
mark, under G, the entity for which or whom something is intended, as suggest
end by Kolesnikoff (1972). The formalization of the proposed base also undergoes
changes. From a branching diagram which contained modality, predicator,
labeled ease relations dominating K (ease) and a NP (Fillmore 1968a : 35)
and which proved too cumbersome,

s
M

Pi St rive

0 I) A
..----. , ,....--- ....... / \

Ni' K NI' K NI'7' ,./'" I

d N d X 1 1

I I I
I

0 Lite hooks to my brother by John

Fillmore arrives at a simplified semantic representation consisting of a stemma,
containing II predicator with each case relation directly dominating its own
noun phrase:

/S
Predicator A 0

I I I

gi ve .101111 the books to my brother

7



8 S. Whalen

Although cases in the base structure arc not lineally ordered there is a definite
hierarchy among the cases for subject and object belection (for those language;
which require them) in the unmarked instance. The grammar of a language
would provide choice options for shifts in the hierarchical order of deep case
relations, depending on topicalization rules or special requirements of differ-
ent predicators. The surface cases (with ur without prepositions or post-posi-
tions) would be determined, partially, by the deep structure cases, and, also, by
language specific sentence formation rules (SF) as hick have to du with informa-
tion about the sentence, such as auimateness, definiteness, negation, etc. The
choice of particular case forms constitutes the case system of the language.
On the deep level a simple sentence is one in which each of the relationships
occurs only once. Complex sentences halve sentences embedded in undellying
representations as occupants of some case role.

1.1.3. One advantage of this model lies in the fact that it separates semantic
case relationships from surface morphological cases. in many treatments of
grammar, semantic values are attached directly to cases as surface morphol-
ogical categories with a complete disregard of the complex relationship be-
tween underlying semantic case relations and their superficial markers.

1.1.4. An example of such a view of grammar is Iu. Aprcsian's "Study of
the semantics of Russian verbs through their syntactic characteristics"
(1970).

On the premise that expressions exhibiting similar sy ntactic chal acteris-
tics are close in meaning, while close in meaning expressions enter in similar
syntactic relations, Apresian analyses 25,000 examples of sentences w ith erbs
in central position, isolating 4440 "ideal sentences'. for 1410 most common Rus-
sian verbs.

To determine the meaning of a verb, Apresian examines verbal construc-
tions for their compatibility and for the transformations which they can under
go. Verbs are set in frames with nouns showing the surface case in subscript.
Constructions are considered compatible if they can be conflated.

Examples of compatible sentences:

(a) `.He answered me' N.1 V N:
(b) 'lle responded to the suggestion' Nni V prep mm N:

"He answered to the suggestion"3
(c) 'He responded to me with agreement' N:

"He, answered me with agreement"
(d) He responded with agreement to my suggestion'

"He answered inc with agreement to the suggestion" 3

Literal translations from Russian in double quotation marks.

8



Impersonal sentence in Russian and Romanian 9

Examples of non-compatibility:

(a) He supported the woman with advice. NI, V N:
(b) He supported the woman by the waist. N,1, V NA2 prep
(c) He supported the woman by the wiaist with advice, (can not be conflated).

Sentences arc transformations of each other if they
variant. For example:

(a) This worries him.
(b) He is worried by this.
(c) He is in a state of worry because of this.
(d) He is experiencing worry because of this.
(e) This fills him with worry.
(f) This arouses a feeling of worry in him.
(g) This brings him into a state of worry.
An example of a rule which transforms sentence (it) into sentence (g) is.

N,11 V Ii,,Nni [(bring)+prep. N(V)]Na2

The basic unit of a language described thus is the "Ideal sentence ", which con-
sists of a class of sentences with verbs in central position, that show the bailie
syntactic characteristics (compatible constructions and transformations).

Apresian's study, while it provides abundant examples of surface struc-
ture frames for 1410 verbs, does not lead to any insight or generalization about
Russian syntax. Moreover, it obscures the setna talus of the language. Fur exam-
ple, as a result of the above analysis the verbs in the following pairs of sentences
were entered as having different meanings in (ti) as opposed to (b) below.

contain tt sonantic in-

(a) bake potatoes
0

dig the earth
0

shave the customer
D

(b) bake cakes
G

dig a hole

shave the beard

In a case gramma' model the difference belt eon sentences (a) and (b) would
be explained as a difference in role relationships and not in the meaning of
the verb. (The rehttionship in (b) is that of 0, in (a) the first two examples aro
0 and the third is D). The confusion between semantic ease relations and
surface structure morphological cases hampered the attempts to apply a gen-
erative transformational model to Russian s3 ntax. Note the sal castle comment
of the Russian linguist 0. Akhmanova:

the very extenshe linguiotie folklore, the endless tsvriv8 of specially Ltait.tit..ted
sentences tin w,hicli art based the inethodulogivid t xputitiunit agent relit I linguistics
(1072: 134).



10 S. Whalen

1.1.5. As the following example from R. Rifiidka's transformation of im-
personal sentences (1963 . 30)shows, there w as nothing to be gained from a gen-
erative transformational model. The following nuclear NP are posited in the
deep structure:

NP,=Nom; NP2= Gen; NP,=llat; NP4=Acc; NP5=Instr; NP6=Loc.
Generation of impersonal sentences first requires a rule to convert

Sent -+NP VP to Sent-, VP'

to effect the generation of impersonal sentence
slra.no (lane)
'it is frightening (to me) (I am frightened)'

from:

N131 + special class

poterja
fem. sing.
loss
x

0

to be
present 0
past
byla
fem. sing.
was

to be
present 0
past
Lyle
neuter sing.
was

of adj.

strakna
fem. sing.
frightening

special class
of adj.

+ (NP3)

nine
pronoun
optional
(to me)=.
(NP3)

straano inne
neuter sing.
frightening (to me)

In a case gramma' model the aboN c sentence would be analysed as having a
ps) claJlogiettl state predicator 1, hich can take experieneer and cause. When the
experieneer is short n in the surface structure it is in the dative case and no
subject agreement rules apply. When the cause is shom,rt in the surface struc-
ture, 4t takes the numipative,' and requites predicate agreement itt number and
gendet (putuja 'loss', used in the above example, is a feminine noun in the sin-
gular).

1.2. In ROM1Udan, surface eases play a minor role.' As in Russian, subjects
in surface structure arc nut almays obhgatuty and the language has several
:mks of impersonal sentences. Following is an example of analysis for two
types of such sentences by C. Puna-Dindelegan (1971: 120 128). To justify
deletion a special type of "indefinite constituents'. ctansformation is first
posited. The model used lots VP as the governing element in the sentence.

4 Prupuseti rules fur Inurart tat Stibita suketaun and surface case allocation will
be shown later.

See Part III on Romanian Impersonal Sentences.

10



Impersonal sentence in Russian and Romanian 11

The analyses of sentences Plowl and Melchaond Ion.
(a) Pica. 'It rains'.

N. Indef. =O
*5*

i

.......--------- ----------, /Predicate Subject Ptedientv Subject
v
/ N

NI I' NI)
------- \

I

N V
-,'N

MI' NI'/-----______
1NomiI nal I iidel I iidcf.

(-1- Indef.)

P and lint MI pliiP:

,(411(.1)(),Iy.

(b) Aid channel Ion. 'Thohy call me Jon'

VP

Predicate Sujeei Nivel Object/ \ N
V NI' Prep

(strigii)
'eon'

Nominal

(-1-111(1cl

nev a

N

'somebody'

I in lel

`per

Attributive/N
Ace. NI'

in

'.Join'

Predicate Subject Direct Object A tt ribut lye.---' '\.
I ,..--- ,,,, ......-. -,...

V MP N P N P Ile . ce. N P N

iiiiier
1

1

(heamil ma
(st rigii)
eall' 'me'

Ion

'John'

11 BEST COPY AVAILNEtLE



12 S. Whalen

The author of the article further adds:

"Stich utteiances as 411i se spans Ion, .11 i 85 zice Ion, (I am called John), M(11111711e8C
Ion (,)ly mune is John) are not included in the category of utterances obtained
through the application of the indefiniteness transformation, though, ciatintically,
they are similar to Tani zice Ion, ftui smote Ion, Mei strigd Ion, 3Iu cheani ion, con-

taining like the latter a denominating verb" (1971: 128).

In addition to being cumbersome, the above analysis mistakenly lumps to-
gether two different types of sentences and fails to show similarities whore they
occur. In the framew ork of case grammar where subject object division is
irrelevant in deep structure, sentences of the typo "It rains" would be shown to
contain a deep case relation 0 (entity which moves) which in both Russian
and Romanian does not appear in surface structure when the verb is marked
impersonal (6.3.1). The second sentence (b) has an underlying agent, which,
while deleted, is contained in the verb form, as it is in this type of sentence in
Russian. It would be much more interesting to show why with some verbs
there is a surface structure accusative (similar to the Russian construction of
this type) and with others a (lathe, and whether the underlying relationship
in both eases is that of U, aml only the surface case varies from one predicator
to another.

1.3. The examples of syntactic analyses gig en above illustrate an approach
based on the use of sy ntactic data from individual languages, rather than
crusslinguistie phenomena. The fragmentary granunar concerning impersonal
sentences presented in the following chapters uses data taken from two lan-

guages and as ill be analysed according to case gramman principles. These
principles are founded on the assumption that while there are superficial
processes by u hick languages assign surface cases, the concords between
verbs and certain surfae eases are language specific, in their deep structure
the propositional nucleus of sentences in all languages consists of a Predicator
and one or more NP's, each having a separate case relationship to the Predi-
cator (Fill more 1968a : 5 I ).

II. THE IMPERSONAL SENTENCE IN RUSSIAN

/O. Russian gramma riati :6 classify Russian sentence types according to t heir
degree of/Uri/0st' (foni personal to impersonal) and sostav (one or two members),
Both elassitications obscure similarities and differences in the attempt to
group the great aiey of Russian sentence types neatly. In the most recent
grammar of the Su\ ict Academy (Grammatika sovremennogo russkor litr-
raturnugo jazyka, Museum 1970) the chapter on the sitnp'.a sentence lints 51
possible structure sehunies. Of these only 4 are of the NP^VP typo with subject
predicate agreementLnd in one of these 4, where 'VP -,Aux NP, the auxiliary

118..iivt4 cid! I 1?311 12



Impersonal sentence in Russian, and Romanian 13

e.st' to be' is omitted in the present tense, in the past and future tenses there
can be changes in the formal agreement:

present future/past

(a) on u6iter on budet /byl u6itelem
'he is a teacher' byl u6iter

he will be/was a teacher''

The rest of the possible sentence types exhibit different degrees of non-agree-
ment between subject and predicate or complete absence of either one or
the other main glen 'member'. Thie seeming departure from an ideal two-
member subject predicate relation is discussed at length by Russian gram-
marians and logicians," who try to correlate sentence with proposition by
using terms like logical,psychological, lugico-grammatical in uoutrast to actual
subject and predicate.

2.1. A clear-cut division between one and two-member sentences is obscured
in Russian by the fact that a grammatical subject (noun, pronoun, or ad-
jective in the nominative) is sot always required in the surface structure.

2.1.1. With verbs inflected in the first and second person, where the verb
ending clearly indicates person and number, the subject can be omitted in
dialogue:

(a) pojdu leper' v gorod, a polom 'I am going downtown now, well
pogovorim talk later'

(b) znaju, vyjda', zabuda 'I know, you'll go out, you'll
forget'

2.1.2. In the imperative the subject is deleted: 2 sing. or plural kupti
'buy it', zajdite 'come in'; 1 plural edem 'let's go'; 3 sing. or plural in the
special construction with put', punt' pojdet, pojdut 'let him/them go'. 8

2.1.3. In dialogue and, in connected discourse, sometimes, third person
subject also can be omitted, but the predicate agrees with some previous
mentioned subject, and such sentences, although incomplete, are considered
two member sentences.

The Russian examples guru all checked in the following dictionaries. Altademya
Nauk SSSR (1957), Akadeinija Nauk SSSR (1970), Smirnitsky, A. I. (1960).

7 Kolikuiskij (1965); Panfiluv (1971); Pupuw (1956), and Oesnu 'coy (1961), to name
just a few.

In modal sentences onu can have an imperative in form, though not in content,
with surface subject shown. Ne Lupt ona zleba, my me umerli by "If she hadn't bought
broad, wo would all have died"

13



14 8. Whalen

2.1.4. Then again, in two member sentences of the type N1).1NP where
VP *V (flexional), there is the problem of a break in agreement between
subject and predicate, both in number and gender. Quantity words (nouns,
indefinite pronouns or numerals), whether followed or not by genitive, can
take a verb in either the singular or the plural in the present/future tense,
and in the past either agree with the verb in gender and number or take the
neuter singular.

(a) dvoe idetlidut
(b) Ajar Celovek priali/prialo
(c) skol'ko gusej letelilletelo?
(d) ainstvo srtiotrelilsmotrelo
(e) blox okazalas' (okazalis') ujnta

the two are going'
'five people came'
'how many geese were flying'
the majority looked'
it turned out that there were lots of

fleas'

Russian grammarians consider this a case of formal as against logical agree-
ment dependent (in some instances) on word order. Galkina-Fedoruk (1058:
102) suggests that the cases of non-agreement (singular, neuter) belong to
the "category of state" and undergo similar change as the following.

(a) naexali gosh.
(with agreement)

(b) naexalo gostej
(without agreement)

(a) sobralsja narod
(b) sobralos' narodn

the guests arrived'

'there was a situation in which guests
had arrived'
'a crowd gathered'
'there was a situation in which a
crowd gathered'

According to Galkina Fedoruk "category of state" is characteristic of iniper-
srmal constructions which describe the state of nature, surroundings, and
the physical or psychological condition of a living being:

personal impersonal

(a) ja xorogo zivu (b) nine xoroao Eivetsja

Although both sentences are translatable as live well', the second implies
a general state in which the experiencer finds himself.

Miller (1970: 9) talking about stative verbs in Russian comments.

"The most interesting phenomenon involving stattvo verbs in a v ay which is not
possible for sentences with other types of %erbs... The crucial fact is that the ani mate
noun turns up in the dative case..."

One can add to his observation that with the addition of particle Ida (to
be discussed in Chapter VT) active verbs can become stative (non active)
(Clark, 1971), when the agent is absent:

14



Impersonal sentence in Russian and Romanian 15

(a) ja pokazal `I showed...'
(b) nine pokazalos' `it seemed to me'

2.2 Given the above facts about the language: the absence ofauxiliary "to be
in the present tense, the possibility of leaving out the subject and flexible
agreement,9 what is actually meant by one member sentence, and what
kind of one member sentences are considered impersonal? Keeping in mind
the difficulties and questions an attempt at making clear cut division might
raise, simply for the purpose of illustrating and delimiting the material I
wish to discuss, I will try to arrange possible sentence types along an axis
of definiteness as suggested by Babajceva (1968). Taking as the most defi-
nite a two member personal sentence in which the subject is a concrete noun
and the predicate a finite verb with personal endings and as the least definite
an exclamatory sentence expressed by an interjection, the following sentence
types could be enumerated (using the accepted nomenclature found in Russian
grammars).

2.2.1. On the borderline between two and one member sentences are
situated definite personal sentences where the subject, although not shown,
can be deduced from the text (they were discussed in 2.1.1).

2.2.2. In indefinite personal sentences, the agent (plural) although not
named is implied and the predicate is a finite verb with third person plural
ending (considered personal ending as against third person singular present/
future or neuter singular past which are called impersonal endings). Because
the subject never appears in surface structure this type of sentence is classed
as a one member sentence. In meaning and use it is similar to the French
on dit type of sentence.

(a) postue,a/i v dyer' 'somebody knocked at the door'
on frappe is la porte

(b) vans govorjat `You're being told'
"they're telling you"
on vow dit

(c) leper' strojat nsnogo 'many houses are built now'
donsov they're building many houses now"

on fait Initir beaucoup de ;liaisons maintenant

2.2.3. In generalized personal sentences the subject, also, never appears
in the surface structure. The agent is generalized, and the finite verb is mainly

' In the aforementioned Academy grammar (1970) 13 'ad:tiles' are shown for sen-
tences with broken agreement and 28 'schemes' for one membersenternes.

15



16 S. Whalen

in the second person singular present future tense, "the unmarked personal
ending" according to Jakobson (1966a : 26), but it can be in other persons
as well. Generalized personal sentences are guire bound, they are used in
proverbs, exhortations. Stylistically, the second person can be substituted
for first person in narrative for a general human experience effect.

(a) pospeET /fiuiej 'haste makes waste'
nasmegig' "you will hurry you will make people laugh"

(b) vek zivi, vek zeds' , you can live and learn a hundred years
a durakom untra and die a fool'

"live a century, learn a century you will
die as a fool"

(c) v vkusax ne sporjat gustibus non disputandum'
"in tastes (they) don't argue"

While some grammarians different:ate between the above as I have shown,1°
others group the indefinite and the generalized personal sentences together.
Saxmato% considers them % ariation of personal sentences in which the subject
is omitted and calls them "subjectless sentences with inflected verbs" (1963 :
04 - 81). Structurally they do not differ from two member sentences and
offer just another example where the surface subject can be loft out.

2.3. Subjcctless sentences in which the predicate is expressed by a finite
lerb with an impersonal ending, by the infinitive, by various kinds of pre-
dicative words, and in which the subject is either loft out, or is in an oblique
case, are called impersonal. The criteria for their classification varies from
grammar to grammar. semantic, morphological or syntactic. Using a combina-
tion of all three. I will try to enumerate them briefly and to point out, at
the same time, the deep-lying role relations which they have in common.

2.4. Impersonal sentences With verbal predicate

2.4.1. Predicate expressed by "defective verb" which can only have
impersonal forms, or by "personal" verbs used impersonally (third person
singular present/future or neuter singular past).

2,4.1.1. State of surroundings and nature.
Can express locative (P) and temporal (T) relations.

(a) Oa dvore) svetleet 'dawn is breaking'
P "(outside) it's getting lighter"

(b) (veera) '(yesterday) was a rainy day'
T "(yesterday) it rained"

Limited lexical group, low functional load, non-productive.

" A. M. PoAkuvskij (1956), Akadonnja Nauk (1960), Galkina-Forlornk (1904).
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Imperaonal enema in Rutaian and Romanian 17

2.4.1.2. State resulting from natural phenomenon or inanimate forc6 which
has to be shown in surface structure in instrumental case. Potebnja (1958)
noted that the instrumental case expresses in these type of sentences the
inanimate cause and can never have an agent, being therefore different from
the instrumental in passive constructions. This type of sentences can express
the object moved (0) P. and T. relations.

(a) (v mae) molnej svalilo `(in May) a cherry tree (in the garden) was
T C felled by lightning'

vikiju (v sadu) "it knocked down with lightning"
O P

(b) paxlo smoloj it smelled of tar' 11
C

2.4.1.3. Psychological or physical state of living beings can be expressed
by verb standing alone, or, it can show the entity experiencing the state
in the accusative for physical states, dative for psychological states. It can
enter in P, T, and C relations.

(a.) menja znobit 'I am feverish, I am shivering'
O "it shivers me"

(b) menja vsju znobit 'all of me is shivering'
0

(c) menja tognit 'it nauseates me
0

(d) (u menja) (ot znoja) zvenelo v golove
P C n

'the heat made my head buzz'
"from the heat it was ringing in my head"

(e) emu ratit he is flattered' (not Passive in R)
E "to him it flatters"

(f) menja stragilo I was frightened' (not Passive in R)
E "to me it frightened" 22

In the last example, the E appears in SS accusative, contrary to the customary
dative with psychological verbs. Also, in ja bojus"I am afraid', E is in SS
nominative. Fillmore comments on the possible differences in interpreting
case relationships with verbs belonging to this lexical group in English (1971c .

262). Both in Russian and Romanian there is a whole system of active and
pseudo-reflexive verbs and nominal constructions dealing with `fear', which
will be discussed later (6.5).

i' Russian has two verbs for to smell', *paxnut' nonaotivo and njuxat' uctivo
(soo Clark 1971).

li In future tho litoral translations which render tho exact grammatical tcr.n. ill be
omitted with the exception of those cases whore it might bo relevant.

2 Paprs Inc: Sttlelies VIII 17



18 8. Whalen

2.4.1.4. State resulting from supernatural powers E is in dative case and
animate 0 in accusative.

(a) mne vezet v karty 'I am lucky at cards'
E G

(b) ee manilo tuda she was enticed there'
0 G

2.4.2. Verbs ending in sja, S' state of nature, surroundings can show P
and T relations:

nad bolotom zasinelos'
P

the sky became clear over the swamp'
(dusk was falling)
"it was blueing"

2.4.2.9. Same as 2.4.1.3 above, psychological or physical state of living
being, E or animate 0 relations in SS dative.

(a) mne nezdorovitsja I don't feel well' as against ja nezdorov
0 I am unwell'

(b) mne (zdes') nravitsja 'I like it (here)'
E P

(c) pomutilos' u nego v glazax 'his vision became blurred'
P

In examples 2.4.1.3 and 2.4.2.2 we have in surface structure what would
appear as two P relations, a locative with preposition v 'in' and a genitive
with preposition u similar in meaning to the French chez:

u menja

u nego

at me' v golove 'in the head'
"chez moi"
at him' v glazax in the eyes'

With body parts, the entity to which the body part belongs does not have
to be overt in surface structure. When overt, the "possessor" of the body
part and the body part are considered as one "location". (The view of pos-
seosives as locatives in English was expressed by Lyons (1967 : 390 - 396)
and by Fillmore, who analyses the verb to have' as one of the surface mani-
festations of the verb 'to be' (1968a : 47)).

2.4.2.3. Like 2.4.1.4 above, stale resulting from supernatural powers. (E)
when shown in the surface structures is in dative.

(a) manikara pogaslivila 'the boys were lucky'
(b) slualos' it happened' 23
(c) poluoilos' 'it came to pass'

23 Sluaraja, alueesja 'happon' as an impersonal vorb with oxporioncor in surface

18
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2.4.2.4. State pertaining to phenomena which appear to lie outside thb domain
of physical law. (E) appears in the surface structure in the dative case.

(a) emu 6uditsja
(b) mne snitsja
(e) ej grezitsja

`it seems to him that he sees (or hears)'
'I dream'
`she sees as in a reverie'

2.4.2.5. State of predisposition with pseudo- reflexives. Verbs in this group,
whether active, non-active, or psychological have a corresponding form
without sja. When used without sja, the respective A, 0 or E appears in SS
nominative, when they are used with sja, in dative.

(a) ja t'erju
E

(b) mne veritsja
E

(c) dera ja guljal
T 0

(d) vi era mne guljalos'
T 0

(e) my rabotali
A

(f) nam (xordo) rabotalos'
A (legko)

(ploxo)

`I believe'

`I am inclined to believe'

`yesterday I celebrated'

'yesterday I really celebrated'

'we worked'

'WO worked well'
'with ease'
'badly'

structure dative is usually followed by the infinitive, and no other relationship is posited:
(a) emu eltailos' pobyvat' tam "It happened that he had occasion to spend some time

there"
(b) nam ataalos' vstretit'sja "We happened to meet on occasions" When the cause or
content of the 'happening' appears, the oxperiencer, which can bo coreforontial with the
(b) nam vstretit'sja "Wo happened to meet on occasions" When the cause or

nntent of the 'happening' appears, the oxperiencer, which can bo coroforontial with
the entity that undergoes a state (object), is in SS instrumental. The verb, though
defective (permits only 3 sg. and pl.), agrees in gender and number with the SS sub-
ject. Place and time relationships can also be shown.

(c) lto a vami altailes'? "what happened to you?"
0 E=0

(d) a mirota nil'ego no slidilce "nothing happened to the world"
0

(e) s nitni attalas' boriaja beds "a great misfortune has happened to them"
0

(f) a nej vane slueajutsja raznyje istorii "All kinds of things happen forever to her"
0 T

(g) lto slueiloe' ti vas? "what happened at your place?"

(h) t' era, v garde alueilaja polar "a fire happetiud yesterday in town" (for the formation.
alization of verbs in sja see 6.2.1., 6.2.2.)

24
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20 S. Whalen

vot nam rabotala
A

nam ne rabotala
The modality is especially

(g) ja ne spal
0

mne ne spalos'
0

NOTE: The particle sja lends to these verbs a psychological predisposi-
tional nuance of being in a mood, enjoying or disliking one's state or activity. As
E. RAii6kova (1971: 206) notes, discussing another Slavic language, "the agent
himself evaluates his action". The active verbs are often qualified in Russian
by manner adverbials (which are obligatory in Slovak; in Russian either parti-
cles, intonation or negation are suf.icient). Rilii6kov5 proposes an analysis in
which the sentence is embedded in an evaluative sentence with adverb of manner
as predicator, an E and the embedded sentence under 0. Her deep structure
(proposed L.ainly for active verbs with manner adverbials) can be adjusted for
all three types of verbs in Russian a) active, b) nonactive, o) psychological.
Under V in upper sentence one would show the modality element.

'bow we worked'

'we just couldn't work'
pronounced in the negative

`I didn't sleep'

`I just couldn't get to sleep'

S'
V

S\
V A X

S' S'I----..,, ______. -.....,
E () V E ()

1

I

Al

S/ N A\
V 0 X V E X

The rules shown in her paper would perform all the necessary operations to
get from DS into SS (Riiii6kova 1971 : 207).

2.4.2.6. Passive with agent not named, similar to indefinite personal sentences
bt.t with greater degree of indefiniteness, semantically belonging to elocu-
tionary verbs. Verbs in this group have a. corresponding form without "sja ".
G when shown, which is seldom in this type of sentences, is in dative (the
accepted surface case for animate G).

Indefinite sentence Impersonal sentence
(a) govorjat 'it is said'

"(they) say"
(b) pozvoljali zdes' sit'

P

govoritsja the saying is'
"it is said"

pozvoljalos' zdes' sit'

'it was permitted to live here'
"they permitted" "it was permitted"

20



Impersonal sentence in Russian and Rumanian 21

Sentences of this type are used in notices:
Po Crave vosprenaetsja 'It is forbidden to walk on the grass'

P
2.4.3. Verbal predicate expressed by infinitive. There has been a lot of dis-

cussion by Russian grammarians on the nature of the infinitive and its syn-
tactic functions. Some grammars, among them the latest Soviet Academy
Grammar (1970) consider that it can occupy the subject slot in two member
sentences of the type Inf-Verb, Inf-Aux NP,

(a) kurit' zctpreg&tetsjct

(b) kurit' vredno

'smoking prohibited'
"to smoke is forbidden"
It is harmful to smoke'

while zapre,§6ctetsja kurit"it is forbidden to smoke' is an impersonal sentence
in which the infinitive is a verb phrase complement.

The Academy Grammar shows more schemes with infinitive supposedly
in subject position:

(a) Lit' tak sit' 'if one must live then one should live
well'

(b) Lit' kak sit' if one must live then one might as well
accept it'

As can be seen from the last two examples the infinitive introduces modality.
This is one of the main functions of the infinitive when used independently
and not as complementation.

Russian has no subjunctive or optative. It has only a modal particle by,
and a conditional conjunction esti. Ir. Modality can be expressed by infinitive
(with or without by).

Galkina-Fedoruk (1958) cites 10 types of infinitive sentences expressing
different shades of modality. A few random examples will suffice:

(a) byt' emu v raja 'he wishes he were in heaven'
E "to be for him in Paradise"

(b) ne rasti Crave 'grass could not grow'
0

(c) prinesti ntne? 'should I bring it?'
A=E

(d) entu li ialovat'sja? 'why should he be complaining?'
A=E

(e) lebe li ne pet'? 'who else should sing but you?'
A=E

(f) doiir (want) 'to be able to live until then'
0

21



22 S. %Vita Ion

(g) emu u nas ne rabolat'
A=E

(h) tebe by ponla Nam
A=E

(i) vernut'sja by enxu zdorovym
A=E

'he will never have occasion to work
for us'
'you should be the one to help us'

to be able to return healthy'

or with the infinitive not shown in surface structure, and the modality ex-
pressed by particle by

(j) deneg by nalit pobol'oe 'how good it would have been, had we
E had more money'. "

An analysis on the lines of the one proposed for Predisposition Pseudo-Re-
flexives could be used here, embedding in a higher sentence with psychological
or modal verbs such as wonder, believe, wish, should, or modal predicative
words (2.5.2), which as a rule can only take a verb in infinitive. (I will return
to this in 6.4.4).

Saxmatov (1963) se esin the infinitive only the name of a verbal sign with-
out reference to an agent and further refers to it as describing a state, liken-
ing it to an adjective. If one were to accept this analysis and make the role
of A in these sentences coreferential with 0 or E, one could say that what
characterizes the impersonal sentences discussed so far is the absence of an
agent. On this assumption I will proceed 'a ith my description of impersonal
sentences in Russian.

2.4.4. Before discussing the type of sentence in which the verb 'to be'
appears strictly as an auxiliary. zero form in the present, byl, bylo, byla, byli
in the past, and budet, budet in the future, I should mention the existential
sentences in which the verb est' appears in SS meaning 'exists, exist, there is,
there are' The past tense appears in the impersonal form bylo and for future
there is only the singular form budet. The entity, the existence of which is
affirmed, can appear in SS genitive (partitive or quantitative genitive). In
this case, because of their form they are classed by some grammarians with
impersonal sentences. When they contain an SS nominative they are consid-
ered personal sentences:

(a) est' Tleba i mjasa
(b) bylo narodu
(c) takova dobra est' u nas
(d) zi inenja est' otec i mat'

'there is some broad and butter'
'there was a crowd'
'such wealth we have'
'I have a mother and a father'

14 The last two oxamples are from Jakubson (1966. 75) who autos "die Sullisksalgabo
kann dabei Las Wunsch udor Boffirchtung des Sproolionden gosoliddert erdon.
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Impersonal sentence in Russian and Romanian 23

2.4.5. The existential negative sentence with net, ne bylo, ne bullet requires
SS genitive for the entity whose existence is negated. This type of sentence is
considered by all grammarians as impersonal.

(a) u menja net otca (materi) 'I have no father (mother)'
(b) tat vremeni 'there is no time'
(e) ne bylo u menja deneg 'I had no money'
(d) davno takoj grozy ne bylo 'there hasn't been such a storm for a

long time'

Galkina Pedortik (1958. 195) while giving examples of negative impersonal
constructions with other semantic groups of verbs notes that "it is inconceiv-
able to have negative impersonal constructions with concrete verbs expres-
sing actions of a person". As we noted before, there can not be an A role in
the DS of an impersonal sentence.

2.5.0. Nominal Predicate. Impersonal (subjectless) sentences with the hea-
viest functional load are those which express state and modality. They con-
tain a part of speech formally characterized by the ending "o" (similar to the
ending of adverbs and neuter short form adjectives). They are referred to as
adverbs," category of state (Galkina-Fedoruk 1964), and predioativos or pre-
dicative words (Isaenko 1956). They can be used with or without negative.
Semantically they can be divided as referring to:

2.5.1. State of nature and surroundings, physical or psychological stale of
living beings with or without reference to an experiencer E or 0 or animate 0 la
Dative. They can have P and T relations.

(a) pasmurno 'it is cloudy'
(b) eladve 'it is boring'
(o) teplo 'it is warm'
(d) v komnate teplo 'the room is warm'

(it is warm in the room)
(e) mne teplo 'I am warm'

0
(f) nine bol'no it hurts me'

0
(g) mne veselo 'I am having a good time'

E

or they can take infinitive complementation:
(h) vine prijatno 6itati 'reading gives me pleasure'

E "to read is pleasurable to me"

14 Akadomija Nauk SSSIt (1960) and most of the school grammars.
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24 S. Whalen

2.5.2. Modality. We saw that some shades of modality 4,.w be conveyed
by infinitive sentences, but the most common NI tly of expressing obligation,
necessity, permission, possibility, impossibility, is by modal prcdicatise words
(they end in "o", with the exception of nel' zja). They form an impersonal con-
struction with auxiliary (for tense) and can be followed by infinitive. The en-
tity expressing the Acne states is in the surface Dative case. The words nado,
nuino, neobxodimo meaning 'need, necessity' can enter in D relations expres-
sed by prep. dlja + Genitive. (There is also a personal construction with dolien,
dolina, dolino, dolEny 'must'. The impersonal nine dolSno can be found in
written literary and official styles).

(a) MONO it is permitted'
(b) ?nano skazar one could say'
(c) mne nuino tile I must read'

E
(d) nel'zja 'must not'
(e) nel'zja skazar 'it's impossible to say, one can't say'
(f) nine etogo nel'zja 'this is forbidden to me'

E
(g) nine nado kilo mask; 'I needed some butter'"

E
(h) emu neob.rodinto 'it's necessary for him'

E
(1) neobaxxlimo dija nego its necessary for him'

D

2.6.2.1. A limited group of nouns expressing emotional s aluation or neces-
sity connected with time can also enter in similai impersonal constructions
(mostly followed by infinitive).

(a) nine sal' kupir 'I regret having to buy'
E

(b) mne .al' ee 'I have pity for her'
E G

(c) styd skazae it is shameful to say it
(d) mne len' rabotat' 'I don't feel like working'

E
(e) pora narn idli its time for us to go'

E

" Sentences (f) and (g) do not have statue° iiiihjet, negation and partial quantity
requiring SS genetive.
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2.5.2.2. The small group of impersonal modal 'verbs expressing obligation
are now outdated, encountered only in written official language. They are
followed by infinitive and take a SS dative for the entity experiencing the
obligation. Still in use are sleduet, dolt:

(a) ram sleduet u6it'sja 'you ought to study'
E

(b) 8toit emu tor ko sprosie 'he needs only to inquire'

2.5.3. Predicate expressed by past passive participle short form neuter. To
justify the inclusion of this type of constriation among impersonal sentences
with nominal predicates it is argued (Saxinatov 1963, Galkina- Fedoruk 1958)
that the past passive participle, short form, depicts a finished process mhich
has become established as a state and can be regarded as a stative adjective.
This construction is impersonal because it lacks a subject in nominative and
tho auxiliary in the past and future tenses is in tho impersonal form "byte,
bud,et" . Its derivational history is different from those discussed previously.
It is a passive construction with undefined agent. According to the rules of
passive transformation, the surface nominative of the active construction ap-
pears in the surface instrumental case of the passive construction. It is inter-
esting to note that when C or I occupies the subject slot in the active sentence
it can appear in tho surface structure of the past passive participle in the
instrumental, but if it is an agent A it cannot."

Indefinite personal Passive impersonal

xorogo skazali xorogo bylo skazano
"they said" 'it was well said'
veleli veex zaderiivat' veleno bylo vsex zaderiivar
'it was ordered that everybody should bo stopped'
"they ordered"
Personal active
voda zalila (pogreb)

I
'water flooded (tho cellar)'
oni ukazali gut oibku
A
they pointed to the mistake'

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Impersonal passive
vodoj bylo talito

I
'it was flooded (by water)'
bylo ukazano net ogibku

G

'attention was drawn to the mistake'

2.6. The so-called nominal one member sentences are sentences which lita. a
VP constituent: autumn, rain, fallen leaves, Fire!, Lots of roses. PetsikoNskij

" Alcadomija Nat'l( SSSR (1960, vol. II, part 2 : 38).
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26 S. IVhalon

(1956) suggeActi that they ale two member sentences with the predicate ex-
pressed by intvnation. 2axinatoN (1963) calls them subject-predicateless sen-
tences, but, as Stcblin Kamcnskij (1956) points out, if by subject is meant
that part of a sentence with which the grammatical predicate stands in a
predicative lehttion, if there is no predicate, how can there be it subject ?

Stalin Kamenskij (1956. 134) suggested they should be called non-pre-
dicative sentences. But without a predicate there can be no foie telatiouship
eithel. At best, I would consider them elliptic, they depend on the written
context, on intonation, on the context of situation and w unit! have to be ana-
lyzed in each instance differently.

111. THE IMPERSONAL SENTENCE IN ROMANIAN

3.0. While every Russian grammar contains it weli-defined chapter on im-
personal sclitences, v cry ft tv Rumanian grammars accord this type more than a
few Lursory remarks. Of the grammars listed in the attached Bibliography,
only Sandfeltl and Olsen's (1962 . III, 25 40) gives a fair number of examples
in the sub chapters "Sujet inexprim6" and "Sujet personnel indetermin6.

Alphonse Juilland, in his frequency count of 803 Romanian verbs,

titan a curptiS of 500.000 tools, stlet,ted front the auras of ropresoittatit o authors
from twaspapers luta magazines. as troll as front technical literature (1971. 43)

does not tuake any mention of `impersonal' or Inflectionailly deficient' verbs,
although eighth in frequent) is the impersonal verb trebuie '11 fa ut, must, need'
and third in frequency pate 'can' which is widely used in its impersonal form
se poate it is possible, it is permitted'.

The general attitude towards impersonal constructions seems to be ex-
pressed by Sever Pop:

h Vault tlu %cam fi oil funny ales luetintals itumbeettovs. matt t iuilit Val OHS".
rw;tite "yin honte". nu e team& "fill pent". e pitcatt `Vest dinuniago". Now

a%ons l'impressitat quo les pattas luta tut plus gland usage de ces locutions quo
In langue litnktiire (1948 497).

3.1. Before attempting to arrange thy Romanian impersonal constructions
into .t limalel similar to that used fin Russian, some morphological differences
in their resgettit o tAlbe systems should be noted. The declensional system of
Ruh" has six surface tases, nominative, genetiv e, dative, accusative, instru-
mental tintl prepositional. Not all surface cases are marked by distinctive
endings, flick number 1, ttries actor ling to declension t) pc, sub class and gen-
der:

" Fr, An non on 110s.minlo null itont,t man art it ft Ertl! tots Ittis alai Runt. respoeti-
ely. (editor's note)
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Table I

Typo of declension Number of distinctive
case endings

Singular Plural
Nominal declension
nouns I 5 5
nouns II 3 5
personal pronouns 4 4
cardinal numerals T 2 3 4. 5
Adjectival declension
adjectives

ordinal
numerals

masc. and neuter

fem.
participles

Mixed declension
pronouns
possessivo masc. and neuter
adjectives
and nouns

fem.
cardinal
numorals II

5

3

5

3

4

4

The nominative plural can be homonymous with tho motive singular, also,
for a sub-class of masculino nouns, there aro 2 forms each for genotive and
for prepositional. Tho nominative does not take a proposition, the preposition-
al always follows a preposition, the othor cases can appear with or without a
proposition. Thore are 37 prepositions which govern one case each, 6 which.
can take two cases, 2 with three cases and about 10 advorbial oxprossions used
as prepositions. In Rom tho surfaeo cases are not as well marked as in Rus.

Table II

Type of declension
Number of distinctive

endings

Singular Plural
article 2 2
noun (masc. neuter) 1 1

(feminine) 2 1

adjective (masc. neuter
fem. I) 1 1

(fem. II) 2 1

personal pronoun 3 2
(3 enclitic)

pronoun 2 2

02:`
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While grammars (e.g. Academia RSR 1966. 81 95) refer to 5 surface cases:
nominative, genetive, dative, accusative and vocative, formally one can dis-
tinguish at most only 3 case endings. The vocative, semantically limited to
certain classes of nouns (animate, personified an'mate) is being replaced in
contemporary Rom by nominative and need not concern us further.

All syncretize
Nominative
Accusative

Genitive
Dative

with the exception of personal pronouns which have different endings for no-
minative and accusative. This is why, when one wants to determine the case
of a noun, I. Iordan (1967 . 93) advises to substitute pronouns for nouns and
where this is impossible as in

t a namil profesor he was named professor'

different solutions are put forward. Sextil Pupcariu (1940: 144) proposes a
"non-case" called "general" which expresses the nominal idea without any
grammatical relationship. Hofej5i (1960: 495) would call it "direct" case, a
zero form in which the opposition between Nominative and Accusative is
neutralized, P. Diaconescu (1962: 32) calls it "neuter" case. (The above is an
indefinite personal sentence with A, 0 and G).

Genitive and dative are considered by some grammarians (Sanafeld-Olsen
1936 Vol. I : 62) as one case "genitive-dative", their distribution and func-
tions being complementary. genitive, determining nouns and dative,

destinatie actiunin pentru cine, in folosul sae paguba cui, do obicoi o persoimi sau
un lucru asimilat on porsoane "the goal of the action, for whom, to whose benefit
or loss, usually a person or a thing assimilated to a person" (Iordan 1907 . 96).

There is also an (old) dative locative with limited distribution and an instru-
mental dative preceded by the prepositions:

datorita, grafie, mulfumita 'duo to, thanks to'

which are the only propositions which can be followed by the dative. In all,
Rom has about 40 prepositions, most of which take the accusative, the case
with the greatest functional load of all the surface cases. The case of the surface
subject is nominative with a few exceptions. Showing quantity Prep. la I Ac-
cusative:

au venit la oameni 'a lot of people have arrived."

"'The Rom examples lime been taken from the graznmrs and textbooks slim, It in
tie. bibliography and-have biien chocked in the folkwing dictionaries. Academia Republicii
Popular° Romine (1958), Levitchi, L. (1971), Korlittmanti, N. G. (1367), Academia Repu-
blic,' Socialist° Romania (1971). Tito usage of these examples ha% e been confirmed by
native speakers Iona and Constantin Alitrutescu.
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or in subordinate sentences, presenting an interesting example of pronoun
deletion:

(a) o dau, cui vrea s-o is 'I give it to whom [unmarked!] wants
to take it'

(h) it trimit, pe care termini 'I [am] send[ing] the one [who] finish[es]
mai repede first [verbs in pros.]'
cui dative, pe care accusative

Other examples cited in grammars:

(o) incepura en tali a minca they started with all to eat'
['all started at the same time']

as against:

(d) loci incepura a minca they all started to eat'

or ellipsis:

(e) ai mei au venit, a lui a of the house have arrived, his was late'
intirziat 'those (belonging) in the house have ar-

rived, but his kin was late"

3.2.1. All that must be noted, at this point, about the Rom verb, is the
fact that the desinences of all the finite forms show number and person, with
the exception of the auxiliary of the past compound tense, where the form
for the first singular,- the first plural. Therefore, in the first and second person
the surface subject is a marked category to avoid ambiguity:

(a) aci citit aceasta carte?

(b) eu n-am citit-o
(c) not n-am citit-o

have you (plural or polite form) read
this book?'
'I haven't read it'
'We haven't read it'

The third person can also be omitted in dialogue

(d) fa-a asigurat ca nu a vii-
zia-o

(e) ce fel cea cind 1-ai strigat?

he assured me he had not seen her'

`what was he doing when you called
him?'

In narrative, one can find whole paragraphs without an overt subject.

(f) Era un am de teatru.
Venice pe lame intr -o fa-
milie de actori. Fiume su-
flew fi copist de roluri.

He was a man of the theatre, born to a
family of actors. Ho had been a prompt.
er and had transcribed roles. Ho had
lived on the stage and had taken part
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Praise pe scend fi tsetse
parte la toate spectacolele
vremii... .

in all the performances of the time'.

3.2.2. Rom is less dependent on overt subject than Rus, the past tense in
Rus not being marked for person. Also, the verb a fi to be', which in Bus
has only one form for present, and is as a rule omitted, in Ram has a full
paradigm and is only left out for stylistic purposes in poetry.

ea, un finger ce as roagd- el, un demon ce vissazd (Eminescu) 'she, an angel who
prays- he, a demon who dreams'
As we have seen, in Rom, as in Rus, the surface subject does not have to ap-
pear when it is deducible from either the verbal form or from context. One
would expect, therefore, to f.nd sentences in which the subject is left unmen-
tioned.

3.3. In Rom, generalized perscmal sentences have the same structure as those
in Rus as well as having the same function and distribution. They appear in
proverbs, exhortations, directions. The verb, mostly in second person singular,
can be, also, in first person plural:

(%) dacd vrei, poti if you want to, you can'
(b) mincam ca sit traim... we eat to live...'
(e) indata ce intri, vezi as you go in, you see'

3.4. zn indefinite personal sentences, the verb is in third person singular,
with or without the reflexive particle se

(a) ne duce pe front
(b) spune la sfinta carte
(c) se zice, se spune
(d) se vede, se ?tie
(e) se vorbege, se aude, se aerie

they are taking us to the front'
they say in the Holy Book'
on dit' 'it is said'
on voit, on snit' it is seen, known'
is spoken, heard, written'

Expressions with particle se, followed by a sentential complement, have a very
high functional load. The identity of an agent in these types of sentences tends
to be vaguer than in those without se, as can be seen from the following ex-
ample:

(f) se zice ca -i bate tin cu it is said that they beat them and keep
mincdri rele (Slavici) them badly fed'

The particle se in the above examples changes the verbs from personal into
impersonal. As such they can only have the third person singular form. The
stative (nonactive) verbs in our examples vede, aude, tie 'see, hear, know'
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can have also a personal reflexive form se vede, se aude, se §tie, se in this instance
being the accusative case of the reflexive pronoun.

(g) eu ma vad, el se vede `I see myself, he sees himself'
A 0 AO

besides the impersonal
(h) se vede `it is visible'

3.4.1. In Rom there are two types of reflexives: with accusative and dat-
ive reflexive pionouns. In the accusative reflexive there can be an A-0 or E-O
relation:

(a) (eu) ma duc `I go'
A 0

(b) (ea) ma fmbrac `I dress myself'
A 0

(c) (eu) ma gindesc `I think'
E 0

(d) el se miry `he wonders'
E 0

while with the dative reflexive there is an A-D or E-D relation:

(o) (eu) find fac
A D

(f) (tu) nu -fi £nchipui
E D

'I do it for my benefit'

`you can't imagine'

Some verbs can show both types of relationships:

(g) (eu) ma spill, to spal
A 0 0

(h) (en) tmi spal rufele
AD 0

as opposed to the possessive

(i) (en) spal rufele tale
A 0

(j) ifi spat rufele
D 0

'I wash myself, I wash you'

'I wash my clothes [for myself']

'I wash your clothes'

'I wash your clothes'
"I wash clothes for you"

The semantic implication of the dative reflexive as compared to the accusative
reflexive has been noted by Sandfeld & Olsen (1962 Vol. III : 123 - 124)

Le pronom nithichi (datif) sort h relovor quo l'action on question a lieu par rapport
an sujot ou a eon intention... ...son omploi laisso entrovoir un certain dogre d'intdret
ou uno certaine valour affective do l'action on question par rapport an sujot.
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which is clearly a designative or beneficial relationship. Designative being a
broader term will be used henceforth. The examples given, besides verbs of
jeering, mocking a-fi bate joc de, a fi ride de, contain verbs which can have
also accusative reflexive (see above)

(k) 4i vedeau de treaba they minded their own business'
D 0 "they saw after the work for themsel-

ves"

That desipative is a separate relationship from goal as receiver or destina-
tion can be seen from the fact that a sentence can show both relationships.

(1) (el) f i-a coit curare prin grcidini pimi la o vcidana
A D 0 P G
'he made himself a path through the garden to a widow'

or in Rus

(m) ja dal ej knigu dlja manly I gave her a book for mother'
A G G

3.4.2. Some of the verbs appearing in impersonal constructions can have
both a personal and an impersonal form, others only an impersonal form with
or without se. The surface case of the 0 or E, where it can be shown, is in the
dative.

(a) se zvonefte
(b) se poate
(c) (mi) se cade
(d) (mi) se =vine
(e) (i) se intimplic
(f) mi se waste
(g) mi se pare
(h) imi pare (bine)
(1) imi pasei
(j) nu-ni pasii
(k) inci place
(1) imi fede bine
(m)imi vine
(n) imi merge
(o) imi ajunge
(p) bra arde de gluntic
(q) imi trece prin. minte
(r) imi trebuie
(s) trebuie

'it's rumored'
'it's possible'
'it's fitting'
'it's proper'
'it happens'
'I am bored'
'it seems'
'I'm glad'
I care'
'I don't care'
I like it'
it suits me'
'I feel, like, it's easy'
'I'm lucky'
'I have enough'
'I feel like joking'
'I have an idea'
'I need'
'I must'
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(t) nti-e de 'I am in a mood for'
'I want to have something, I desire'

3.5. Another type of impersonal construction refers to meteorological con-
ditions. Most of the verbs in this group are impersonal, some can be used
personally in poetry:

viscolul viscolea 'the snoswtorm stormed'

They are quite numerous and have not become obsolete.

(a) pious 'it's raining'
(b) bureaza, brunteaza, burni- 'it's drizzling'

teazel

(c) toarna cu galeata 'it's pouring'
"it's railing buckets"

(d) roureaza 'dew falls'
(e) grindirta It is hailing'
(f) fulgera, 'remote lightning strikes'
(g) tuna it thunders'
(h) vremuigte 'it is bad weather' or

'the weather is breaking'
(i) ninge, fniguie§te 'it snows'
(j) visco/efte It is a snow storm'
(k) trage 'it's draughty'
(1) se Innoreaza 'it becomes cloudy'
(m) se fnsereaza 'evening falls'
(n) se Innopleadi 'it's becoming night'
(o) se intuned 'it's becoming dark'
(p) se lumina de ziva 'day was breaking'

se amijea, se albia

To express change from one state to another the impersonal form of the
verbs a da 'give', a sta 'stands' and se face 'to becomo' can be used:

(a) da larva
(b) sta sa ploaie
(o) se face noapte, ziwa

'it's becoming winter'
'it's going to rain'
'it becomes, night, day'

3.0. With an animate 0 which can be interpreted as an E, since it can
express both psychological or physical well being, the verb se face 'to become'
shows a change in a person's state:

mi se face bine, rau, grew 'I am starting to feel well, bad'
'things are becoming difficult for me'

3 Papers and Studies W11
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3.7. A parson's physical or psychological state is expressed by an imper-
sonal construction with the verb a fi to be' in the third person singular (any
tense) and the animate 0 or E in surface (lathe ease:. Usually in these construe-
tions the shortened form of the verb t (for esle) is used enclitically with the
unaccented pronoun form.

(a) mi-e lone 'I am lazy'
(b) mi-e mild 'I have pity'
(c) mi-e mit 'I am bored'
(d) nti-e dor 'I long'
(e) mi-e civdd 'I am angry'
(f') mi-e 'wine 'I am ashamed'
(g) mi-e team(1, 'I am afraid'

mi-e fried,
mi-e groaza,

(h) mi-e drag
(i) mi-e grijd
(j) mi-e greu
(k) mi-e icor
(1) mi-e grad
(m)mi -e 14 indemind
(n) mi-e somn
(o) mi-e bine
(p) mi-e foame
(q) mi-e trete
(r) mi-e cald
(s) mi-e frig

'dear to me'
'I am worried'
it is hard (for me)'
it is easy (for me)'

'I am in a hurry'
it is handy (for me)'

'I am sleepy'
'I feel well'
'I am hungry'
'I am thirsty'
'I am warm'
'I am cold'

3.7.1. Some of the above can be used Althea mention of E or animate 0
to a general state or as predicate of a sentential subject (introduced by al, sii
or expressed by infinitive or supine)

(a) e bine, e rciu, e adevarat
(b) e wor, e le,ane, e greu
(c) c cald, e frig, e Alma
(d) e ger, c ;gni, e soare,
(e) e exclus, e impositril
(f) e adetylrat, e probabil
(g) e sigur, e important
(h) e negrefi!, e bineinfeles

it is good, bad, true'
it is easy, hard'
it is warm, cold, pleasant'
it is freezing, windy, sunny'
'it's impossible'
'it's true, probable'
it is sure, important'
'it's without a doubt'

The predicative word can be used alone, without e, 'is' firefte, 1,eapeiral, dcai-
gur 'surely', poate 'perhaps', pleat 'it's a pity', pesemne 'presumably', binefn-
ides.
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3.8. The third person singular of the verb a fi to be' can be used imperson-
ally with the meaning of it y a, c'est and the temporal c'etait:

(a) este nifte castraueli in ()let
(b) mai este
(c) afa-in
(d) nu-i afa? (n'est-ce pas?)
(e) era de molt
(f) era fntr -o dupa amiaza
(g) era un ntof fi o baba

'there are some pickled cucumbers'
'there is more of it'
it is so'
'isn't it so?'
it happened long ago'
it was on an afternoon'

'(once) there was an old man and
woman'

The verb to be' can be also used with the meaning of 'fated':

(a) a lost sa fie aka
(b) n-a foot sii mi se intimple,

nu era act -nti fie dat

it was meant to be so'
it was not fated to happen'

3.0. The verb a da 'give' can also convey this meaning mi-e dat it is fated'.
The verb a avea to have' can be used impersonally in a negative construction
meaning, 'there is nobody at all' with 0 shown in surface accusative.

(a) n-are eine spala
(b) n-are cui sa ramtie,

'there is nobody at all to wash me'
'there is nobody to whom it could
be left'

IV. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RUSSIAN
AND ROMANIAN IMPERSONAL SENTENCES

4.0. The preceding is a broad outline of the impersonal sentences of Ro-
manian, in this chapter I will take the Russian examples and compare them
with the Romanian data in an attempt to find a corresponding form. The
base is thus taken to bo Rus, the comments pertaining to Rom.

4.1.1. Verbal Predicate with or without sja, s or se expressing state of sur-
rounding (2.4.1.1, 2.4.2.1) There is a larger lexical group in .Romanian (3.5)
with a higher functional load than in Russian. They are discussed and analysed
in chapter VI (6.3).

4.1.2. State resulting from natural phenomenon (2.4.1.2). The second example
it smelied of tar' is expressed in Romanian by an impersonal sentence. mirosea

20 i, short, unaccented form of ee.43 is used enclitically.
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a smoak1. Cause is expressed by surface accusative as there is no surface instru-
mental case in Rom. The difference between an instrumental and passive
agentive construction is lost therefore in Rom,

(a) vifinul a fost treisnit de fulger 'the cherry tree was felled by light-
() 0 ning'

(b) vifinul a fost (dial de mine 'the cherry tree was cut by me'
O A

as compared to Rus where (a) is impersonal and (b) passive with SS subject.

(a) molniej svalik viAju
0

(b) vibtja byla svalcna mnoj
O A

4.1.3. Psychological or physical state of living beings (2.4 L3, 2.4.2.2). The
only example having a corresponding impersonal verb form in Rom is 'my
head or my ears ring'

(a) tripe in cap (capul)

(b) urechi (urechile)
0

to be scared, nauseated, MS ell are all expressed in Ruin impersonally by means
of nominal predicates: mi-e groazd, greafd, mi-e rau (3.7).

4.1.4. State resulting from supernatural powers (2.4.1.4, 2.4.2.3). The imper-
sonal verb used in 'the way the cards are falling' must be qualified with ame-
lioratory or derogatory adverbs.

(a) cads bine in carp: 'I have good cards'
E=D

There is an impersonal construction for 'to be lucky'

(b) ii merge
E

'he is lucky'

Finally 'it happens' impersonal % orb with E, when shown in surface dative
(3.4.1).

4.1.5. Phenomena which appear to lie outside the domain of physical law
(2.4.2.4) 'it seems to him... 'has two corresponding impersonal verbs in Rom.

(a) i se mizeiregte
E
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(b) i se naluce;te
E

'to dream' is a personal verb in Rom.

4.1.6. Ps edisposition (2.4.2.5) is not expressed in Rom by a special verb
form as in Rus. It can be expressed by an impersonal dative reflexive form of
the verb a veni 'come' followed by infinitive or - ubjunctive, or by the imperson-
al form of the verb aft 'to be' followed by infinitive.

(a)imi vine a crede
(b) imi vine sii rid f i sei

dansez
(c) mi -c a dormi

'I am inclined to believe'
'I feel like laughing and dancing'

'I am sleepy, I'd like to sleep'

It is customarily used with negative to show disinclination:

(d) nu-i venea a crede 'ho just couldn't believe it'
(e) nu-i este a lucre 'he doesn't feel like working'

The passive with agent not named (2.4.2.6) has been discussed in 3.4.

4.1.7. Verbal predicate expressed by infinitive (2.4.3) can be used in Rom with
negation in notices of prohibition or warning:

(a) a Mt face zgomot
(b) a nu se pleca in afara
(c) a se feri de soare

or in a compound predicate:

(d) a raspunde bine flzscammi
a fti bine

'quiet, please' "not to make noise"
'do not lean outside' (railroad notice)
'beware of the sun'

'to answer well means to know well'

There are no modal infinitive sentences in Rom.

4.1.8. Existential sentences (2.4.5) were discussed in 3.8.

4.2. iVominal predicate

4.2.1. State of nature and surroundings, physical, psychological state (2.5.1).
Here we find many identical constructions (3.8)

(a) este posomorit
(b) e cald
(c) mi-e cald

'it is chicly'
'it is warm'
'I am warm' (with surface dative)

The verb 'to hurt' a durea is a 'defective' verb with only 3 sing. and pl. It is
classed as a personal verb with impersonal uses in constructions
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(d) .1/ durea WI se gindeasca 'it was painful for him to think'
(e) ma: doare capul 'my head hurts'

We found so far that ill Rom both E and an'mate 0 experiencing a psycholog-
ical or physical state was always in surface dative.

With impersonal expressions of loca:ized pain, agent unnamed we found a
surface accusative for 0.

(f) ma stringe in spate 'my back pulls'
0 P

(g) o injunghie intre coaste 'she has a stabbing pain between her
0 P ribs'

(Ii) it seal la jicat 'his liver feels squeezed'
0 P

In Russian, similar expressions have a compound surface P.
,a menja soset pod loiakoj 'I have a gnawing pain in the pit of my
'at me' 'under rib' stomach'
It is possible that the same analysis (2.4.2.2) should be proposed for Roni.

4.3, Modality (2.5.2). Rom has one impersonal modal verb trebuie 'must'
or imi trebuie 'I need', (with SS dative) also the verb a putea 'can' in its imper-
sonal form se poate 'it's possible, it's allowed' and predicative words with or
without auxiliary este, e, i 'is' (3.7.1).

4.4. Past passive participle (2.5.3). Only a limited number of verbs can be
used in a passive impersonal construction a Post spas 'it was said' e scris 'it is
written'.

Table III. A comparison of predicate types in impersonal constructions

State of Physical and Modality
linturo and psychologi. Prodis Modal

surroundings cal state of position meanings
individuals

Rua Rom Rua Rom Rus Roni Rua Rom
Impersonal verbs X X X x X

Verbs used impersonally X x X X x x
Verbs in sja. ae X X X x X X X

Infinitive X (prohibition
only)

Nominal Predicate x x x x X X

There is a considerable degree of eorrespendelice between the means of express-
ing the predicate in impersonal constructions in Rom and Rus languages, as
indicated in the above table. Only in expressions of modality do differences
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appear. This is as expected, for while the use of particles and modal verbs occur
in both languages, the typo and number ,,f actual moods to express modality
differ in the languages under comparison.

V. THE NOTION OF MOOD

5.0. In the prececeding discussion of impersonal sentences, it was mentioned
that modality can be expressed in R113 by infinitive and modal predicative
words, while in Rom such constructions arc few. The Rom verb has, instead,
a well-developed paradigm of verbal moods. A closer look at what is understood
by "modality" and "mood" is, therefore, in order.

5.1. "Modality" is the broader term of the two and it indicates the speaker's
subjective evaluation of the manner in which the utterance corresponds to
reality, whether by means of intonation, choke of verbs, modal particles and
verbal moods. The total Mood refers to it specific verbal form arrived at by in-
flection or by means of auxiliaries.".

Semantically identical modal meanings can be expressed by different moods
(synonymy of form). A given mood can also be syntactically determined and
unmarked for modality.

5.2. There is no one to one correlation between a specific mood and its modal
meaning, as can be seen from definitions, such as:

In exhortations and in prohibitions a ith nit the subjunctive has an imperative
form.. the optatii.0 represents a (it puska subjuncti.e or future indicative (Good-
win 1800: 3 ff.)

Meillot's summing up of Indo-European moods seems an over idealization:

Lea nuances do sons exprinuces par l'indicatif, lo subjwietif of l'optatif sent done
rospecti%ement voiles dos pruc6s. pusitioinelit, affirm4, attendu on ovontuol, pos-
sible... L'imp6rutif... exprimo un commandement forme of partioipe nu sons affir-
mail de findicatif (1904 : 220, 235).

5.2.1. Whether the origin of XE muds was aspectual and temporal (vivid
and remote futurity) (Hahn 1953 . 139) or a difference in the relative degree of
probability, (Gonda 1950 . 117) there is no ground to suppose that at any time
there was a fixed set of verbal moods and that the "expressions of their &email
tic properties wore co-extensive with their form" (Seiler 1971: 79), and the
best one can do is to give an approximate representation of their 'nuances' of
moaning:

*I Panfilo% (1908 . 82) differentiates bete eon modality oa a lugicu griumnatical eat
ogury, the pruport.) of a sentence Whim as a %%hole, alai mood cis a grarninstical category
related only to the grammatical predicate.
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The Indo-European moods and what they express may be tabulated as
follows:

Indicative: Whether a fact, or what is alleged to be a fact, did or did
not take place

Subjunctive: volition (indirect), futurity; in conditions. contingency
Optative: wish (direct), potentiality; in conditions: contingency
Imperative: command, prohibition, exhortation, entreaty
Injunctive: PP PP

Infinitive: can be used in the sense of imperative, optative, and in
exclamations of surprise and inClignation. 22

5.2.2. Shifts in meaning and form occur from the earliest attested times.
In Latin the Indo-European optative and the subjunctive fused morphologi-
cally and syntactically into one mood -the subjunctive, which had six forms:
present and past. A look at the verbal paradigms of some modern Romance
languages, show how these forms subsequently proliferated:

Spanish: Subjunctive: present, imperfect (two forms) present
perfect, pluperfect (two forms) future,
future perfect.

Conditional: present, perfect.
French Subjunctive: present, past, imperfect, pluperfect, dou-

ble-compound past.
Conditional: present, past, doublc-compound past.

Romanian: Subjunctive: present, past.
Optative- Conditional: present, past.
Optative- Presumptive PP PP

G.S. In Slavic the IE optative gave the form of the imperative (which kept
some of the modal values of tho optative). The optative form of the verb to be
used periphrastically with the past active participle ;n 1 formed a new mood,
the conditional (or subjunctive). In East Slavic (Rus., Ukr., Belr.), Slovak
and Slovenian the modal auxiliary became a modal particle by;bi. 23 The Rus-
sian Academy Grammar stresses that:

" For more on tho IE moods and tenses, seo 31eillot (1064), Goodwill (1800), and Cray
(1930).

33 The modal auxiliary e.g. OCS bin, (or biml) bi, was replaced by the perfective
Aorist of byti, byx, (or byx6) by used as a conditional auxiliary. See the, different forms in
the various Slavic languages. Ukrainian by, Slovak ty, Belorussian suffix by, b, C,. 1t and
Upper Lusatian bych, 48, by, Lowor Lusatian by fur all persons, Polish enclitic bym,
Ing, by. Slovoiiian and Macedonian in% ariable particle bi, and Sorbo-Croutian mid Bulga-
rian bix,
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Only when this particle appears in combination a ith the past tome eau it be consid-
ered a verbal mood, and not when it appears a ith .mporativ o, infinitt c or participle
(1070: 356).

As the modal meaning is contained in the particle, vchich can combine also
with modal predicative words, the above rtstriction can only ha% e historical
grounds. The positing of a separate mood to account for this one environ-
ment only complicates the grammar. 24

5.3.1. 'rho infinitive can express a \Nide range of modal meanings, including
obligation, or necessity (depending on aspect). The choice of aspect in conjuc-
tion with negation can have a bearing on the modal meaning of the imperative
as well.

5.3.2. In Bulgarian and Macedonian (which do not have an infinitive)
there is, in addition to tl,s periphrastic conditional discussed abuNe, a subjunc-
tive form (da -{ pres. ind.) used in environments %here other Slavic languages
use the infinitive. This subjunctive has assumed many of the modal meanings,
associated with infinitive both in independent and subordinate clauses.

It should be pointed out that Rom, while still retaining an infinitive, has
replaced it with the subjunctive in many of the same environments as Bulga-
rian:2

(a) Fr. je vela lire 'I want to read'
inf.

(b) Rus. xo6u 6itat'
inf.

(c) Rom. vreau 86 cilesc
subj.

(d) Bulg. iskam da Leta
subj.

(e) Fr. donne-moi is boire
(f) Rus. daj vypit'
(g) Rom. da -nii 86 bean
(h) Bulg. daj na da pija

PP PP PP

PP ,, PP

PP PP PP

`give me to drink'

,,

5.4. In conclusion, modality can be expressed in Ras by means of.
(a) Modal predicative words 26
(b) Particles: puse , da, li .1', razve, ... etc.

24 8axinatoN (1003: 481 - 86) talks about morphological and syntactical 'moods'
and tries to difforemutto them using semantic and functional criteria.

23 This departure from a prevailing pattern in both Sla%io and Romance languages
has been attributed to Greek influence. Soo K. Sandfeld (1030).

" I hesitate to group tla In top, tiler a ith the particles because of their different syn-
tactic behaviour and function.
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let', if only', is it really?'. The particle by alone, or together with
any of the above, when combined with past tense and considered a ver-
bal mood, 27

(c) Verbal moods: indicative, infinitive, imperative
(d) Addition of suffix aja
(e) Aspect
(f) Modal verbs: xoter , mue' (want, call) n hich in their torn can be affected

by all the above."

And in Rom by means of
(a) Particles in conjunction with verbal moods
(b) Moods: indicative, imperative, infinitive,

subjunctive: present: particle. 809i-special verbal paradigm
past: particle. 84-1-inf. of a fi to be'+past

part.
optative: present: aux. ae, ai, ar, am, afi, ar+inf.

past: aux. af, ai, ar,...+inf. verb a fi to be'
+inf.

presumptive. adding past participle or gerund to indicative future,
or present subjunctive or optative.

(c) Modal verbs: a putea `can', a erebui 'must',
a urea 'want', a veni to conic',
a fi to be', a avea to have' 31

VI. THE FORMALIZATION OF SENTENCE AND
FUNCTION RELATIONSHIPS

6.0. The examples of subjectless sentences (Chapters II, III, IV) make it
obvious that neither Rus nor Rom requires SS subjects in certain types of sen-
tences. It is my opinion that a grammar of the type S=NP^VP (both for DS
and SS) where an NP, which is an immediate constituent of the sentence in
question, is defined as its subject, would not be suitable for these languages
as the subject position for ()wry typo of sentence is not necessarily filled in

2' Oil Ulu sante pattern Saxinatov (1903 . 485) posits the 'unreal' mood Litt', edva,
bylo+ past tenso (just about to. on the verge of ... but)

28 Except they can not tako an imperatm., and moe does nut limo a form in sja.
" The particle aii is used in the formation of two of three forms for future: with

aux. have, will,o+subj.,am+subj., o ail Jac, am a& lac.
30 It is not clear Nvhother the origin of this aux. is the imperfect of Lat. volere, or

the subjunctive of habeo, habuiese. Lausborg (1962 : 219).
Si In special constructions; for example the English verb 'need'
Rom Data a fi necesar, Nom+a avea nevoie
Rus Did+ 'tad° or nano, Nom dollen (a, o, y)
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Impersonal sentence in Russian and Rornanian 43

DS either, as will be shown. A grammar Ivhich posits a DS subject for some sen-
tences and not for others would lose in generality and would blur the distinc-
tion between syntactic configurations and semantic relations. A suitable deep
structure for Rus and Rom would take the form:

OS 0 -*Predicator ANP(n)
I Verb
Predicative words (adv., adj., noun)

NP(u)-,one or more arguments...

Predicator -+

Throughout our presentation we have shown the role relations of NP ac-
cording to the model proposed by Fillmore, Is hich can be represented by:

#S#

Predicator A
/\

E 1 0 So 0 P T

However, we have shown the need to use beside goal another role relation, that
of D, and we have shown C as separate from I. The material under discussion
does not point to the necessity of postulating a relation C as opposed to I.
(It might even seem counterintuitive in Rus where SS instrumental case is
used with causal verbs such as interesovat'sja to be interested', uvlekat'sja
to be emotionally carried away' and, 1% here, in expressions of sickness the cause

of sickness is in SS instrumental, boleti anginoj, zabolet' grippom to have,
catch the flu'. Nonetheless, I feel that an additional DS case, C, is needed be-
cause of the sentence type (both in Rus and Rom),

Rus molnija oslepila ntenja suoim bleskont 'tho lightning blinded me with
C 0 I its brightness'

Rom fulgerul nt-a orbit cu lumina lui
C 0 I

One could analyse 'lightning' as So, like fabrika in the sentences:

(a) Fabrika 00:dila ntenja mint gcumom The factory deafened me
0 =S 0 I with its noise'

Fabrica m-a asurzit cu zgomotul ci
C=S 0 I

(b) Alum fabriki ogluoil ntenja
I S 0

Zgomotul fabricii m-a asurzit
1 S 0

(c) gum iz fabriki oglugil ntenja
I S 0

The noise of the factory
deafened me'

The noise from the factory
deafened me'
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Zgontotul din fabrics nt-a asurzit
I S 0

(d) Na fabrike ja byl oglaen gv,mont 'In the factory I was deafe-
So =P 0 I ned by the noise'

rn fabrics am fort asurzit de zgomot
So=P 0

The problems of distinguishing between So, C and I are more philosophical than
grammatical, especially when one talks of DS. In SS, there may be formal cat-
egories to distinguish these, but I am not certain just which should be the cri-
terion. On grounds of selectional restrictions in Japanese, Akatsuka (1971 . 17)
separates I into I, 1 implement, immediate cause; and I, 2 stimulus for
psychological verbs. In Rus and Rom we need to distinguish between princi-
pal cause and immediate cause or means, which for psychological verbs can
be the inherent quality of the main stimulus:

(a) Rus ntuzyka vdoxnovila menja svoej kra,,sotoj
C E I

Rom muzica nt-a inspirat cu fruntesefea ei
C E

(b) Rus muzyka vdoxnovila menja
C E

Rom muzica nt-a inspirat
C E

(c) Rus krasota etoj muzyki vdoxnovila menja

'The music inspired me
with its beauty'
with its beauty'

'The music inspired me'

'The beauty of the music
I C E inspired me'

Rom frumusefea muzicii nt-a inspirat
I C E

(with eto added for definiteness)
And the general statement:
(d) Rus krasota vdoxnovljaet menja

Rom frumusefea ma inspirit
I E

'Beauty inspires me'

(Only in sentences in m both relations appear must C and I be differen-
tiated).

6.1. Having defined the framework, I will now attempt to show how one
could express different types of subjectless sentences using it.

6.1,1. In generalized and indefinite personal sentences (2.2.2., 2.2.3.,
3.3 and 3 4) a DS relation is brought by sentence formation rules into SS and
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then deleted. Our examples. pospda , ljudej nasinegig', dae% vrei, pop:, contain
each, two sentences similar in structure. The Rom example has a modal
particle (`if') which is deleted in Rus. A single analysis can be proposed for
both Rus and Rom which satisfies this:

#S#
---------

Predicator A/ \
M Verb 2 sing

SF. (Sentence Formation Rules):
1. Subject formation
2. Subject predicate agreement
3. Subject deletion

The same sentence forme4-ion rules can be proposed for:

govorjat"they say' spune la sftinta carte 'it says in the Holy Book'

#S#

--------------. --.-----\
Pred. A Pred. A P

3 pl. 3 sing.Verb Verb
(indef.) (indef.)

6.1.2. Indefinite personal sentences expressed by verbs with (Rus) sja,
s', (Rom) se (so-called reflexive marker):

govoritsja, se zice 'it is said' (Rus imperfective)
govorilos', .se zicea 'it was said' P,

#S #

Pred.

# S 44

I)
0 (factitive indef.) (optional;

this the hearei

6.1.2.1. SP. 1. Addition of reflexive marker (passivization)
2. Subject formation
3. Subject predicate agreement
4. Subject deletion
5. (Optional D SS dative)

To posit the existence of A would require three extra steps:

6.1.2.2. SF. 1. Passivization by addition of reflexive marker
2. Agent shunting
3. Subject formation
4. Subject predicate agreement
5. SS case assigned to agent (Rus, Instr., Rom; de+ aceuz.)
6. Deletion of the result of above operation
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46 S. Whalon

7. Subject deletion
8. (optional D)

The positing of an indefinite G, in its resultative meaning, would account
for the impersonal form of the verb (3 sing. and the neutral past in Rus).

6.1.3. The same analysis as in 6.1.2, can be proposed for the Rus con-
structions with predicate expressed by past passive participle short form
neuter (2.5.3), the type of passivization depending on the aspect of the verb:

Impersonal construction: (bylo skazano it was said' (perfective)

SF. 1. Passivization
2. Subject formation
3. Subject predicate agreement
4. Subject deletion
5. Optional D-SS dative

/A S *

Pred. A G D
(perfective 0 indef.
aspect)

The personal construction would contain A, optional G and D:

Ja (ej) (ito) skazal 'I said (thisfit) (to her)'

SF. 1. Subject formation
2. Subject predicate agreement
3. Surface case assignment for any other role relations if shown.

6.1.4. We noted above (2.5.3) that I or C relation can appear in both
personal and impersonal sentences:

# S #

!bred. 10 (

a) Personal sentence active
coda zalila pogreb 'water flooded the basement
I G

SF. 1. Subject formation
2. Subject predicate agreement
3. G --*SS accusative

(b) Personal sentence passive
pogreb byl zalit vodoj

G I
SF. 1. Passivization

2. I (0) shunting
3. Subject formation

the basement was flooded by water'
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4. Subject predicate agreement
5. I (C)-4SS instrumental

(c) Impersonal sentence passive
bylo zalito vodoj it was flooded by water'

I
SF. Condition G=Indef.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, as in (b)
6. Subject deletion

Impersonal SS marker for participle

6.2. Before proceeding with impersonal constructions containing verbs with
reflexive marker, referred to in the course of my exposition as reflexiv e, pseudo-
reflexive or passive verbs, a brief elucidation is in order. In both Rus and
Rom (but not necessarily for the same lexical items) the addition of sja, se
marks:

i. rcflexivization
ii. reciprocity
iii. passivization (one of the two ways of forming it)
iv. change of state
v. phasal action

vi. intensification
vii. mental and psychological condition
viii. impersonal verbs

ix. change in lexical meaning
x. permanent characteristic

xi. shades of modality (Rus only)
Some verbs (mostly psychological) do nut have a corresponding unmarked
form. In both languages some of the functions overlap.

6.2.1. Different analyses will have to be proposed depending on the function
of the marker: Passivization rules as for se zice can be proposed for active
verbs like a zvoni se zycnievte `to ring, it is rumored', and for non-active
verbs where 0 is substituted for A.
E. g., eu pot, ftiu, cad ,9e poate, se vile, se cade

'can, know, fall it is possible, known, fitting',
8e cads can have an optional D relation.

6.2 2. Some verbs can have only the marked form, personal or impersonal.
se intimpla, slugaetsja 'it happened'

.........r
PM'.

t

#S#
I

U
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6.2.2.1. SF. for impersonal construction
Condition G= Indefinite
1. Subject formation
2. Subject predicate agreement
3. Subject deletion
4. Optional D-SS dative

Since there is only one possible form for impersonal verbs, rules 1, 2, 3 can
be replaced by one rule, subject blocking, (the SS nominative and accusative
being identical for the indef. pronoun).

6.2.2.2. SF. Condition G=Indefinite
1. Verb marked impersonal
2. Subject blocking
3. Surface case assignment for

optional D-SS dative
optional G-SS accusative

6.2.2.2. Would allow for verbs in sja, se which do not have a personal form
such as tni, se nazilreitte, nrne hclitsja it seems that I see', maze snitsja 'I dre-
am'. For verbs like tnne nravitsja, imi place 'Dike it, it pleases me', which can
have both personal and impersonal forms, 6.2.2.1. would be preferable.

S SF. 1. Experiencer shunting (for eith-
er personal or impersonal)

2. Subject formation
3. Subject predicate agreement
4. E --SS dative
5. Subject deletion when verb

marked impersonal.

6.2.3. The particle se can mark the verb as a mental or psychological
state verb.

A. Personal construction
Eu par 'I appear, I seem'

#S#
Pred. 0

B. Impersonal form
(anti) se pare (ea) it seems (to me) (that)'

Pred.

S

El ()

SF. 1. Impersonal marking
2. Subject blocking
3. SS case assignment for optional roles

E-SS dative
0-Sentential complement
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In Rom there is an impersonally used form parea without se which can take
sentential complement but not E. (In Rus, kaiersja to seem', has only the
sja form but can appear as personal and impersonal with the same SF as
in Rom).

C. Evaluative reflexive (no comparable form in Rus)
tmi pare bine, ritu

'I'm glad, sorry' "it seems to me good, bad"
"well", "badly"

#S#
I

Pled. 17

I

good ki
(w I) person

:(4. Ill kt
lie 14011

SF. 1. Impersonal marking
2. Reflexivization
3. Equi-NP deletion
4. Predicate raising
5. Subject blocking
6. E - SS dative

6.2.4. Particle se marking impersonal change of state verbs of the type:
se innopteazii, se amije?te it becomes night, morning'. They wuuld show an
earlier and later state, S, G, which got delected in SS.

With some verbs G remains and appears in SS accusative:
se lumina de zinti 'dawn was breaking'

In Rus some verbs in this lexical group can have impersonal forms both
with or without sja. temneet, temneetsja it gets darker'. Without sja they
can appear in personal constructions with SS subject.

(a) na dvore suetleet "outside 'in the yard' it's getting lighter"

Pro! )

SF. Cond=verb marked impersonal
1. Subject blocking
2. P-+SS locative

(b) vzgljad svetleet 'one's look brightens'
SF. Cond=verb marked personal

1. Subject formation
2. Subject predicate agreement (defectiN c verb with only 3rd person

form)

1 Papers and Studies Via
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6.3. At the mention of impersonal constructions, the first thing people comment.
on are meteorogical expressions: it rains, it snows.

While in Born they form an extended lexical group (3.5) with a high func-
tional load, in Rus they all but disappeared. Sneiit it snows' is archaic, doidit
it rains' conveys a special poetic mood of 'steady rainy weather', and have

been replaced by dad', meg idet, padaet, the rain, snow falls (goes)'. Other
Slavic) languages also show this gradual change from impersonal to personal
constructions. Cz., Slvk. pr4i, Slov. deujit, Mac. erne, Bulg. vali, vali dad,
Ser.-Cr. kiki, pada laga.

In the Romance languages the impersonal form prevails (e.g. Fr. it pkut,
Sp. llueve, It. piove), and the personal form is stylistically marked (poetical
language), It. la pioggia cads, Fr. la pluie tombe.

The question has been debated by grammarians whether in sentences of
this type there is an underlying mythological agent, a force of nature, or
inanimate causer. I propose here to analyse them by positing :ta 0 rela-
tionship.

6,3.1. Dad' in dad' idet is obviously 0 (entity which moves); there is
no reason to suppose that it could be anything else in a DS of the form

doidit (poetical alliteration).

A. Impersonal sentence:

toarna cu geileata, plouti cu galeata 'it rains buckets'

Pre( 1 ( )

(4)

B. Personal sentence:

ploaia toarez Cu g'dleala

S#

SF. Cond=verb marked impersonal.
1. Subject blocking
2. I-SS accusative-Fprep.

'the rain pours in buckets'

SF. Cond =verb marked personal.
1. I shunting
2. Subject formation
3. Subj. Pred. Agreement
4. I-SS accusative-Fprep.Pred.

6.3.2. Alliterative, poetically marked constructions:
Bus (a) gram gremet 'thunder thundered'
Rom (b) viscolvl viscolea 'the snowstorm stormed'
Rus (c) gremelo 'it thundered'
Born (d) viscolea 'there was a snowstorm'
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#S#

Pred. ()

SF. (a) and (b)
Cond=verb marked personal
1. Subject formation
2. Subject predicate agreement

Sr. (c) and (d)
Cond=verb marked impersonal
1. Subject blocking
2. 0 deletion

6.4. Impersonal constructions with nominal predicate (verb to be' sing. or
neuter past, marking tense followed by adv., adj. or noun) have a high function-
al load both in Rus (2.5.1) and Rom (3.7 and 3.7.1). Using Fillmore's de-
finitions, we have differentiated between E for psychological state and 0

(animate being undergoing a physical state). The SS form for either, both
in Rus and Rom, is dative. In fact there is only an E relation in DS both for
4`psychological" and "physical" conditions.

6.4.1. Personal sentence.
Rus dam byl teplyi, (prijatnyj) the house was warm, pleasant'
Rom cam era ealda, placula

Ai S #

----------
!'real. P

6.4.2. Impersonal sentence.
Rus (v dome) (mne) bylo teplo, prijatno
Rom (in casa) (mi-) era add, placid

Pred.
(to feel)

#3
E

0
I

S/\
Prod. P

SF. 1. Subject formation
2. Subject predicate agreement

'(in the house) it was warm,
pleasant (for me)'

SF. Cond=Impersonal Pred.
1. Higher predicate deletion
2. Predicate raising
3. Subject Hocking
4. SS case assignment for option-

al E, 13, T.

( With some predicators, E can be blocked in SS, e.g. (Rus), pasmurno its
cloudy'). The 811111C analysis is proposed for "psychological state'. expressions.
Rus mne stydno, lens, trudno... I am ashamed, I feel lazy'
Rom mi-e mine, lene, grew It's hard for me'

6.4.3. Nominal constructions with modals:

44
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Rus (nine nado (dlja zdorov'ja)... it is necessary (for my health)'
Rom (mi-)e necesar (pentrn sand:ate)...

# S 71'4

Pre(I. 1. .1)

SP. Cond=Impersonal predicate..
1. Subject blocking
2. SS case assignment for

optional DS relations

(3.4.4. The infinitive modal constructions in Rus (2.4.3) contain in the DS
a modal or modal evaluative predicator which gets delected in SS.

(a) brit' emu v raja 'if he could be in paradise!'

#5#_____.

Pied. E 0
(subj.)

I1

awrogo by S
'would be good' /\

Pred. I'

SF. Con(1=Impersonal predicate.
1. Higher predicate deletion
2. Predicate raising
3. Subject blocking
4. SS case assignment

b) tebe by ponloC nam 'you ought to be the one to help us'

#5# SF. Cond=Impersonal predicate.
Pred. () 1. Higher predicate deletion

modal tillbj. 2. Predicate raising
S 3. Subject blocking

Pred. (l 4. Case assignment

hado
'it would have

(inf. subj.)
bylo by
been necessary'

nado bylo by
'it would have been necessary'

The seeming shifts in many sentences which occur %%hum rtegati% es are used
have nothing to do with role relations, and will therefore not be discussed
here. The majority of sentences involving modals and negatives may be
analysed as sentences with sentential embeddings.

An interesting example of such sentences contains two surface structine
datives, one for E and (motile' for C. Word order is used to disambiguate
them:
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(a) me nekomu pisat' = net nikogo komu ja mog by (na)pierat'
E G G E

'there is absolutely nobody I could write to'
(b) nekomu mne pisat' = net nikogo kto mog by Mlle (na)pieat'

E G E G
'there is absolutely nobody who could write to me'

(For an attempt at formalization see footnote 32).

31 (a) mne nekomu pistil' =net nikogo komit ja mog by (na)pisar
SF. Condition =A coreforontial with E impersonal sontoneo

1. Case assignments E, G -+SS dativo
2. Deletion of modal
3. (Optional) topiealization verb in final position

#S#
------------ I --------

Pred. E 0
(modal)

I

Sl
Pred. A o

I

S

Pred.
(neg.)

inog by ja pisat' ja not nikogo
1 2 3 4 5 0
0 2 3 4- 2 5+0

mne pisat' nokomu

(b) nekomu tone pisat' =net nikogo kto tnog by nine (na)piztar

S

Prt.,1 E 0
(Modal)

S

Pred 0
(neg.) I

S

G

I

'Pred A C

footnote 32
ontd. on p. 64
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6.5. Among the impersonal nominal predicate constructions are expressions
of fear:
Rus mne straJno, nine bojazno, nine iutko
Pvtim teama, mi-e frith, mi-e groaza

'I am scared, frightened, terrified, horrified, awestruck'
They can be analysed in a mar-nor similar to that of the psychological state
expressions (6.4.2).

Pie 1.
Wel)

VAS #

Fred.

SF. Cond=Impersonal predicator
1. 'Higher predicate deletion
2. Predicate raising
3. Subject blocking
4. SS case assignment E - dative

6.5.1. Active verbs Iv ith A or C take 0 (animate object which undergoes
a statea state).
(a) Personal construction:
Rus atraaeat', nastragear , strait', ustrafit' , ustragat', pugat' , ispugat' ,

napugat', perepugat', uiasat', uiasnue
Rom a speria, fnspahninta, infricop, intimida, ingrozi

'scare, frighten, intimidate, terrify, horrify

#S# SF. 1. Subject formation
2. Subject predicate agreement
3. SS case assignment for

E.° accusative
lied. (A) (C) 0=1.1 lie-I-accusative Rom

(b) The dbove Rom verbs undergo passivization with past participle, also
the Rus perfective verbs with the exception of uictsitur.

footnote 32 clad. from p. 53

toog by Mkt() not pisat' kto jo
3 4 5 6

2+3 4 6.2 6

nokonui plant' mno

Thtro are no similar intporsunal constructions in Rom. Tito closest to it in moaning is
a constructiou with the vt.rb 'to have' and subordinate Bentonco with subjunctive:

(a) nam oui sa. ,trio "I don't have to whom to write"
G G

(d) nare tine sa-rni scrie "them is nobody who could write to me"
A G

(agent apparent from the form of the vorb)
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SF. 1. A or C shunting
2. Subject formation
3. Subject predicate agreement
4. SS case assignment for A or

C (optional, can be deleted)
Rus instrumental Rom --
de -I- accusative.

(c) All the verbs in (a) with the exception of the first Rus pair) have a form
in sja, se. C or A need not be shown in DS. When shown, it appears in
SS in the genitive case in Rus and de -I- accusative in Rem.

# s #

..----------7
lied. A C

SF. 1. A or C shunting
2. Subject formation
3. Subject predicate agreement
4. SS case assignment

(d) Verbs with only the form in sja, se:
This bojat'sja, opasat'sja to fear, to dread'
Rom a se teme
Rom a se sfiti, a se infiora to be intimidated, to quail, to shudder'
have the same DS and SS as (c) above.

In this lexical group we see it gradual change from an active causer (A
or C) inflicting fear, experienced as a physical state (SS accusative) in active
and passive sentences to E as focus, sja, se verbs, with causer in the back-
ground, still cavable of being expressed, to constructions (in Rus)" where
no C or A can ever be shown in SS and 'fear' is strictly a psychological con-
dition.

6.6. In this chapter we have attempted to slow how the Fillmorian model
can be applied to crosslatiguage analysis of similar forms. As many models
are limited by the type of material which they can handle, this is of prime
importance. The demonstration that a case grammar model possesses the
capability of dealing with similar data from different languages (here Rus
.and Rom) which express these similar data in different surface ways, is in
fact, a demonstration of the strength of the case model.

VII. CONCLUSION

7.0. The preceding has been an attempt at demonstrating the utility of a
case grammar model for explaining similar forms of syntactic structures

33 In Ruin the Impersonal constructions (6.5) can have an optinal C' or A shown
in SS do+accusativo.
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in two diverse languages, one with an elaborate ov ert case system and simple
use of prepositicns, the other with a simple case system, but with elaborate
use of prepositional phrases.

7.1. The point of reference is Rus, ,,,nd this has determined the direction
of the enquiry. As stated previously, Rus grammarians have always been
very much concerned with the interrelationship between the grammatical
structure of language and the structure of thought as illustrated in logical
versus grammatical modality, and in the structure of the sentence. The
question as to just what form of thought is expressed by the impersonal
and the one member sentence has been widely debated. There are many types
of sentences (in additioh to passives) in Rus, where the logical subject is
expressed in an oblique case:

(a) starik we spit the old man doesn't sleep'
0

stariku tie spitsja the old man has trouble sleeping'
0

(b) mne nado 'I need'
E

(c) sneg zanes dorogu the snow covered the road'
I P

(d) snegom zaneslo dorogu the snow covered the road' (impersonal)
I P

(e) doroga byla zaneseng snegom the road covered by snow' (passive)
P I

7.2. Although impersonal constructions in Rom have nearly as wide a distri-
bution as in Rus (Table III), their study as a specific sentence type has been
neglected. This is due to the following factors:
1. The greatest number of impersonal verbs, semantically limited to expres-
sions of atmospheric conditions, are considered a relic of a "primitive form
of thought" (Poalelungi, 1957);
2. Other impersonal verbs can take sentential subjects (as in other Romance
languages)

(a) trebuie sli ma due (Fr. it fact que j'aille)
'1 must go'

(b) mi se pare cd este aici (Fr. it me amble que c'est ici)
'it seems to me that it is hero%

3. In nominal predicates, where the NP is a noun, it can by analysed as sub-
ject of the construction
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(c). mi-e lene 1 am, lazy'
"laziness is at me";

4. Constrictions where no formal subject could be proposed ate considered
idioms

(d) i-e de I am in a mood for'
(o) nu-mi pass I don't care'

7.3. I have attempted to show that in Rom as in. Rus certain sentence types can
be classified as impersonal, and that their distinguishing mark is the absence
of an agent in DS. Case grammar, where role relationships such as agent, ex-
periencer, place... are posited in the DS is, therefore, more suited to my analysis
than a Transformational model where a sentence in DS is diagrammed as S--
--)N13 A VP. I will illustrate this with a set of simple sentences in Rus, Rom and
their English counteparts:

I Russian

(a) moloko teploo
(b) komnata teplaja
(c) on teplyj
(d) on toplyi (6elovek)
(e) omit teplo
(f) v komnate teplo

11 Romanian

(a) laptele e cald
(b) camera e calda
(c) el e cald
(d) el e (tin om) cald
(e) ii e ;mid
(f) in camera, e cald

III English

(a) the milk is warm
(b) the room is warm (the room is a warm room, easy to heat, friendly)
(c) ho is warm (to the touch)
(d) ho is warm (he is a warm, friendly man)
(e) he is warm (it is warm to him)
(f) it is warm in the room (the room is warm)

7.3.1. First I will propose descriptions according to the transformational
model start;ng with the English examples
(i)

#S #

,NI"7.
.V I

-
(Jet N

1

the milk

V NP.,
l

I)
is warm
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SD for sentence (a) and with slight modification, pronominalization having
previously applied, for sentence (c).
(ii)

#S#
NPI

det N V

the room is

VP

NPs/N
det . N

room

NP,

S.

NE), VP\ N
det N V NP-

I I I
(adj)

a loom 1N warm 31

This, after the application of mlativization, relative clause reduction, modified
shift and eqtti-NP deletion, results in sentence (b), sentence (d) requiring an
additional pronomalization transformation.

7.3.1.1. The same description would fit the Rom sentences (a), (b) (c) and
(d). For Rus, sentences (a), (b), (c), (d) as shown require description (ii) to ac-
count for the attributive (long) adjek.tival form. Sentences (a), (b) and (o)
also have a predicative (short) adjectival form, moloko teplo, komnata tepla
on. tepel, for which SD (i) is adequate.

7.3.1.2. Underlying sentences (e) and (f) would propose the following SD.
(iii)

.# S #
N ,

2

it the room iN warm

VP

V

is

PP

P NP.

de
/\'
t N

1

he is warm i 1 the room

3' I have indicated adj. as NP as in Choinsky (1965). The notion of adj. as verbal,
nut iiuniinal (which dates back to Aristotle), does nut change the analysis materially.
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The application of It' deletion, extraposition, relative clause formation, 'to
be' deletion, relative clause deletion, and optional PP deletion would result in
sentence (e).

To obtain sentence (f) the following transformations are necessary. extra-
position, relative clause formation, to be' deletion, pronoun deletion, relative
clause deletion and PP clause deletion.

7.3.1.3. For Rus and Rom the pronoun "he" would have to undergo a fur-
ther dative formation rule and SS rules of gender agreement. SD (iii) is unac
ceptable on other grounds. The embedded sentence the room is warm' cannot
refer in Rus or Rom to temperature, and its presence is gratuitous. A sim-
ple parsing PS description suffices to generate (e) and (f).
(iv)

NI',
(pron)

on

el

he

#S. 7+.

i

VP PP
...........-- ---.........

V NP, P NP,
I I I

hylo leplo v kohlemac

Nu cald in ea ?Hera

was 71Wrill iii 1 h% MOW

to which obligatory dative formation itile and optional pronoun and PP dele-
tion rules apply. For (f) a further optional topicalization rule which would
front the PP applies.

7.3.1.4. The preceding descriptions would be further complicated were we
to introduce adverbial phrases of time (e.g., "now ", "always"), NN hick can apply
to all of the above sentences, and prepositional phrases showing to whose ad-
advantage or disadvantage the above propositions are directed ('the milk is
warm (enough) for the baby', he is warm to you but cold to me'). The latter
can apply only to sentences (a), (b), (c) and (d).

7.4. The advantage of a case grammar model lies in its ability to deal with these
problems. Ina case grammar model a predicator of the type is w arm' is shown
capable of taking five arguments,
(v)

Fred.

#S#

0
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subject to the following provisions:
1. The predicator can unto into either E or 0 relationships at any given time,
but never both.
2. E permits P andlor T relationships. In Rus or Rom it marks the sentence
as impersonal, followed by subject blocking. Whether the E is shown or not in
SS, the sentence remains impersonal and neither P not T can occupy the subjer t
position. In English, E can become SS subject, when elliptic, P or T can take
tins position. When no argument is shown in SS, the indefinite pronoun
"it" fills the subject position it is cold". (The conditions for generating "it
is cold in the room" as against "the room is cold" remain unexplained).35
3. A simple sentence containing 0 can also show 'I' and/or D relationships. The
0 occupies the SS subject position.
4. P can appear with T and D relationships and occupies SS subject position.
5. When T appears in a sentence, w hether alone or w ith 1), it can become SS
subject.
6. D cannot become SS subject., 'it's too warm for me here'.
7. When Pis shown in the SS of a sentence which contains 0, it is analysed as
deriving from a embedding 'the milk in the jug is warin'.36

The above rules illustrate the hierarchical ordering of the case relationships
and how it is applied.

7.4.1. In 6.4.2. I analysed sentence (f) as embedded in a higher sentence
with a psych- predicator . This w as in keeping with the latest Fillmorean (1971c :
. 251) definition of E role as "the experiencer (animate) of a psi chological
event or of a mental state v crb ". With other types of predicators I posited 0
defined as "the an; mate entity whi( h undergoes change of state". I differentiat-
ed between animate 0 in
Rus mne nezdorovitsja 'I don't feel well'
Rom mi-e foame 'I am hungry'
and E in
Rus mne nravitsja 'I like it'
Rom mi-e grijei 'I am worried'
If one verse to enlarge the scope of E to "animate, affected by non-active
%erbs" it would simplify the analysis of the impersonal constructions discussed.
It would still differentiate between

" In a locahstic case grammar model J. Anderson (1971 . 97) discussing the two
interpretations of "John as cold ", ducks the issue, defining one as a stative and the
other as a statue locatie ur reflexive locative and concludes. In view of the uncer-
tainty with respect to such an interpretation of these forms, I shall not conolude the
appropriate rules among those proposed below".

" Sentences %%Inch are shown only in English have surface structures in Rus and
Rozn similar to those in English,
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Rus (a) mne Wit
E

(b) me* znobit
0

(c) menja manilo
0

Rom (d) ii era sonta
E

(e) it tragea la somn
0

The verb 'to hurt' in Rom
it impersonal, as Sandfeld

`I am flattered'

'I am shivering'
I am made to tremble"
'I was enticed, lured'

'he was sleepy'

di

'he was sleepy'
"it pulled him to sleep"

would seem an exception if one were to consider
Olsen (1962) do in constructions such as

(f) to doare 'it hurts you'

That the construction is not impersonal is °Ls ions from the subject pi edieate
agreement in a similar sentence
(g) ma dor ochii 'my eyes hurt'

P

(Besides, I proposed a eumpound-locath o analysis for this type of sentence
in 4.2.1).37

7.3. One can conclude that in Rus, and Rom. the E in impersonal constructions
always takes the dative case in SS. The impersonal constructions in both Rus
and Rom offer an example \slier() relational semantic features in DS have an
exact counterpart in SS.

The material under discussion is too limited fen any attempt at generaliza-
tions concerning the correlation between DS case relationships and SS eases,
any search for a general meaning (Gedanithedeulung) of cases can only be under-
taken on the DS level; its manifestation in SS, the grammatical form, being
subject to DS and SS contextual constraints.

I have not shown any of these constraints in my thesis, but I have limited
myself to signaling iole relationships as they appear in impersonal construc-
tions. These roles were mostly 0, C or I (inanimate), E (animate) and marginal-
ly P, T and D.

7.5.1. The criticism that animateness as a property of the participant is
not relevant to its role is unfounded (Huddleston 1970 . 504). Animateness is a
semantic categoly and rules are analysed as semantic relationships. Impersonal
constructions provide evidence that animateness can )tare gramnlittival iunpli-

J9 The othor example in Satulteld & Olson (Vol. III, 1062: 28).
(a) it (-Three gandindu-se ca "it hurt lain thinking that can lx uncouLtureil as
(b) doare sufletul me gindesc "it hurts illy soul to think"
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cations. The proposal that agent in complementary distribution with force
should combine in one case to produce causer would not be feasible. Inanimate
force can appear in impersonal constructions while animate agent cannot
(2.5.3, 4.1.2.).

7.5.2. The absence of an agent in DS characterizes this type of sentence,
a fact intuitively perceived by grammarians and referred to as sostojanie
'state' (Calk;na-Fedoruk 1958), perdivanie 'experience' (8axmatov 1963),
or as "all-encompassing event or state' (Chafe 1970: 102).

7.6. I have shown the different means, including impersonal constructions,
to express modality in the two languages. A detailed application of case gram-
mar to the analysis of modality was not within the scope of this thesis. I feel
that further \writ on these lines would help to explain the abstract structure
of modality and its syntactic manifestation.

7.7. In accord with the term of reference, this anaiy-tie examination of imperson-
al sentences has rev cal,' two notable results, (a) that the Fillmorean model
applied w tvo different languages, Rus and Rom reveals remarkable likeness,
and (b) that the strength of the model has been substantiated. In order for this
or any other theory to hav e true explanatory v afire, boys ever, the continued
examination of empirical data is of prime importance.

A agent
ace. accusative
adj. adjective
aux. auxiliary

CaIlt>0

D designative
dat. dative
det. determiner
PS deep strueturo

oxperieneer
force
goal

gen. genitive
GLR Grainatieit linnbri roniAne
1 instrument
indef. indefinite
inf. infinitive
instr. instrumental
loc. locative
111 niodid
MP fluidal phrase
N noun
110111. 110111111atiVO

ABBREVTATIONS

NP noun phrase
0 object
1'
part.
pt.
prep.
PP
pred.
pron.
Rom
Rus
S

SF
sing.
So.
SS
subj.

V
VP
11'M,
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place
participle
plural
preposition
prepositional phrase
predicator
pronoun
Romanian (Roumanian)
Russian
sentence
sentnnee formation
singular
source
surface structure
subjunctive
time
verb
verb phrase
Working Papers in Linguistics, Co-
lumbus, Ohio
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DIFFERENTIAL IDENTITY BETWEEN LANGUAGES

A STUDY OF ASSERTION AND INTERROGATION
IN FRENCH AND ENGLISH'

WILLIAM A. BENNETT

University of London

While it is wall-known ti.at s3r ntax has a life of its OW II, deteriniuillg meanings
through alternative orders (e.g. ('est... , est-ce..., you do..., do you...), or the
exhibition of elements sumetunes kno. ii as '..!mpty morphemes? the primary
rule of syntax is that of intermediary between substance arid propositional
kinds of meaning.

In the syntactic compeneat of the grammar of a language the linguist Will
find evidence both of:

conciseness, distance from an easily interpretable semantic representation,
and
expikitness, a surface representation, and adequate account of the meaning
of a sentence.

.Amongst the items in the following list:
la. it me feria 2a. »rnje ho/odne 'to me cold' (neuter)) (Russian:
b. je does b. I'm cold

c. froid

many mays this paper is a chuolupment of the one I presented at the third
congress of the Association Internatiolade de Liiigtastique Appliquk Copenhagen 1072.
This weal:n*1,11811o.! as "Snnple suntences iu threo languages" (cf. Na.kol, C. 1072. 12 20).

In the presort papor, houovor, I am muro concorned with tho comparability within
and between languages, and less with the particular items in tho tut) langtmges Lich
lend themselves to such comparison.

Both :n preparing tho Copenhagen paper and this I had tho benefit of the views
of friends and colleagues, among okom I %%mild mention Profossur Marta. Harris, Drs.

ndreu Radford and Boman! Conine. Thu ems w both papers, of course, remain my
responsibility alone.

3 The notion, rather than the label as snob, is discussed uithin the terms of a gonor
ativo grammar by Katz and Postal (1064: 6 - 8).
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70 W. A. Bennett

those at a. in each case seem somehow 'closer' to the form flail, a semantic
representation might be expected to take. Morco t r, the contrast betas een con-
cise and explicit is found across languages and within each language.
The list may be extended:

a. »::ing bit lag 3
b. ijebje holodno, nie Pravda -li?
C. you're cold, aren't you?
d. In as froid, n'est-cc pas?

to show that there is one form of es/no' interrogative in Chinese (3a) that is
inure explicit, being the juxtaposition of pusitis e arid negative sentence forms,
than one form of (conducive) eyes,no interrogative formally alike in Russian,
English and Frenc!f. These three languages achie%e greater conciseness in this
sentence type by the deletion of identical sentence constituents.

It would not be difficult to continue the list to show that (a) explicitness call
be characterized very economically for very many if not all languages, (b)
there are surprisingly few types of modification but enough to account for the
de velopment of conciseness. In what has been discussed so far it is possible to
discern a modification which might be termed 'dative-raising', accounting for
the conciseness of lb, 21), 2c. To account for 3b, 3c, 3d it is simply necessary to
propose two modifications. 'interrogation' (or 'reordering') and 'equi-deletion'. 4
It is important to note that the most reasonable account of the Prench struc-
ture presupposes an explicit

4. In as froid, ce 'West pas que In ales (or as) froid.

Conciseness in these examples must result (i) from the human supposition that
human agency can be the controlling factor in most things, and the personal
is preferred to the impersonal, in syntactic terms an oblique case pronoun is
converted into the subject of the sentence. `datiN e-raising', from the case
of recover ing highly redundant items which are lost, together with the increas-
ing load on the memory and time for communication. It w ould be surprising
if there were not a strong tendency to concentrate information, making use
of such signals of implicit meaning as order and omission of items.

I stn grateful to Bub Sloss of Cambridge University fur information and confirm-
ation on the Chinese example.

It %s ill be clear that the study, is primarily a 83, Iltdal) one, and reference is made
t0 :Annuities only as far as it pro% ides it basis for labelling sued functions as 'conducive
yes /min interiugatit t The formal analys.s of language may propose a syntactically de-
termined lexicon or, name usually, a lexically specifitti syntax. The rule of luxis ns (mite
different in (for omit, ploviding the Nerbal frame permitting ur blocking 'dative-
raising' (devoir as against falloir) or for the other ease) triggering 'tsitu r deletion'. Semite
degree of independence must be allowed fur the lexical content of sentences if the syn-
tactic interplay is to be fully explored.
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It n ay well be asked why languages exhibit both explicit and concise sea-
tenet, constituents if conciseness has the advantage of economy together with
full meaning. But, of course, they do not have a 'full meaning' if there is no
explicit alternative potentially available. In those circumstances where diffi-
culties of communication arise, either through the differential language know-
ledge of two speakers or in a noisy environment, the greater explicitness avail-
able is a justification for the speaker's usti.,1 modifications. The balance be-
ts, en simplication for utterance and the assurance of interpretability is an
important characteristic of language.

And a major simplification available to all speakers is the deletion of items
which might otherwise be represented as a 'speech act' formula. The act of
utterance presupposes, to the extent the utterance is more or less m ell forwul,
an intention on the part of the speaker, and existence of the utterance presup
poses the act of utterance. Although it is possible for the speaker to mark the
speech act lexically as in

5. I assert /claim (etc) that he cheats at cards
a proposition of the kind is implied by the utterance alone

6. he cheats at cards.

llutcovci the implication is usually that the speaker is asserting or claiming
the truth of As hat is uttered. To block this implication the speaket may mark
the speech act lexically

7. I think that he cheats at cards,

may ask a question

8. does he cheat at cards?

or may explicitly deny the presupposition,

9. he doe8n4 cheat at cards.

The speaker's responsibility for the truth of m hat he is saying, and the devices
sitilable fit signalling the rejection of this tesponsibility, are of the greatest

importance to any explanation of language use. A unified explanation of the
subjunctive in modern French (cf. Bennett 1976) is possible only through
1111 account of the role of speaker assertion.

The 'conduciveness' of an interrogative such as 3c or 3d results from its
explicitness in mitering the positive before the negative. The syntax in
each ease is just sufficiently explicit to signal to the listener that the an-
ticipated response is a positive one. On the other hand, if the interrogatives
were otherwise ordered,

10a. you aren't cold, are you?
b. to n'as pas froid, oui?
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a negative response would be presupposed. If one were to claim that, in
propositional terms, the uttmance of a yesino interrogative' is a presentation
of both positive and negative assertions with a request for selection of one,
the syntax of conducive questions preset ves enough explicit information
to guide the hearer's choice.

Against the explicitness of 3a and the comparative explicitness of the
conducive interrogatives of French and English, the neutral 'yes/no inter-
rogatives' of the two languages are an extreme of conciseness. Alongsi(l.; 8,
French has, as one of the syntactic forms of this interrogative

11. est-ce !riche au x cartes?

This sentence shares both with English (as in 8) and the alter not le e syntactic
form in French

12. !riche -t-il a,7tx cartes?

the result of a modification Nshich reorders verb and subject. The French
structures differ in the tateguly of the item m hick is flouted by the rem deling.
It might reasonably be argued that the item fronted in 11, the more frequent
of the two 'syntactic yes /u0 ham rogatiNes', is alt 'empty morpheme' of the
type to !which the do of English sentences like 8 is sometimes assigned. Of
imputt,tinee is the unusual main clause order of having a \ el bill item first,
and significant the mailability for both languages of a dummy 01 auxiliary
verb to take this initial position.

There is no deal and immediate relationship bet cell meaning and these
particular modifications. Some explanation might be possible in terms of
the speaker's implicit response to focus on the verb, but this precludes a
justification for the introduction of a dummy item at just that point MI1Cle
most information needs to be aNailablc. But the reordering involves it nis
which appear elsewhere in the languages.

13a. he does cheat at cards
b. c'est !riche aux codes

are formally unrelated but are both (a) emphatie ur asseith c, in at least one
meaning, (b) a possible formal source for `yes /m. inte:rogath es' in the two
languages, although it is the toulerlying struettnus which wild necessarily
function as the sources:

FIGURE 1

S

NP VP

V Prep-phrase

(Tho)Nom Aux rMV Prep NP

he 1)0 CHEAT at cat ds
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VP

PILED

NP VP

Prep

it '1' RI( 11E1?

Prep-phrase

NP

carte..

There is no way at all for even native speakers to be able to say how it
came about that they were using such sources and related structures, and
asking them is not particularly helpful in the investigation of language.
If one looks at the use made of language by any child in the world, dint there-
fore irrespective of the specific language it would seem, one is aware of
two distinct stages preceding what might be called the 'complication' of
sophisticated language, as the child matures. The first stage is that of naming,
denoting or 'labelling', while the next is that of coupling or 'concatenation'.
These activities do not disppcar as the individual grows but, as I has e argued
(Bennett 1974), persist as ways categorising atnd sorting data throughout
life, even though language facilitates a far different processing of data through
`complication' (this term, like the other two, is defined in Bennett 1974).
Given the persistence of simplifying strategies it would not be surprising
that native speakers of French regard [esk] as on interrogative prefix, and
this is the analysis for which Roulet argued (1969: 150). The particular
strategies by which speulterihearers rationalize their understanding of language
may fall short of au explanation of the underlying relationships which support
continued understanding by those speakers.

A similar problem arises in eliciting the views of adult native speakers
of French about sentences such as 13b. The conditions attending the use
of French during the last century make it unlikely that any speaker/hearer
with the least amount of education will have a mist. of spoken French as
a language. A comparison of English and French is a comparison of written
languages, and the content of such languages is prejudiced by the medium.
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It is obvious that imperatives, vocatives, interrogatives and assertives are
inappropriate to a use of language which is one -way. The 'rhetorical question'
derives its effect from the very inappropriateness of has lug no immediate
answer. In written use the `pronoun' cc of Cot cannot be ostensive and must
be textually referential. Consequently the st use of 13b in written language,
and therefore most readily accessible to the consciousness of the native speaker
is that of an emphatic referential, with a ready translation as "it's because
he cheats at cards".

It is possible to discern another meaning for this stt tieture, in, for example.
"S'ils se trompaient, y aurait tine lei de leur ocher et quo, sous eertaines
vuuitiones definissables, ils auraient pu reussir" (Foucault 1967 . 59). G. and
R. Lc Bidois (1935 : 122) acknowledged this other sense. `Le langage

meme simplement familier, emploic volontlers c'est que dune fawn
absolue ... La longue iittOraire s'exprime parfois ainsi. "C'est (pre je me (Mlle
de lei, car it est raisonnetu" Marivaux, Jeri de l'Amour II, 7. "C'est
est encore lourd, pour nit vieillard si maigre A. Dumas, Monte-Cristo I.
20. Dans ces phrases, c'ebt que joue an double rule. il suuligne cc qui suit,
en meme temps qu'il sugg&re it l'usprit l'idee (Fun lapport logique'. A similar
problem of meaning dues nut attend the structure in English represented by
sentence 13a.

Written French has available an emphatic (or assertive) negative, as
in

14. Non qu'il lriche aux cartes,

but one would search in vain for a positive partner to it. Thu ordinary neg-
ative,

15. it ate 'riche pas aux caries,

is clearly a partner to the declarative

16. it &kite aux caries.

The spoken language equivalent to 14 is the negative of 13b

17. cc nest pas qu'il 'riche aux caries.

Su syntactic evidence supports the argument that a contextually non-ref-
ential meaning of 13b exists, and w we are justified in claiming that it is emphatic

ta better, because the emphasis is of the whole sentence, an assertive.
If the French sentence represented by 13b may be assertive a striking

ptualielism exists between French and English. In both languages the role
s,iitactic operation of reordering relates the assertive and the 'yes /no inter-
rogative'. Moreover, a eurta:n asymmetry between the sets containing these
structures together wit': the negative and imperative in the two languages
CASH), diverts attention from the formal relationship between the assertive
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awl the negative in each language. The items through which (1,e relation-
ships may be identified are quite different in the two languages, in English
the verb do inflecting appropriatel for number, person and tense, in Fiench
the sentence constituent c'est absolved from inflection by usage and deeree.5

It is worth noting here that an alternative `yes;no interrogative' in French

18. Jean, triche-t-il aux cartes?

is related by simple reordering to a sentence

19. Jean, it :riche aux cartes

which if not strictly assertive is certainly emphati(, and not just emphasis of
the first no _,u. Given the necessary s.v ntactic reflexion of abstract relationships
at the semantic level it is possible to explain why reordering of the dcelaratil c
in modern French will not result in a grammatical sentence ( *:riche Jean au.t,
cartes?). In spoken French, of course, 'dislocated' sentences such as 19 are
common but most analyse of European languages start from the written
varieties. Again this is a case where the written language would offer the
analyst no positive emphatic in explanation of other structures.

Figure 2 depicts the structural sets in the two languages. In French there
are two negatives where in English there is only one. While negation may
operate at each stage in French, it cannot operate on the declarative in modern
English (*he cheats not at cards':). Klima (1964. 255) showed concern that
regarding do as an auxiliary entailed that '"He does not leave" would be
"He does leave" plus an optional not. The sentence without a helping verb
"He leaves" would then have no parallel with not'. Whatever difference it
might make to the argument about the categorisation of do in the long run,
there should be no concern about an absence of a parallel negative for the
declarative of modern English. The negative and declarative are related
through their relationship to the assertive. The "yes/no interrogative' of
modern English is related to the other two through the assertive. There is,
of course, a further optional negation which may operate on the `yesino
interr.,gative'. In French negation operates more freely than is the ease in
modern English. While it may be only focus uhich distinguishes the negativ e
sentence 17 from

3 Such a deem v.hs that of 26tii Febrilit:, 1901 (1, HI. 9) "Comore it rogue nue
gran& dixersitiS il'iniage relay% enema a r6gulior du 0'64 im CC sent, et ttuu 11.,8

nut curs out tamphoii c'est pulir 6111011Cer uu fillhHtatitlf no pilul', on toleirera
dam tuns les cas l'eniploi de c'est nu lieu de cc sent".

' This I e ratios, of course, is not meaningless in e% en ungrammatical for the English
speaker sitnp13, archaic. It represents au eather stage of the language, the parallel
Stith French thus having been even more extensive than it is at present. The differenve
bet%%cen the languages has resulted in this imse from the simplification of tilt, 8(4 in
English by the omission of the second negative, the 'negative declarative'.
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English

Assertive

INP1-do-V... i
"he does cheat"

French

i c'est [NP' -V.., t -*

"VestquoJean triche"
I NP1- Pron -V... I -.

-7-"Jean, 11 triche ,,

Figure 2

1 Declarative
1 Optional negative

NP' -V...
"he cheats"
I NP1Z+Neg-V...
"he doesn't cheat"

Yes/no Interrogative
I do(-1-Neg)-NV-V... I

`does he cheat?"
`( "doesn't he cheat?")

Optional negative
I NP'- V- {- Neg...NP' -V... I NP'- V- {- Neg...=.

, `Jean triche" "Jean ne triche pas"
---;

c'est +.1Neg [NP' -V...1

"con'est pas que Jean triche"
NP'-PrOn-V +Neg

"Jean, 11 ne triche pas

Key:
Double arrows represent transformational relations
Single arrows indicate the particular structures which are linked
Boxes enclose structural descriptions

7J

I est-ce (+Neg) [NP' -V...] I

"est-ce que Jean triche?"
("n'est-ce pas que Jean triche?")

NP' -V (+Neg)-Pron I

"Jean, triche-t-il?"
("Jean, no triche-t-il pus ? ")
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20. c'est qu'il we triche pas aux cartes,
there is a sharp meaning differential between eitla t of these sentences and
15. Although modern English is quite able to give representation tc such
a difference of meaning, for example, by contrasting 9 and sentences like
"I don't say that he clients... ", "it isn't the ease that he cheats...", there is
no normal syntactic device for contrasting assertion and declaration in the
negative. Nor does English have anything to compare with the set, of which
sentences 18 and 19 would be members, which closely resembles the 'c'est
(Inc..: set in its semantic-structural interrelations. French is not alone in
having colloquial sentence forms in which the topic. is presented first, followed
by a comment in the form of a proposition. Given the need for speakers to
capture the attention of others, and to ensure that the tonic is grasped, the
order and form of 19 is not surprising.

21. John, he cheats at cards
plays no part in the structural organisation of English, as the comparable,
(assertive) sentence does in French. And French has the same kinds of modi-
fication in both sets in the representation of equivalent meanings.

While the system of negations results in .tholy more possibilities for French
there is no difference in the parameter:. along which the two languages operate
in representing a small but important set of functions. assertion, deed tration,
negation and interrogation are related by deletion, insertion and reordering.
It could be added that the imperativ c in the two languages is derived also by
deletion. The striking degree of similarity between the two languages in
syntactic development over this small area is in marked contrast to the ap-
parent dissimilarity of the items involved in the principal modifications.

For reasons which mere indicated in the opening part of this paper, syn-
tactic arrangements in a sentence or sentence constituent cannot be expected
to represent directly the meaning or even, more modest requirement, the
function of the item. There is a constant tension between the drive to conciseness
and the demands of explicitness, and languages will be moving in different
ways and at different rates under these twin pressures. The comparison of
small randomly chosen samph , is bound to be uthewarding However, certain
areas of language use are necessarily more stable than others, and the use
of language to ass, a t, to declare, to request information or response behaviour
must be amongst the foremost of these. In a 'meaning set' defined by such
functions it seems probable that simplicity and stability of structural informa
thin will ensure the compromise between explicitness and conciseness that
has been clear, in spite of differences of detail, in French and English. It is
through the study of such 'meaning-sets' that languages may be compared,
for it must constantly be asked how speakers of the languages compared
easily produce and understand the information conveyed through syntactic
modification when they assert something or request a choice of as.iertions.
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THE USE OF THE ARTICLE 11\ ENGLISH AND HUNGARIAN:
A CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

1;317A H. STEPHANIDES

Budapest, Linguistics Institute of the Ilungarian Academy of Science.,

This paper primarily considers the question of how determination is ex-
pressed in English and Hungarian. The ultimate aim is to identify similarities
and differences in the use of determiners especially in that of articles.

In the first part of this paper the theoretical framework for the research
is presented. The definition of determiners is followed by the classification
of nouns to provide context for the description of article distribution. The
second part presents the contrastive analysis of article usage in their relation
to different types of nouns functioning in different syntactic positions. Special
consideration is given to changes in article usage in sentence sequences. The
statements are illustrated by an ample number of examples. The paper ends
up with a small section illustrating some of the problems in English, Hun-
garian and Polish.

Every language has certain categories to make the expression of ideas
and thoughts both precise and understandable. One of the means fcr achieving
clarity is determination. The process of determination may vary in different
languages. In both English and Hungarian there is a small closed set of gram-
matical words that, while unrelated formally, are related by function. The
common rule they perform is referred to as determination, these function
words are the determiners.

Determiners are modifiers of nouns (they modify the scope of the set
designated by the noun that follows). Determiners in both English and Hun
garian can be classified in several ways: (1) as definite and indefinite in
reference to various features like individualization, identification, selection,
etc., and (2) as pre-, central and postmodifiers in reference to distribution
within the noun phrase. Being the most frequently used member of central
determiners in both English and Hungarian, the article is in the centre of
our analysis in the course of this paper.
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The hand-outs show 4 tables. Table I gives the list of English and Hun-
gal but detLi miners which slums that numerals, quantifiers and ordinals are
also considered as determiners. Table II and III c the distribution of English
and Hungarian determiners respectively. In both tables Group I determiners
exclude each other in a noun phrase. In reference to distribution these de_

Table 1. List of English and Hungarian determiners

English Hungarian

0
it/an
the
some /sin/
some,. any,
some, (tiff.), any, (niter.)
1111S1 (tiff.)

not any/no
this/that. t hese/those
my. your, his. her. .

every, eaell
either
neither
both
whole. all/ .N[ Count]

Count)
half
(the) very
(the) same
(a) certain
such (a)
( an)other
(the) only
many/mach
few/little
a few/little
2, 3, 4, 5, ...
first. second. third, ...

ogy
ably.

n6mi, valantelyes. valamennyt
vadanulyon. 'altunif6le
alcarmilyen, bdrmilyen, bariniftile
semmi... sem, nom+ V. nines... sem,
oz/az (a), ezolc/azolt (a)
poss. suffixes: (6n). in. (te)...d. (6)-06, ...
mindogyik. mindenogyes
(itz) ogyik, barmolyik
tgyilt sem, somolyik
mindlt6t, mindkettii
eg6sz, toljes
(az) Osszes. mind(en). valatuennyi
f61

oppon oz/az (a)
ugyanozbaz (a), azonos
(ogy) bizonyos
ilyon/olyan (ogy)
(ogy) mAshmisik: (a) tobbi
ogyotloil
sok
kov&
nethany/egy kev6s
2, 3, 4, 5.
ciao, nuisodik. harmadik,

telminers aft coltral tittorrniners. Group II determiners can modify a noun
alone, but they um combine with articles and ,or other determiners of Group
IA (in Hungarian also with Group II,'A), and some of a lm with each other.
In reference to distribution determiners of Group II are pre , ur postdeterminers
in relation to each other. Group III determiners must be accompanied by an
article ur another determiner from Group Is'A. The elements of these combina-
tions form a permanent sot. Finally, Table IV in the hand-out shows the
relationship of articles to other determiners in English and Hungarian.

In both languages there are 3 articles. definite, indefinite and zero. The
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Table II. Distribution of English determiners

Determiners
Pro- Central I Post-

Group II

both*
all*
half
such
many

Group I/A

tiro
elan
this /that
tlieso/thoso
my, your, his,...

Group III

quite

Group

some /any
no
o vory/o twit
(n)either

Group II

wholo
certain
othor
low**
littlo**
Many
much
several
first, second, ...
Group III

same
ver,
only

can occur after the noun It modifies
a fete, a little An be considered as U o combination of the Indefinite article plus the quantifict only from

a fermi point of slow. sIng the lndefinito anivlo proper cannot occur with either plural countable or micro.
tastable nouns.

!'able III. Distribution of Hungarian determiners

Detorminors
Pro- Central Post-

Group II

inindkdt

Group III

az/ez
azok/ozok
Zppon oz/az
ugyanezaz
(and their plural forms)

Group 1/A

a/az
cgy
Group HD

ndmni

valainolycs
valamilyon/lo
barmilyen/-fdlo
aluirmilyonfdlo
sommi
mindogyik/mindonogyes
aktir /blirmelyik
mind(on)/vaiamonnyi
ogyik... som

Group II1A

-d, ...

Group II1B

nOlutily
ogOsz/teljes
13sszos

fiS1

ilyon /olyan
ugyanilyon olyan
azonos
bizonyoa
nuisikhmts
ogyotlon
sok
koves
olsd, mdsodik,
Group III
ogyik
tobbi

II Papers sad Sterna. VIII
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82 E. H. Stophanidos

articles almost aim a3s incur as the first !umbel. of the phrase signalling the
presence of a noun, but each of them also signals something additional.

The definite artide (the-aiaz) in both languages ma3 be t.sed befor,.. singular
as well as plural forms. In the majority of eases it indicates that the folks ing
nuun refers to a particular human being, animate object or thing as distinct
from others of the same kind knomn by both the speaker and hearer.

The definite article may be required (1) before a noun defined earlier

Table I V'. ReIntiunnhip of articles to other determiners is English and Hungarian t , ihdi-
cotes occurrence, indicates nonoccurrence)

l o I a/en I the

dotnonstrativs
1 + .

possessive I + I

somo, , any, +

some, any, +

not any, no +

ovory, each +
neither +
either t-

both +
whole, an, +
all i +

half +
very, mune
only i

certain + I

such + I

other -F 1

many, few +
much

i
+ I

little j + I

sovoral + I

1, 2, 3, 4, ... + I

ordinals -1. I

I

o egy a/az

I I 4-

+ +

+
+ I + l

+

+

i demonstrative
I possossivo suffix

ii6ini, valamolyes
ndlidny

+
+ - i-

+ t - _
+
+ +

+ + I
l +

+ I + + + I -I-

+ 4-

+ +
+ j ± + + E +

j + I +
+ + r

-F 1 + + + j +
++ + 4- j

+ + + I -1-

I

I +
+

+ + +
I I

+
+ I I +

+ j + + I +
1 ÷

+ + j
. +

-- I + + j +
+ I + -I- , + i +

valamilyon, bilrinilyell,
alotrmilyen, valamifdle.
bitrmifolo

nem/nincs ... soot
sommi ... scm
mindogyik, inindonogpm
somolyik, ogyik ... som

egyik, (tnitsik)
inindltottd, mindk6t

I ogesz, aoljes

mind, mindon, valamennyi
6sszes

f6I

6ppon oz/az, tigyanoz/vi.
ogyotlon

bizonyos
ilyen/olyan
mdsik, nuts
tobbi
sok, kov63
sok

kov6s

szitmos

1, 2, 3, 4, ...
j ordinals

an only, n sot phrase where only occurs with the Indullnite article.
' Th3 determiners represented In ratio IV are not complete equivalents In English and Hungarian On

regard to their range), nor I the Ilst exhaustive.
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by previous mention in the discourse (i.e., explicit-contextual basis% (2)
before nouns, the referents of which are mutually known from previous
discourse (i.e., implicit-contextual basis2) or (d) before a noun the referent
of which can be indicated without having been mentioned previously (i.e.,
situational basis):

(1) There is a book on the table. The book is blue.
Egy konyv van az asztalon. A konyv kelt.

(Lit. A book is the tableon. The book blue.)
(2) There is a school in the neighborhood. During the breaks the windows

arc open, and the children in the classrooms are noisy.
A szomszedban van egy iskola. A sziinetekben az ablakok nyitva v appal(

neighbor- is a school. The break-s-in the window-s are open(The
hood-in

es a gyermekek lernuiznak az osztfilyokban.
(Open are and the children ind-they the class-esin.)
(make noise)
(da) Give me the book.

Add ide a kiinyvet.
(Give here the book-(acc.))

(narrowest sense)
(db) This yea, The conference is being held in LuLostronie.

Ebben az &ben a konferenchit Lubostronieben tartjak.
(This- the year-the conference- Lubostronie-in hold-they.)

-in -in - (ace.)
(wider sense)

(de) The sun shines brightly in Egypt all year.
Egesz &bon ragyogean silt Egyiptomban a nap.
(Whole year-in bright-ly shine Egypt-in the sun).

(widest sense)

The indefinite article (alan egy) in both languages is used with countable
nouns in the singular. In the case of uncountable nouns the indefinite article
expresses a kind of fa sort of la piece of. The indefinite article indicates that
the word it precedes denotes an individual member of the class. It denotes
cue member of the class or species concerned but it does not indicate which
member (Jcsirrsen 1913, 1949). Besides its introductory and individualizing
function in specified noun phrases, the indefinite article can also express
gmerieness in English. Recently several linguists, like Gleason (1955), Hill
(1958), Palmer (1969), have analyzed the unstressed variant of some [sin]
as an article used with uncountable nouns in the singular and u ith countable
nouns in the plural:

3 Chrirtophorson's term (1939).
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84 E. H. Stoplianides

(4) Give me some bread, please.
Same boys are running in the street.

Hungarian dues nut always have an inert counterpart for this use of English
some. Further clarification is needed to determine Ivhiel. of the uses of some
are considered as articles and which of them'as other determiners.

The zero article (o) probably because it has neither phonologic, nor
graphemic °Nut form was generally neglected earlier. However, the absen.e
on omission of an article in the two languages does not always indicate that
a noun has lust its nominal function, because e.g., it is used as a phrase head
in the case of nun-individualized singular countable nouns in Hungarian,
and it is determined as in the case of proper names in both English and Hun-
garian:

(5) o Virag nip a kertben.
(Flower grow the garden-in).
Kwiat rognie w ogrodzie.

(6) o John came home late last night.
o Janos kesim jott hazy tegnap este.

(John late- came home yesterday evening.)
-(-1-adv. suffix)

Distinction must be made, of course, between the cases with the zero article
and those where the noun phrase contains a determiner other than an article.

Articles must refer to nouns, while nouns can occur without articles, i.e.,
with the zero article or other determiners. Nouns constitute an open class,
have full meaning and inherent stress, and can act as head of a noun phrase.
Fot Luther analysis of determiners nouns must be examined by reference
to number. English nouns fall into two major number classes. One class
contains nouns where the singular plural distinction occurs, the other where
the nouns cut, not subject to number variation. From the several terms applied
to this distinction, in this paper we call the former class countable and the
latter class uncountable. However, the classification of nouns in reference
to countability has not been developed so strongly in Hungarian as in English
therefore the occurrence of errors in the English speech of Hungarians is
frequent (number-quantity distinction in English much -many. few little).

A noun phrase in English and Hungarian consists of a noun head modified
by a determiner. Besides the noun and determiner a noun hrase may contain
an adjectival or nominal attributive. In the use of determiners it is also im-
portant which syntactic position the noun phrase takes in the s3ntence. The
role of a determiner in both English and Hungarian is to restrict or widen,
to specify or generalize the meaning of the modified noun. A noun specified
by the situation or content is actualized and individualized in English, but
not always in Hungarian:
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Article in English and Hungarian 85

(7) o Eger van a szolniban. [Indiv, - -Act]
(Mouse is the room-in.)
There is a mouse

in the room. [+Indiv]
There are mice

(8) Egy eger van a szolniban. [+Indiv, Act]
(A mouse is the room-in.)
There is a mouse in the room.

(9) Az egos a szobiban van. [+Indiv, +Act]
(The mouse the room-in is.)
The mouse is in the room.

Definiteness is d syntactic Lategury which applies to both countable and
uncountable nouns in a noun phrase. In the case of countable nouns it applies
only to individualized nouns. The most important elements of definiteness
are identification [Y] and actualization [-I-Act] which are characteristic
features of the definite article and demonstrative in both English and Hun-
garian. Their difference lies in thc deixis. In English the demonstrative and
thc definite article exclude each other. H never, in Hungarian the demonstra-
tive generally does not occur without the definite article (see: Table IV):

(10) This book is yours, that book is mine.
Ez a konyv a tied, az a Ittinyv az eny6m.
(This the book the yours that the book the mine.)

Possessive adjectives also express definiteness.
Not all noun phrases in either language go through a complete process

of definization. In the Lase of et:atable nouns there are individualized but not
actualized noun phrases as well which can be expressed by the indefinite
article:

(11) A boy played with a ball in the courtyard.
Egy fin labdAzott ar, udvaron.
(A boy ball+deverb suff.+past tense the courtyard-on.)

(played with a ball)

Other indefinite determiners do not individualize the nouns they modify,
but they can define the agglomerations or express totality for both countable
and uncountable nouns:

(12) All boys like to play football.
Minden/ Yalamennyi fin szeret futballozni.
(All boy like* football+deverb. suff+inf. suff.)

(to play football)
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(13) It was raining all day.
Egesz nap esett az esZi.
(Whole day fell the rain.)

(14) Ho ate a whole apple.
Egy egesz alnutit megcvett.
(A whole apple+(acc.) has-eaten-he.)

Owing to lack of time the modification of noun phrases is not analyzed
in this paper.

After the part showing the place and role of determiners in a noun phrase
only the use of the article is examined in noun phrases functioning indifferent
syntactic functions. (1) in subject function, (2) in object complement function,
and finally (3) in predicate (subject complement) function. Cenericness is
only slightly touched upon. Examples are given to show similar, different,
and partly different cases iii the two languages.

An uncountable noun functioning as subject denoting a mateiial object
is preceded by the zero article in both languages:

(15) ArtE,E e / _N [Count, +Collor]
o Blood runs in his veins.
o Ver folyik az erciben.
(Blood flow-8 the vein-s-his-in.)

While an uncountable noun referring to an abstract notion occurs with the
zero article in English, but generally with the definite article in Hungarian,
therefore HIE (Hungarian learners of English) often commit errors:

(16) ArtE / _N [Count, -Caner]
ArtE -4 def / (0)
a Time flies.

ido repill.
(The Vine fly.)

The same can be stated about uncountable nouns functioning as objek.t when
a habitual action is expressed:

(17) ArtE,H -4 e / _N [Count, +Colter]
The baby drinks o milk every morning.
A kisbaba minden reggel a tejet iszik.
(The little-baby every morning milk-(ace) drinks-he.)

or with nouns denoting abstract notion in a generic sense:

(18) 2..i-rtE --
"trtn def
I like o music.

/ N [Count, Concr, Specific]
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Szerotem a zen6t.
(Love-I (def.) the music- (acc.).)

But frequently nouns denoting a material ubjea our Iith some in English
and with the zero article in Hungarian:

(19) Arts -- some [Def] /-NArts -- o
[Count, -}-Comer]

or Dets -- egy kis [Def, +Quant]
I have bought some cheese and some cream.
o Sajtot (is 0 tejszInt vettem.
(Cheese- (acc.) and cream- (acc.) bought-I.)

Hungarians generally omit some in their speech. The use of some in object
function is much more frequent than in subject possition.

When nouns are defined by the context or situation the definite article
is used in both languages:

(20) Arts.s. -- clef /_N 1 Count, +Come, +Act]
Puss me the salt, please.
Acid ide a s6t, korlek.
(Give here the salt-(acc.) ask-you-I.)

(21) Arts,s clef /_N [Count, Collor, +Act]
Let's listen to the music.
Hallgassuk a zenet.
(Listen-let's-(def.) the music-(ace 1.)

When all uncountable noun refers to an indefinite occurrence of the phe-
nomenon in question both the zero article and some can be used in English,
while in Hungarian the zero article can %ary with the quantifying determiner
egy kis:

(22) Arts -- o/some [Def.)
Arts --. o /_N [Count, Concr]

or DetH -- egy kis fDef, -1-Quant]
Let's listen to olsome music.
Hallgassunk o/egy kis zenet.
(Listen-let's.(indef.) o/a little music-(acc.).)

Problems also occur when one language considers a noun as uncountable
while the other as countable e.g., English. information Hungarian. infor-
imici6I-k, English: advice Hungarian: tanacspok.

In the case of countable nouns in the singular, article usage differs hi the
two languages where no other determiner is present. In English this form must
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occur with either the definite or indefinite article while in Hungarian it may
occur with the zero article as well. The I'LlS011 is that the opposition between
individualized and non inch% idualized nitLing is not inertly marked in English
(see. examples (5), (7) mentioned earlier). Thc problem is (Jai complicated
with the use of existential there (ise'are) in English locath e sentences which
have no overt counterparts in Hungarian unlike French <.ind German.

These statements are also true for nouns functioning <IS objects. However,
there are word-order restrictions on the occurrence of the articles in Hun-
garian, where the singular countable nouns NI ith the hero article in object
function usually precedes the governing verb (S -OX), while with the indef-
inite and definite article the neutral position for tilt ubjeut noun is after the
vcl b (S-V-0), when it is emphasized, the noun may precede the Nerb:

(23) ArtE def/indef
Artll def/indef/o
What are you doing?
I am writing a letter.

/_N [-i-Count, Plural]

(23a) o Levelet irok.
(Letter-(we.) write-I (indef).)

(b) Irok egy levelet.
(Write-f (indef.) a letter-.)

-(a cc.)
(e) Egy levelet irok.

(A letter-(ace.) write-I-.)
-(indef)

(i c , It is a letter I am writing.)
(24) I and writing the letter. (a) from a levelet.

(Write-1 (def) the letter-(ace).)
(b) A levelet irom.

(The letter-(ace.) write-I (def).)
(It is the letter I am writing.)

Kith plural countable nouns suna may occur in English, while in Hun-
garian the zero article ur the determine' njheiny occurs. It causes similar
problems fur Hungarians itti it does with uncountable no tins mentioned ear-
lier:

(25, 26) ArtE o/sonte/-N [4-Count, 4- Plural, Acti
Artu [-}- Count, +Plural, --Act]
DetH nehAny

(25) There are some rocks on the coast.
o Sziklak gannak a parton.
(Rock-s are the coast,-on.)
Nehciny szikla van a parton.
(Some rock is the coast-on.)
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(26) Steve bought somelo books at a sale.
Pista vett nehany konyvet a Itiirusittison.
(Steve bought some book-(ace.) the sale-on.)
Pista nehdity konyvet vett a kierusit4son.
(Steve some book-(ace.) bought the sale-on.)
Pista o konyveket vett a kierusiteson.
(Steve book-s-(ace.) bought the sale-on.
Pista vett o konyveket a kiiirusitason.
(Steve bought book-s-(ace.) the sale-on.)

The problem becomes more difficult when the plural form is used in one lan-
guage and the singular in the other to express the sa.ut idea, i.e., with nouns
denoting parts of the human body:

(27, 28) DetE -* Det (+Foss]
or Art -4 defjo /-N [+Count, +Plural]
Det1 Det (+Foss]

and/or Art clef /o /-N (+Count, Plural]
(27) to shako o hands

o kezet fogni
(hand-(ace.) hold-to)

(28) He fixed his eyes on the horizon.
o Szemet a latehatiirra szogezte.
(Eye-his-(ace.) the horizon-on fixed-he.)

Finally, nouns functioning as the nominal part of the predicate (418 subject
complement) are analyzed in their relation to article usage.

An uncountable noun functioning as nominal predicate dues nut cause
any problem since in both languages the zero article is used:

(29) ArtE,H -4 o/ON [Count, +Concr]
Water becomes o steam at a high temperature.
A viz magas homersekleten o gozze
(The water high temperature-on steam-(suffix.) becomes-it.)

A singular countable noun denoting the class to which the subject belongs
is generally preceded by the indefinite article in English, but in Hungarian
it is used with the zero article, and precedes the verbal predicate if there is
one; while a plural countable noun takes the zero article in both languages.

(30, 31) ArtE indef.
Art E -40

(30) John is a linguist.
Jiines o nyelvesz.
(John linguist.)

/_N [+Count, Plural]
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(31) I am a Hungarian.
o Magyar vagyok.
(Hungarian am-I.)

(32) Arts,/ --0 0/_N [-I-Count, +Mural]
John and Peter are o boys.
Jfinos 6s P6ter o fink.
(John and Peter boys.)

In cases when the definite article is used befoic a noun functioning as a
predicate its appearance is unrelated to its predicate function:

(33) Arts --0 clef.
/-M. [-I-Restr]+N [-I-Count, Plural, -1--Y1

Detn --0 Dem+Art I +Da]
John is the linguist whose works are best-known.
anos az a nyelvOsz, akinek a infivei a legismertebbek.
(John that the linguist v ao-of the work-s-his the most known-(pl.)

For lack of time the given cases only show the basic uses of the article,
ilo special occurrences are toached upon. It can be seen from the above state-
ments and examples that while both languages have the same set of articles
their use differs. While English has fixed word-order, in Hungarian a change
in n 0rd-order also has some role in expressing determination or at least has
seine relation to article usage. At this point it may be interesting to see a few
examples in three languages i.e., in English, Polish and Hungarian where
Polish has no articles and has free word-order (at least in opposition to Eng-
lish).

Every discourse contains some old and new information. In marking the
distribut:on of information stress, intonation as well as word-order have im-
portant roles. Since neutral sentence stress generally has final position in
Polish therefore the linguistic element containing new information is also
placed filially, independently from the grammatical (i.e., syntactical) function
it fulfills. The known, already mentioned information is placed sentence-in-
itially. So topic-comment also influences the sentence structure of languages
with free word-order.

Wurd-order plays an important role in anaphoric sentences. While in an
independent sentence several types of word -order are possible, in sentence
sequences that is not the case:

(34) W pokoju siedzial :..'ilopice.
A boy was sitting h the room.
Egy fits tilt a szobdban.
(A boy sat the room-in.)
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(a) Wyszedl chlopiee. A boy went out. Egy fin kiment.
(A boy out-went.)

(b) Chlopiee wyszedl. The boy went out. A fill kiment.
(The boy out-went.)

In all three languages only sentence (b) can be correct in relation to senteram
(34) since in the case of sentence (a) the noun is not co-referent with that of
sentence (34).

A noun is considered definite in sentence-initial position and indefinite in
final position in Polish. So the idea is expressed by word-order in Polish which
is expressed by the articles in English and Hungarian:

(35) Chlopiee dal kotu pilke.
The boy gave the cat a ball.
A fin adott a maeskanak egy labdat.
(The boy gave the eat-to a ball-(ace.).)

(36) Chlopiee dal pilke kotu.
The boy gave the ball to a cat.
A labdat a fin egy macskdnak adta.
(The ball-(ace.) the boy a eat-to gave-he.)

(37) Kota pilkQ dal chlopiee.
A boy gave the ball to the cat.
Egy fin adta a maesknnak a labdilt.
(A boy gave-he the cat-to the ball-(ace.).)

However the demonstrative ten, ta, to, ci, to and the indefinite pronoun
jaig can also express reference and definiteness in Polish:

(38) \Vykradl miliejantowi rewolwcr.
He stole a gun from the policeman.
Ellopott a rendOrtol egy revolvert.
(Away- stole -ho the policeman-from a revolver-(ace.).)

(a) Ten miliejant siedzial za to.
Therefore the policeman was in prison.
Ezert a renar bOrtnOben volt.
(This-for the policeman prison-in was.)

(b) Miliejant siedzial za to.
Therefore the policeman was in prison.
Ezert a rend& bortonben volt..
(This-for the policeman prison-in was.)

(c) Siedzial za to ten milicjant.
(In English it is the same as [a] and [b].)
Ezert bortonben volt a renal'.
(This-for prison-in was the policeman.)
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(d) Siedzial za too miliejant.
Therefore a policeman was in prison.
Ezert egy rondor biirtiinben volt.
(This-for a policeman prison-in was.)
Ezert bortonben volt egy rendor.
(This-for prison-in was a policeman.)

Difference in meaning occurs only in the last example (d) Nshere word-order
has changed and ten does not occur. Where the demonstrative ten occurs with
the noun in final position it still remains definite. The policeman was in prison;
while w here the noun occurs with the zero article it becomes indefinite.. po-
liceman was in prison--not the same whose gun was stolen.

The indefinite jakie can also overrule word-order in Polish:

(39) Widzialam jak do pokoju wchodzial meiczyzna.
I saw that a man entered the room.
LAttam, hogy egy forfi belOpett a szobriba.
(Saw-I that a man in-entered the room-into.)

(a) Kiedy weszlam zobaczylam, ie mgiczyzna stoi przy oknie.
When I entered the room r saw that the man was standing in front of
the window.
Amikor beloptem Main, hogy a forfi az ablak elOtt.
(When in-entered-I saw-I that the man the window before all stand.)

(b) Kiedy weszlam zobaczylam, ic przy oknie stoi meczyzna.
When I entered the room I saw that a man was standing in front of the
window.
Amikor beloptem hittam, hogy egy forfi MI az ablak elott.
(When in-entered-I saw-I that a man stand the window before.)

(e) Kiedy weszlam zobaczylam, Ze jakig meiczyzna stoi przy oknie.
When I entered the room I saw that ajsome man was standing in front
of the window.
Amikor beleptem latam, hogy az ablak clott egylvalamilycn forfi 411.
(When in-entered saw-I that the window before ajsome man stand.)

In extunple (a) the man is identified with the one who entered the room, in
examples (b, e) it is a different man. This difference can be expressed in Polish
by word-order change (example b) and by jakia (example e) marking the
indefiniteness overtly on the surface. The same difference is expressed with
the help of th definite and indefinite article in both English and Hungarian.

My aim was to illustrate the role of determination in two languages which
are dissimilar in character but use the same set of articles though not accord-
ing to identical patterns. The few Polish examples served the purpose of
showing what means a language that does not possess any articles has tc
express determination.
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A SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF WHO, WHAT, WHOSE, AND WHICH
AND THEIR COUNTERPARTS IN POLISH

WIESLAW OLEKSY

I'edagogical University, Bydgoszcz

Question Words (QW) in English have often been derived from indefinite
NP's. In most transformational treatments these NP's have been assigned
the status of pro-forms with Il'h as a scope indicator or indexer attached to
them.

The arguments for deriving (QW's from indefinite NP's have been dis-
cussed by tlanerouo authors; Ross (1967), Bach (1971), Lewandowska (1971),
and Stockwell et al (1973), among others.

However, the indefiniteness of QW's in English has been put into ques-
tion by some linguists. Koutsoudas (1968), Kuroda (1968), and Lewandonska
(1975), for example, argue that Wh constituent for interrogative can be either
( +Definite) or (Definite), yielding either at which place' or at what place'
if place is (Attach) or 'where' if place is (+Attach).1

Browne's (1970) study on QW's in Macedonian demonstrates that a
distinction must be made between koho (whofwhom) which appears in ques-
tions both with and without the definiteness-indicator clitic gu and is thus
definite or indefinite, and sto (what) which is always indefinite.

Also Hewer (1976: 10) points out that in Kasem the determiner in a NP
may be replaced by the question determiner -6 (which) if "... the question
determiner also agrees with the noun, by bearing the initial consonant of the
definite article that agrees with the particular class and number of the noun-.

As is well know n most transformational analyses relate surface occurrences
of QW's to two constituents; Wh and N. Wit, common to all QI'V's ,has been
usually suspended from Determiner node, e.g. Article, and has been the under-
lying form for the phonological shape of QW's in English. N, which is sister

For details cf. Lewandowska (1074 : 25).
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adjoined under Determiner node, has bet a assigned the feature ( Pro) and
has been the constituent which distinguishes among different Q W.S by virtue
of possessing different lexical meaning.2

ifome% or, as has been pointed out by Kuntsutalits (1968 . 268), some; QW's,
e.g. ill( a, Where, Why, and how hate been derived from a slightly different
underlying structure than 117w, What, and Which in the analysis proposed
by Katz and Postal (1964), the forme, but not the latter, contain a Preposi-
tion in their underlying stint...tures. Moreover, Katz and Postal (1964) derive
When, Where, how, and Why from 'at what time', 'at what place', in what
Himmel ', and 'for what reason', respectively, whereas Kuroda (1968) derives
these QW's from 'at which time', 'at which place', 'in which way', and 'for
which reason'.

The abuse discussion seems to indicate that ill the current literature the
problen. if definiteness ersus indefiniteness of Wh, and consequently of NP
oletlying QW's, is still an even question. We saw atuvt that the assignment
of the feature ( 1- Definite) to NP's underlying QW's was based upon the as-
sumption that this feature could be used to chat acterizc 'which' underlying
surface occurrences of When, Where, how, anti ll'hy. Despite the fact that
exactly the 8,1 lie sulfa( t occurrences of the above mentioned QW's were
characterized a, being (-Definite) b3 those linguists It ho proposed to derive
When, Where, etc., from 'at what time', 'at what place', etc., the former
approach was inconsistent in deriving When, Where, etc., from definite NP's
and Who, What. etc., from indefinite NP's.

La our opinion the controversy stems from a confusion of underlying
semantic features, ( Definite) and (-Definite) in this ease, w itn, the real oc-
t urea aces of Which and What in the surface forms of Special Questions (SQ)
in English, and from the fact that the semantic characterization of QW's
has been equated w ith the pragmatic presuppositions that can be associated
with QW's occurring in SQ's. We shall dwell a little on the latter issue.

It has been widely iteknowldged that QW's occur in SQ's to indicate the
ignorance of the speaker about someone's identity or the place of event, etc.;
hence the occurrences of Who, Where, etc., in the surface forms of SQ's. Who,
Whet(, etc., ocem in SQ's %shonever the speaker is assuming that the entities
about which these QW's are asking du exist but it is the addressee (the ono who
pro% ides the answei, in this ease) who has the sufficient knowledge of their
identity or place of existence, etc.3

The acceptance of the view that NP's underlying QW's are marked as (Def-
inite) would centtally lead to contradiction; the speaker in uttering a SQ
ontaining, for instance. Who, would be referring to some entity in the outside

Cf. Gansu (1975) on the structuro of fronted WI, phrases.
Cf. Ch af (1970 : 325 . 326).
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world as being definite. !Tom-ever, it is thfficult to sue how one can refer to smoo-
thing as being definite without knowing what it is. More precisely, how can
the speaker refer to an NT as being definite if he does not know the referent
of this NP. In other words, au analysis that postulates (+Definite) as a fea-
ture for NP's underlying QW's must explain un what grounds NP's underlying
QW's can be assigned the feature ( +Definite) if the referents of these NP's
are not given.

Let us now consider a case where Who in English and Kto in Polish occur
in SQ's which contain definite NP's although the two Q \V's are asking about
the definite NP's in question. An interesting ease is discussed in Donnellan
(1971). The discussion is focused on the two uses of lrho as exemplified in 1
mid 3 below.

1. Who is the man drinking it martini ?
2. Kto jest czlowiek;kto jest Lyn' ezlowiekiem, ktOey pije martini?

f f 1, according to Donnellan, is uttered by someone at a party upon seeing au
interesting looking person holding a mitt tini glass, then 17 is asking about a
particular person. HOW c1 cl , say s llonnelha u, the same question eau be asked in a
different context Suppose, for example, that the same question (we shall label
it its 3) is asked by tilt chairman of the local Teetotallers Union who has just
been informed that a ratan is drinking a mai tini at then annual party. He re-
sponds by asking his intbrmant 3.

3. Who is the num drinking a martini
Kto to jest ten ezlowiek/..., ktOry pije martini?

The chairman in asking 3 does not hate some partiuditi pci out III Hal id. DWI-
nellttn then explains that the use of Who in 1 t au be related to the referential
use of definite descriptions and the use of I I.hu in 3 call be related to the attribu-
tive use of definite descriptions (Donnellan 1971: 104).

Leaving the problems in% oh et'. in the discussion of definite desei iptiunt for
philosophers let its now see how the two uses of Who can be accounted foi in a
linguistic theory.

We shall begin by adding one mole question with Who to those aheady
mentioned in Donnellan (1971).

5. Who is drinking a martini?
6. Kto pije martini

To explain differences among (1 6) Wu shall estigate the prestii+...:!rions
that the speaker is making upon uttering (1- 6). (7 - 12) below are the respect-
ive pre3uppositions for (1 - 6).

7. The man drinking a martini is someone.
8. Czlow iekiem, ktory pije martini jest ktoA.

7 Papers and Studies
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0. Someone is the man drinking a martini.
10. Ktog jest ezlowiekiem, ktory pije martini.
11. Someone is drinking a martini.
12. Ktog pije martini.

Fm the sake of t laxity of the argument let us substitute the English term the
matt and its Polish translation czlowiek by a more neutral pair, the person and
osoba for English and Polish respectively. We can do that becat.se the man in
the English examples as well as czlowiek in the Polish Lounterparts do not ne-
cessarily have to be used to mean a pet son who is male. On the other hand per-
son in English and osoba in Polish can be used to mean both scars so that nu
harm is done with regard to the meaning of (7 - 12). Thus we obtain (13 - 18).

13. The person drinking a martini is someone.
14. Osoba, ktora pije martini jest ktog.
15. Someone is the persn drinking a martini.
I 6. Ktog jest osobn, ktara pije martini.
17. Someone is drinking a martini.
18. Ktog pije martini.

We can now see that 15 and 17 In English, and 16 and 18) in Polish are, in fat,t,
identical for the ilifferenec between 'som:one' and 'someone is the poison'
on the one hand, and the difference between 'ktoA' and *ktog jest osobu' on
the other, can be disregarded. This is not sarprising since both 15 and 17 in
English and 16 and 18 in Polish are the respective presikppositions for 3 Mill
awl 4 and 6, which are asking about the identity of the person n ho is drinking a.

mattini.4 This is not, however. the case with 13 and 14, they are not asking
about anybody's identity, i.e., 1 and 2 as 3Q's presupposing 13 and 14, res-
pectively, are not asking about anybody's identity.

1 in English, if tittered in the context described by D., NA mild mean
something like 19.

19. What is the name (profession) position, etc , of tin man drinking a
martini?

The corresponding form in Polish is 20.

20. Jakie jest nazwisko (zirn 6d) pozycja, etc., tego tzlowicka, pije
martini ?

The above discussion scents to point out to the fact that mAnetimes Who in
English S and KM in Polish SQ's can be used n here, in fat t, What and Jakija;e
is meant. can add that 'who' can be found not onl it, clot ironments n hero

I 5 in English and 6 in Polish can in eon\ of an ufful an an inS itattun
This num, . and 0 will not be discussed in this paper.
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definite descriptions occur but also in environments w here proper names oc-
cur.

21. Nto to jest ten Kowalski?
22. Who is it this Kowalski?

Here again, who and kto are not used to ask about someone's identity (we know
that it is Kowalski) but rather to ask about Kowalski's featin es as a inan.22
can thus be paraphrased as 23 and 21 can be paraphrased as 24.

23. What sort. of man is Kowalski?
24. Jakim czlowiekiem jest Kowalski ?

We saw above that the two uses of 'mho' in English SQ's and the two uses of
klo' in Polish SQ's can be accounted for if they are related to two different

pressuposit ions.
It will be demonstrated later in this paper that the two uses of 'who' and

`kto' can be explained if a different set of semantic features is assigned to NP's
underlying a particular use of 'who' and 'Itto' in SQ's.

Let us now return to the discussion of definiteness vei sus indefiniteness of
NP's underlying QW's. It seems that Donnellan's (1971) discussion of the two
uses of who in English gives further support to the claim that QW's should
be derived from indefinite NT's. The fact that 'who' as used in 1 refers to a
definite 1.'S'P and for this very reason could be coneeiA eel of as being derived
from a definite NP was explained by showing that 'who' in I did not ask
about anybody's identity and was thus different from the !lemma' use of 'who'
in SQ's in English. The argument holds true for SQ's in Polish as well.

It must be pointed out that the analysis of the two uses of 'who' that we
plc:posed above can be additional') supported if a question-answer system is
taken into consideration. As has been noticed above the referents of the NP's
underlying QW's are not given in the question itself (it would be illogical to ask
about a referent which is at the same time, given) if the QW's occurring in
SQ's are asking about the identity of some NP's. At least the speaker in utter-
ing a SQ is assuming that the referent of the NP underlying the QW which
has been used in the SQ will be given in the answer.5
But even here we can not say that the speaker has a particular referent in
mind since the relationship holding between a QW and the answer to the ques-
tion in which the QW occurs is not one-to-one.°
We cannot but agree with Horn (1969 : 98) that the set of possible answers

Cf. Ajdukiewiez (1974: 87), especially his remarks on datum quaestionis.
Cf. Brown (19C8) and Sarles (1970) for a discussion on the question - answer system.

An exhaustive discussion on the question-answer system can bo found in Popo (1972),
and Keenan and Hull (19'l3). A contrastivf: analysis of the question-answer system in
English and Polish has been offered recently by Iwanicka (1976).
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to ti SQ can be defined as "... the set of permissible existential instantiations
of the appropriate presupposition Although the speaker is zs.so.ning that only
one membei of the set of possible answers is the proper answer to his question
he is not able to find out W hich one :t is before the answer has been supplied.

In the above discussion we have tried tO show that the definiteness of NP's
underlying QW's is not stated but presupposed. Accordingly, it n ill be propo-
sed that the NP's underlying QW's be marked with the feature (-Definite).

In English the feature (-Definite) has been attributed to NP's underlying
QW's via Wh, i.e., it has been attached toln. The postulation of Wh in under-
lying lepiesentation of QW's coincides with the phonological shape of QW .s is
English.,

Houevei, it is worth pointing out that it is not at all clear how Wh functions
in the grammar of English. There have been numerous, often conflicting, pro-
posals adN, orated in the ,;uri ent literature and the discussion on the status of Wh
is still continuing . compare, for example, Katz and Postal (1964), Bresnan
(1970), Bach (1971), Kuno and Robinsca (1972), Chomsky (1973), and Langac
her (1974) 8 Langackei (1974 . 3) observes the following, "Analyses differ as to
whether ul not Wh is to be considered meaningful ... and they differ also in
regard hethei Wh is present in deep structure or inserted tt ansformat ion-
nally The', he argues that WI in English is an overt morphological element
but its "... deep structure status is unresolved" (Langaeker 1974 : 8).

In our treatment of QW's in English and Polish it will be assumed that QW's
are derived from indefinite NP's occurring in the underlying representations
of SQ's. It must be stressed that the term underlying representation is not
understood in the sense of Chomsky's (1965) deep structure but in the sense of
semantic structure, e.g., Krzeszowski's (1974) input structure.

In this paper we shall use the term semantic structure (SS) in the above
sense. Moreover, we shall assume that each SS underlying a QW contains a
noun N and a feature matrix FM. N is not a real word but a pro-form. SS's
contain all infuimation that is necessar3 for the semantic intepretation of QW's.

It will be postulated that FM's contain the following features; (-j- Inter-
rogative), (Definite), and ( +Identifying), hereafter (+Int), ( Def), and
(+Ident), respectively.

It can be pointed out that the two features (+Int) and (Def) will be res-

' to Puhsh QW's show inure diversity with respect to their phonological shape,
g., 'kto', 'dlaczego', '02.3 j', etc., and it scorns difficult to postulate anything for Polish

that would match tho handiness of Wit in English.
8 As is won know n Kat? and Postal (1904) consider Wit to be the element marking

the constituent to In. questioned. Bresnan (1970) equates Wh with tho Q of Katz and
Postal's conceives of Wit us a complomontizer. For Buck (1971 : 157) Wit "... stands
for sonic abstract language independent representation of the question word forma
tivo...". Chomsky (1973) develops 13resnan's (1970) conception of Wh.
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ponsible fin the triggering of Q11'- :Movement Tinisformation in English and
Polish as well as for the phonological shape of QW "s in both languages.'

It must be emphasized that the postulation of the features ( +Int) and
( Def) makes it possible to distinguish between Mrs on the one hand and
Relative Pronouns (RP) on the other. Although a discussion on RP'S would
go fat beyond the scope of this paper it is worth mentioning that RP's can
be derived from SS's containing N's identical to the ones postulated for
SS's from which QW's are derived. However, the FM's for RP's will be differ-
ent from the FM's for QW's in that the former will not contain the two lett
tures (+Int) and (Def) but (Inc) And (+Def).

The feature (-f Ident) is proposed in order to account for the unique func-
tion QW "s perform in SQ's, they ask for the identification of inch% iduals or
states whose existence is presupposed by the speaker. QIrs can thus be concei
ved of as devices used by the speakers to help the addressee identify these pot
t ions of contx xt that must be specified in the answer. However, as is m ell kaown,
one and tlic same syntactic form may be used in linguistic communi;:ation to
express various discoursiv e functions. It is not surprising that 25 and 26 can
be used to coin ey a request for information. i.e., they can be used as ques-
tions.

25. What is she writing/
26 Co ona pisze?

But it is also true that 25 and 26 Call be used to convey a surprise. The tradi-
tional way of dealing with such cases has been to point out that 25 and 26 are
questions and that the suprise value of interrogative sti uctures that are pre-
sent in 2 and 26 is carried out by means of exclamatory sentences, e.g.. 27
and 28, respectively.

27. What is she writing!
28. Co ona pisze!

It will be thihned here that the `what' of 25 and the 'what' of ;..7 are not identi-
cal and thus they must be assigned distinct semantic description. The same re-
fers, needless to say, to `co' in 26 and `co' in 28. In the case of 25 the speaker
w ants the addressee to identify and specify in the answer whatever constitu-
tes the pragmatic counterpart of 'what'. There is 'lolling that must be identi-
lied in the case of 27, and 28. 27 can be uttered upon seeing something that has
already been written, what is surprising is either the outcome of writing, e.g.,
a lettei , or the contents of whatever has been w ritten. Nothing of the kind can
be said of 25 w here neither an outcome of Iv rating nor the contents of whatever

Cf. Fisink (.1 al. (1978) on details concerning a contrastno inialss of SQ's to
English and Polish. Also cf. Oloksy (1976).
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has been written are given. One way of accounting fur the difference in use of
'what' and 'co' as exemplified in 25 and 27, and 26 and 28 is to assume that
'what' and 'co' occurring in 25 and 26, respectil ely, are marked with the feature
(+Ident), which properly describes the function of what and 'co' in SQ's.

The three features (1-Int), (Def), and (+Meat) are postulated fur all
SS's underlying surface occurrences of QW's in English and Polish. Besides
the three features dealt with above we pustulate the next two features,
( t Selective) and ( + Possessive), hereafter ( + Select) and (+Poss). Some QW's
will be characterized by possessing the feature ( +Select) or (-}-Puss) and some
others will be characterized by possessing the feature (Select) or (Poss).

The feature (4 Select) is postulated in order to account for the difference
between 'which' and 'what' on the one hand and between `ktoryjaie' and
'jaki;a;e' on the other. The problem is by no means new. Katz and Postal
(1964) account for the difference by analysing 'which' as being defiled from
29 and 'what' as being derived from 30; 29 and 03 below represent underlying
structures for 'which' and 'what', respectively.

29. NP

Determiner N Determiner

Definite Indefinite

30. NP

h theN/
which

wh a/some

what book

Ifuddlestone (1971 . 24) following Jackendoff's (1968) analysis of quantifiers
in English proposes two possible sources fin the derivation of 'which books'
and 'what books', respectively 31 and 32, and 33 and 34.

:H. N P

Dt \
mkt
wh

PI/Se.

PP

of NP

Det

Der

t he hooks

BEST COPY AVM lai r

32. N1'/IN\
Det N PP

on s
wh

1 o

o_ts}lp\\\

INity
-4*. I

Der

the books
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NP

Indef
nth

l'I/Sg

PP

of

Det

I

i mkt.

34

NP

N

I

book.

rI
Det.

[hider]
%di

N1'

boafs

N

It is clear from (31 34) that the difference between 'w hich books' and `what
books' has been accounted for by assigning different underlying structures En
the noun 'book' hereas both 'which' and 'what' have been derived from exac-
tel:% the same underlying source, i.e., an indefinite P. Then, Huddlestone at-
gues that 'which' is restricted to domains with definite NP's and 'what' is
restricted to domains with indefinite NP's (Huddlestone 1971: 23).

We shall, of course, agree with Huddlestone (1971) that Wit element is
associated with indefinite NT's. However, we shall not agree that the structu

VS (31 34) pi °posed by Huddlestone account for the difference between 'which
books' and 'what books'. Leaving the NP 'book' aside, we shall claim that the
difference can be explained by postulating the feature (Select) which is present
I the FM for 'w hich' but which is absent from the FM for 'what'. To be more
precise, we shall claim that the FM for 'which' contains the feature ( +Select)
whereas the FM for 'what' contains tile feature ( Select).

The features ( +Select) and ( Select) are also postulated for the Polish
counterparts of 'which' and 'what'; respectively `kt6ryjaje' and `jaki/a/e'.

It must be emphasized that the feature ( f Select) also accounts for the dif-
ference between :35 and 37, and 36 and 38. \

35. Where will you stay in Warsaw?
36. Gdzie zatrzymasz sic w Warszawie ?
37. Which hotel will you stay at in Warsaw ?
38. W ktorym botch' zatrzymasz sic w Warszawie?

Although 35 and 37 in English, and 3(i and 38 in Polish can be ansu ered in the
same way, for example, 39 fur English and 40 for Polish, yet the questions con-
taining 'Ns hiell;ktrir:%;a;e' are felt, to be more specific than the questions con-
taining 'whatjjaki;a;e' . for this reason 41 and 42) cannot be proper answers
to 37 and 38.

39. At "Forum '.
40. W "Forum..
41. I'll stay with my aunt.
42. Zatrzynnun sic u ciotki.
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Also notice that the speaker uttering 37 or 38 presupposes 43 of 44, w Melt is
not the case with 35 and 36.

43. You will stay at a hotel in Warsaw.
44. Zatrzymasz sic w /jakimg/ hotelu w Warszawie.

Before m e pass on to the discussion of the feature (Puss) it must be pointed
out that not all occurrences of `what' in English SQ's can be related to one and
the same SS. Notice the difference that exists between 45 and 46.

45. What are you reading?
46. What book are you reading?

45 is asking about the identity of something that is being read, while 46 is
asking about the features of the book that is being read. 46 can be roughly
paraphrased as 47.

47. What are the features of the book you are reading?

Also nutlet: that the different c in meiting present in 45 and 4(i shows up t.Au tly
in Polish. 48 is asking about the identity and 49, w here the QW has a distinct
phonological shape, is asking about the features of the book amid caul be roughly
paraphrased as 50.

43. Co czytasz?
49. Jakri ksiaZke ezytasz ?
50. Jakie cechy ksbriki, ktorn czytasz ?

It will be proposed that `what' corresponding to 'co' hi Polish and 'what'
corresponding to `jakil'al'e' be deli\ ed from distiut I SS's. How to do this will
be shown later in the paper.

Let us now turn to the feature (Puss). This feature has been postulated
in order to account for the difference between the use of 'whose' and `which'
on the one hand, and -ezyjjaie' and Itory;a/e' on the other. respectively,
51, 53, 52. and 54.

51. Whose book are you reading ?
52. Czyjil ksilyike czytasz?
53. Which book are you reading'?
54. Ktorrl ksigike czytasz?

It seems that 51 and 52, besides asking about the identity of the book
the addressee is reading, are asking about the possessor of the cook the addles-
see is reading."'

10 51) and 52) can be asking about the author of the book if instead of the noon
'book' the question contains such 1101111S as 'MAO', 'poem*, etc. For example, 'Whose
poem are you reading?'
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Thus, 51 and 52 presuppose something like 55 and 56, respectively.

55. You are reading a book which belongs to X.
56. Czytasz ksi4Zkg, ktora nalcZy do X-a.

where X stands for the person to whom the book belongs. Needless to say,
55 and 56 eitnot be said to have been pi esupposed by the speaker who uttered
53 or 54.

The semantic difference between 'whose' in English and its counterparts
in Polish, i.e., 'ezyjiale', and other Q\1"s can be accounted for if the feature
(+Poss) is postulated for FM's characterizing 'whose' and 'Czyjiaje'. It
goes without saying that the remaining (DV's w will be characterized as possessing
the feature ( Poss).

In the above section of the paper Ns e have outlined the semantic features
that we think should be present in FM's for QW's in English and Polish. The
first two features, (k Int) and ( Def) account for the semantic description of
Q-4's and, in addition to that, they trigger Q11--+-Movement Transformation.
The remaining three features, (Ident), (Select), and (Puss) make it possible to
distinguish among different Q\Ars in English and Polish.

57, 58, 59, and 60 below represent the respective FAT's for 'w ho', 'w hose',
'which', and 'what' as well as their counterparts in Polish, i.e.; 'kto', 'ezyj/a)c.,
'ktory/a/e', and 'co'.

57. 58. 59. 60.
+Int +Int f Int

De fDef Def. Def
+Ident +Ident #-1dent -' -Went
Select --Select --Select Select
Poss Puss Poss Poss

It is easy to see that 'who, Ho' is different from 'which/1:01y' ... with
respect to the feature (Select). ' \Vhojkto' then different from 'w hoseiczyj ...
with respect to the feature (Foss). 'Whichiktory', in turn, is different from
'whosejczyj' ... with re. Peet to two features; (Select) and (Foss). Finally,
'who /kto' has the same FM as 'what /co'.

The difference between 'who;Itto' and ''a hiltiVO. is accounted for by the
fact that 'who:idol is deris ed from the SS which contains a noun personjusukt
whereas 'what /cu' is derived from the SS which contains a noun thingirzecz.

Earlier in this paper we have alluded to two different lines of 'what' in
English Sqs. One of these uses corresponds to 'co' in Polish. This use of
'what' has already been accounted fur. It is time now to deal with the use
of 'what,' that corresponds to `jaki/a/c. in Polish.

In the first place we must decide whether the 'what' which corresponds
to `jaki ...' in Polish is derived from the 88 containing the noun thing'', zecz,
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106 W. Olelssy

or whether it is derived front the SS containing the noun pcionjosoba. As
(an be seen in 61 and 62 'ultar occurrs before nouns denoting both persons
and things.

61. What book would you like to read?
62. What. girl would you like to meet?

lutcover, 61 and 62 arc asking about some featuRs of the nouns which follow
'u hat', in this ease 'hook' and 'girl', rather than about the identity. If the
latter were the case we would have 63 and 64.

63. What would you like to read?
64. Who would you like to meet ?

Thus, it seems reasonable to assuna, that the 'what' which corresponds to
'jaki ...' inn Polish is derived from the SS u Melt contains a dummy instead
of person or thing. The same SS will be proposed for 'jaki ...' in Polish.n
This 'what' will be marked as what2'

it must be emphasized that 'w hose' and and their counterparts
in Polish, i.e., 'czyj ...' and "ktory ...' will be derived from SS's which also
contain dummies. 12

Fla% ing presented the basic facts concerning the semantics of QW's inn
English and Polish it is time now to present SS's from which 'whati',
' hose'. 'which', and 'whati', and then respective Polish counterparts;
'kto'. 'co', 'czyj "Idory ...', and laid ...' are (lerived. (65 - 69) represent
the respective SS's.

N I' i N

r`1 ICI N

n;

1.11

I 'el mill

).ohm

1111
Del

+ Mont
That,

NVIhtt Wu

4 Dit

Idnt
Seleet

Pos.

" Its Polish 'phi, 'Jake'. et o.. as well its 'knit.; 1thirie. etc.. and 'czyj'. 'ezyja',
et e.. must be interpreted for number, ease, and gender.

" Om le can paatulate tialt the selection of the prolati main must ho postponed un
till the noun which follows the QW has been selected.

At* anon shag proposal has 1st at offered at Hamblin (1976). He t xpressem a tiew
that 'what' and 'whiele oats be treated as quantifiers:

"Most importantly. tlierc art also intorrogatit t quantifitas, since for oxamplo what
mat, or as Itch auto ma; tahe the sanal posititnis its t omit, a mail stud tltu man".
(Hamblin 197(i : 254).
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N
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SS's for the mentioned QW 's are identical :or English and Polish and
thus these QW's are found to be equit <dent at the level of seinantie representa-
tion.

Let us now see how these SS's function in the surface, that is, how they
behave in SQ's in English and Polish. The presentation will be limited to the
most frequent occurrences of 'who', 'what', 'whose', 'which', and 'what'
in English and their respective eountelparts in Polish, i.e.; 'kto', 'co', `ezyj
'ktory 'jaki Of particular interest here are occurrences of QW's with
Prepositions in English. The basic difference between English and Polish
in this respect is the position of prepositions. As is well known, in Colloquial
English the preposition is usually stranded from the QW and occupies the
linal position in SQ's. In Polish, on the other hand, the proposition occurs
right after the QW and is never stranded from it. Thus the combination QW
4uid Preposition is inure flexible in English than in Polish. According to Leech
and Svartvik (1975 114) the final position of preposition in English SQ's
signals an informal style. The flexibility of the QW and Preposition eombina-
tion in English is well illustrated in (70 - 73).

70. What did he write it with (informal)
71. With what did he write it? (formal)
72. What with? (informal)
73. With what? (formal)

However, prepositions consisting of inure than one word, we shall call them,

Whih/KW)r)

I' ill

- I tit
Der
Illt`11(

deli et
PoiS

NP

I nt

I)cf

fuss
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108 W. Oloksy

after Leech and Svartvik (1975: 275), Complex, are rarely placed at the
end of a SQ in English. Notice the oddity of 75 as opposed to 74.

74. In connection with what were two men interviewed at the police
station?

75. *What were tv,o men interr iemed at the police station in connection
with?

Let us nol conuentrate on the presentation of surface representations
of the SS's proposed above. For brevity the presentation \rill be tabulated.

Surface Representation
76. Semantic Structure

NP

+Int
-Del

ldent
--Select

Person --Poss
Osoba

English Polish

1. Who/whom

1. about
2. as
3. at

4. for

Who- 5. from
(I. in
7. of
8. on
9. to

3. Kto, Icogo,
Kim

1. o hint
0. jako kto
3. na kogo, kogo,

(10 kogo
4. dla kogo, ua kogo,

kogo
4. 5. od kogo
6. Iv kogo, komu
7. o kim
8. na kim
9. (10 kogo, komu

77. Semantic Structure

NP

N PM

+ Int
-Der
i Idea :
-Seleet
-PoNs I

Thillg
Rzee:.

10. with

Surface Representation
E nglish

I. Whatt
1. about
2. as
3. at
4. for

f . Whatt 5. from
1 0. in

; 7. of
8. on
9. to

10. ith1 w

10, z kiln

_ _____ __I
Polish

3. Co, Czego, Czym
1. 0 ezym
2. jako co
3. na co, do ezego
4. na co

4. 5. od ezego, z ezego
6. w co
7. 0 czym, 0 co, na co,

z ezego
9. do ezego, czemu

10. w co, ezym_ _
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78. Semantic Structure
Surface Representation

English Polish

NP

N' "FM i

1. Whose

1. about

3. Czyj.... Czyjego...,
Czyitn

1. o czyim...

3. at 23. inaabc:yzYji....,2.

as

7. czyjego...
4. for 4. na czyjego...,

dla czyjego...
+Int 2. Whose-5. from 4. 5. od czyjcgo...,
--lief z ezyjego
+Ident 0. in 6. w ezyjego...
--Select 7. of 7. czyjego....
+Poss o ezyim...

S. on 8. na czyjego...
9. to 9. czyjego....e...,

do/na ezyjego...
10. with 10. 7. czyint

79. Semantic. Structure
Surface Representation-

English Polish

1. Which

1'31 1. about

+Int
-lief
+Ic lent
+Select
-Pose

3. at

4. for

. Which -5. from
6. in
7.
8. on
9. to

10. with

3 Ktory..., Ktorego...
ktoryin

1. o lttorym...
2. jake ktory...
3. na IctOrego...,

z ktdrego...
4. dla

nab° ktdrego...
4. 5. oti ktdrego...,
6. w ktdrego...
7. o ktoryin...
8. na kt drym...
9. do ktdrego...

10. z ktdrego...,
Ictorym...
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80. Semantic Structure
English

Surface Representation

; ---
NP 1. What, 3. Jaki..., Jakiego...,

. i
I Jakiin

N' 'PM 1. about 1. o jakim...
2. as 2. jako jaki...
3. at 3. na jakiego....

w jakim...
4. for 4. naidla jakiego...,

f
jakiego...

+Int '). What: 5. from 4. 5. od jakiego...
Dcf 6. in 0. w/do jakiego...

+Went 1 7. of 7. o jakim...
--Select R. on 8. na jakiego...

z_.N "- Toss 9. to 9. do jakiego...
10. with 10. z jakim...,

jakim...

Polish

Throughout (76 80), 1, in English corresponds to 3 in Polish, (2.1.) in
English corresponds to (4.1.) in Polish, etc.

It eat 11 be adds d that we hat e ignored such things as ease, cumber, and
gentle' in the ease of Polish counterparts, in fact, we have selected masculine
whenever gender had to be selected.

We are aware of the fact that our presentation of the surface representa-
tion of SS's for Ors in English and Polish is not complete. Mr.% ever, we
have been limited to the data that were available to us.

Conclusions. In the ahot c discusiun we have tried to defend a hypothesis
that Mrs are der iv ed from indefinite NP's. In order to support the indefilli-
llliebb h pothesis have provided arguments based upon the speaker-based
presuppositions that are usually associated with questions containing QW's,
i.e. SQ's. Next, we have proposed that QW's be derived from semantic strut.-
t tires SS which contain two element:), a pro-form N and a feature matrix
FM. SS's for the Mrs under Inv estigatiun have been found to be identical
in English and Polish and thus the respective QW's in English and Polish
ha% c bet', found to be cquiv alma. It has been claimed that semantic differences
among Ql\''s can be related to differences in their respective SS's. Finally,
SS's for 'who', 'what', 'whose', 'which', and 'what2' in English and 'kW,
'co', 'czyj..... 'ktory...', and in Polish, together with the most frc-
quentlt ueeurrii.g surface representations of these SS's, have been presented.
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SOME REMARKS ON THE VERBS OF PERCEPTION rN ENGLISH
AND POLISH

BARBARA Ii:ItYK

Adam .1ticiaticicz University, Pozuati

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to present some basic facts concerning the semantic
and syntactic eharaett: tics of the English verbs of perception as compared
to their Polish equivale'its The verbs in question constitute a unique subclass
of the V category, and +Lie reasons for assigning them separate semantic labels
in both languages are manifold. In the first place, a native speaker, relying
on his intuition and on knowledge of extra- linguistic reality rather than on
any linguistic facts, can distinguish the five verbs of perception from all the
other verbs he uses, Since all highly developed organisms perceive the world
by means of five senses, i.e. sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste, they
automatically become subject to five distinct perception processes, i.e. they
can see, hear, feel, smell, and taste, respectively. Hence, these verbs referring
to empirically observable phenomena were traditionally treated as members
of a closed system, with one feature, PERCEPTION, in common. It must
be noted here, though, that they only describe the process of perceiving
given phenomena thanks to appropriate organs enabling the animate being
to undergo the sensation without any specific action directed at the object
of perception Consequently, the examples below, containing the afore-mention-
ed verbs express what was traditionally called "the receiving of an impression
by the senses independently of the will of the person concerned" (Poutsma
1926 : 341), or passive perception (Palmer 1966 . 99), more recently labelled
as inert perception (Leech 1971 : 23) or cognition (Rogers 1971 : 206; 1972 :
304):

1. 1 (can) see pink elephxnts
2. 1 (can)hear strange noises

' For the semantic implications of the umlaute° of inutlal auxiliary can, cf. Paltrier
(1966: 96).
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114 B. Kryk

3. 1 (can) feel a nail in mg shoe
4. 1 (can) smell perfume
5. I (can) taste spices

The present analysis, however, can by no means be confined, to the cognitive
aspect of perception, since both in English and in Polish two other aspects
of this phenomenon should be taken into account. Consider the following
examples:

6. I am looking at pink elephants=
7. 1 am listening to the strange noises
S. I am feeling the nail in my shoe
9. I am smelling the perfume

LO. I am tasting the spices

Tht,y describe the activity performed by the agent to be affected by the given
impression, as opposed to the process of inert perception (or cognition) ex-
pressed by 1 - 5. Consequently, the three process verbs feel, smell, and taste
become aetivtty verbs in 6 - 10, whereas see and hear are replaced by their
active counterparts, i.e. look at and listen to, respectively. The traditional
ten m for these N orbs w as active perception (Poutsma 1926: 56), and has also
been adopted recently (Leech 1971 : 23; Rogers 1971 : 214), as the most
suitable label. It seems w worth noting at this point that some reldvant terminol-
ogical :Illations appear in Chafe's classification of verbs, later on modified
by Cook (1972b). _Namely, Chafe (1970. 100) claims that only intransitive
verbs accompanied by agent, the doer of the action, can be called active,
whereas all the transitive verbs taking both agent and patient are process
-action verbs, since the N b in these sentences is both a process and an action.
As a process it involves a change in the condition of a noun, its patient. As
an action it expesses what sumeune,its agent, dues. The agent is still someone

hu dues something... and dues it to (ur sometimes with) something, the patient
of a process.3

The third group of verbs' oceans in sentences the syntactic and semantic
representations of which differ to a large extent from the examples 1 10:

11. The pink elephants look funny (to me)
12. The strange noises sound familiar (to me)

2 The possibility of taking the progressive aspect in the ease of active verbs of
perception as opposed to the cognitive and flip verbs is discussed in Palmer (1960: 99 -
- 100) and Leech (1971 : 23).

3 For the explanation of terminology, see Chafe (1970: 100).
4 TI iu fourth possible use of see, hear, and feel folbm ed by S will not be dealt with 1.oro,

for this obvious reabun that in such sentences the three erbs du nut cons ey the meaning
of perception process, but refel to understanding", "hax ing gut the information", and
"having the feeling or conviction", respectively, ef.

see (hear, feel) you do not know anything about .Nixon.
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Verbs of perception in English and Polish 115

13. The nail in my shoe feels sharp (to me)
14. The perfume smells sweet (to me)
15. The spices taste hot (to me)

What accounts for their syntactic peculiarity is the rearrangement ofarguinc, its
similar to that characteristic of passivized sentences as compared to their
active counterparts. In this case, the animate subject perceiving the sensa-
tion in 1 10, switches in 11 - 15 to the position of an object which, in turn,
becomes the surface subject. This syntactic operation focuses our attention
on the object perceived and on the quality of the perception a new element
absent from 1 10. Hence, the remaining argument Percipient (cf. below),
is of minor importance and becomes optional, as it happens in majority of
passive constructions.

This problem was already touched upon by Fillmore (1968 : 20), who
pointed out the like :pima contrast involving the reverse order of their accom-
panying noun phr ,ses. Postal (1971 : 39) further elaborated on the issue of
sentences "involving the class of veibalfadjectival forms that designate
psychological ::rtes, processes or attributes.- Hence, he labelled the into
accounting lb,. their formation a psych-movement which

is formally similar to passive in that it utotis uu NP from grammatical subject
position into the predicate and causes it to be supplied with a proposition. At the
,zain: time, the rule moves tut N froth the piedicutu utlo grammatical subject
position".

Also, he relates the psych-movement N orbs to actiNc N orbs from \%hich, accord-
ing to him, they are derived.

Rogers, on the other had, proves in his two articles that the psych move-
ment or, as he calls them, flip verbs are the most logical derivatives of cognitive,
not active perception verbs (Rogers 1971 : 214 - 5):

"Sentnees involving tho flip verbs appear to presuppose corresponding sentences
involving the eJgutive form. That is, in order for either 15. or 16. to be true or Use,
17. must be assumed to be true:

15. Reuben looked stoned to me
16. Reuben did not look stoned to me
17. I saw Reuben.

Since this point has been analyzed by Rogers quite extensively, and later
on Followed by Lipirlska-Grzegorek (1374), it will not be discussed here more
tho..oughly. It must be noted, however, that regardless of the truth value
of this argument cited above, Postal's terminology remained unchanged
in the further discussion of the verbs designating perception, cognition or
psychological experience. Fillmore (1971 : 42), uses it analysing the case
hierarchy of verbs taking Experieneer, Instrumental, and Object:
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"The se-called psych-movement verbs requite a transformation which moves the
highest non-Expenoneer NP into the first position. Thu passive Tilde is a more
general reratiking transformation o hail puts an original EN.periencer oi Object Jr
Goal NP into the first position, including the onalifieation w the form of tilt, verb".

The present issue was also dealt ith in se% oral of Cook's works (Cook 1972: 22,
1973: 72 - 3; 1974: 23 - 4).

Having considered the analogy between the operations of psych-movement
and the passive transformation, the discussion of some still existing contro-

(Asial points, i.e. Postal's vs. Rogers' arguments, will be left aside at present,
as being beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, it will be limited to the presenta-
tion of the semantic model for each of the above-mentioned groups of verbs,
the I elationships between them being touched upon only marginally (Section 2).
Section 3 w ill be devoted to lexical rules, i.e. it will 1)e shown, by means of
contrasting the corresponding English and Polish corpora, how the ideas of
cognith e, acti% e, and flip per eeption are expressed in both languages. Finally,
the syntactic rules deriving English sentences will be compared to those
accounting for the formation of the equivalent structures in Polish.

It must be added that each section starts with a theoretical basis for a
Luther elaboration of the respective models in English. Their validity for
the Polish corpus is checked immediately and the necessary changes are
introduced, so as to obtain the overall picture of the basic contrasts between
the verbs of perception in both languages.

2. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

2.1. As was emphasized in the introduction, all three groups of verbs
in question, i.e. cognitive, active, and flip, respectively, have one underlying
feature, PERCEPTION, which should be further specified for each of the
belists. I suggest that the variables accounting fur the distinction of particular
perception processes take the names of the organs lespulisible for the occurrence
of these processes. Hence, sec, look at, and look contain the feature [ -I-eye];
hear, listen to, and sound H-ear], etc.5

Before proceeding with the construction of the appropriate semantic
model of perception verbs as a class, it should be decided which of the two
main constituents of a sentence, i.e. NP or VP, is to be treated as central,
hence ha% ing impact upon the selectional features of the other element. Both

animate beings employing other parts of their budit, to got given impressions
will not be taken into account lane. Bats "seeing" things thanks to spatial orientation,
as well as the blind who "can sec" aid, their hands are marginal cases and the labels
chums an here are rather the reflection of %%hat are gent rally belie% ed to be the percepturs
employed in the perception process in question.
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l'erbs of perception in English and Polish 117

Fillmore and Chafe seem to speak of the same deep structure consisting of a
verb and a series of noun phrases. The centrality of the verbal element is,
however, the main point of controversy.

In his classical presentation of case grammar, Fillmore (1968: 21) already
viewed the structure of a sentence as consisting of a verb and one or more
noun phrases, each associated with the verb in a particular case relationship.
The secondary position of the verb as selected according to the case environ-
ments (or ease frames) which the s,ntence provides established at that time
(Fillmore 1968 : 26), is still maintained in his latest, writings:

"Predicators ma he classitiid according to the possible arrays of cases they can
occur in construction with and to the pioeosses in the sentence they trigger". (Fil-
lmore 1971 :38).

On the contrary, Chafe's contention is that in the configuration of a verb
accompanied by some noun phrases "the verb will be assumed to be central
and the noun peripheral." (Chafe 1970 : 96) Several convincing arguments
in favour of this view (Chafe 1970 . 96 - 8), have determined the final selection
of verb centrality as the starting point for our further analysis. Moreover,
it seems to be a particularly appropriate approach to the present study aiming
at a semantic-syntactic classification of verbs, as selecting their environment
on the basis of their feature indices, and not vice versa.

Consequently, the feature 1- }- PERCEPTION) and the variables specifying
the type of perception involved are present, as was mentioned above, in the
indices of the verbs in 1- 15, therefore distinguish them from other classes
of verbs. Despite this common feature, however, the most apparent contrasts
in the syntax and semantics of these verbs were already reflected in the three-
-fold subdivision (cf. Introduction). It has been based un the state/nonstate
dichotomy advocated by Chafe (1970: 99) as the primary criterion of the
classification of verbs. Thus, following the standard procedures for distin-
guishing these two types of verbs, those in 1 - 15 are nonstate, simultaneously
qualifying as subjects for further subdiv ision.° According to Chafe (1970 : 101)
who somewhat expands the traditional grouping of verbs into state, process,
and action verbs, there is still one more type, namely action-process verbs,
which both involve a change in the condition of the nouns, their patients,
and express what their agents do, i.e. they refer to process and action at the
same time.

Having checked our corpus against Chafe's system, a striking consistency
was revealed as to the process] feature shared by all 15 verbs in question.
There are, however, some crucial differences between the previously formed
subgroups, since the initial division was by no means accidental. Firstly, the
examples of cognitive perception (1 - 5) contain typical process verbs in-

For a more detailed discussion of verb ealssification, cf. Chafe (1970: 99 - 102).
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vohing Experiencer, i.e. the NP undergoing the sensation, and objective,
specifying the content of this sensation.' Secondly, the same type of process
is referred to in 11 15, however, with the reservation that these are sentences
requiring psych-movement, hence the order of noun phrases is reversed
(cf. above and Rogers 1971, 1972). Thus, both cognitive and flip verbs, to
follow Rogers' terminology, will contain the feature [+process] in their
indices. Lastly, the verbs in 6 - 10 are, for the reasons stated above, assigned
the feature {-I-process-action].

The selection:11 features of verbs in question established above determine
the subsequent choice of nominal elements accompanying these verbs. There
are two types of noun phrases involved in the perception process, i.e. an ani-
mate being undergoing or experiencing a sensation hence the label Experi-
encer, assigned to it by case grammar (cf. Fillmore 1971: 42; 1972 : 10;
Cook 1972: 17; 1973 . 36; Traugott 1972 : 34), and a person, object or phenome-
non to affect one of the senses, traditionally .fled Patient (Traugott ibid.)
or Objective (Fillmore ibid.; Cook 1972 : 43).

The case grammar terminology will not be, however, followed in our analy-
sis. The framework of generative semantics constitutes a model more idl-
es ant to our further presentation. As Cook (1974. 3 10) rightly noticed while
juxtaposing case grammar and generative semantics, the two most striking
differences between these theories consist in the labelling of the universals
they umploy and in the ordering of elements involved. The advocates of case
grammar, as was mentioned above, view the deep (or semantic) structure of
each sentence' as consisting of a verb (ur predicate), accompanied by one to
three noun phrases standing in a particular case relationship to this predicate.
Each of these relationships is given an appropriate label, hence we get 5 basic
cases. Agent, Experiencer, Benefactive, Objective, and Locative. The order
of presentation is not random hero, but it reflects the hierarchy the eases
exist in, determining subject selection and other processes mitring within a
sentence.

For our purposes, however, labelling of the elements in the semantic struc-
ture (cf. footnote 8), is of nu importance whatsoever, .iince the entities involved
in the perception ',amiss will be named according to the function they play.
Su, the generative semantics notation will be much more suitable for the
present analysis due to its simplicity. Apparently, the semantic structure of
each sentence (or predication), coinciding with its logical structure, contains a
central verbal element (or predicate) being accompan;ed by one to three ar-
guments (unlabelled noun phrases). Moreover, the ordering of the arguments
characteristic of generative semantics seems also preferable here, since it re-

On tho analysis of the basic types of cases, cf. Fillmore (1971: 42), Cook (1973: 57).
Tho cuntruvorsy of deup 1, a. summate structure is dealt with in Cook (1972: 37 - 38).
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fleets the typical word order of English sentences, i.e. subject (indirect
object) (direct object).'

The semantic analysis proper, carried out within the generative semantics
framework, will proceed as follows. The control predieate being assigned the
two features and one variable mentioned abuNe must be abstracted from the
predication according to the adopted notation, (cf. for example Cook 1974.
. 3 4), it is then followed by arguments enclosed in brackets and properly
ordered, (ef. above). The animate I\TP involved actively in or affected by the
perception, will be given the label Percipient, and will contain in its index
both its distinctive feature [ animate] and the feature accounting for its
participation in process-aetion or process, respectively. The latter feature orig-
inally present in the predicate index triggers the selection of its arguments,
hence is automatically mapped onto the Percipient's index, due to the transi-
thit3 of features." However, it must be added that the initial position of
this argument is, again, predicate conditioned. Namely, in 1 - 10, where Per-
cipient functions as subject, it is reflected in the semantic structure by its posi-
tion Mom ing the verbal element. But, with flip verbs requiring the rearrange-
ment of subject and object, it gets demoted.

Besides, there is always a person, an object, or a phenomenon to affect
one of the senses, the only erudition being its feature of perceptibility for a
giN en sense, e.g. we cannot see a bird song or smell the stars. Hence, the ar-
gument called Percept from now on, is subject to only one restriction, i.e. the

at iablc specifying the type of perception described, already present in the
predicate index is autumaticall3 transmitted to the Percept's index. It is an
essential condition for the sentence to be grammatical, since both the Percept
and the predicate present in one predication refer to one particular kind of
process, and the transitivity of features must take place again, (cf. footnote 10).

Finally, one more entity is to be mentioned here, i.e. the quality of the im-
pression w hich, although absent frum the predications with cognth e and debt c
verbs, is a significant element complementing flip verbs, e.g.:

18. ThiN drink smells of whisky (to me)
like whisky
nice
as if it were whisky

As can be noticed above, it has four distinct surface realizations. This point,
however, is not releN ant here; it will be dealt with in Section 4, devoted to

On the urdct mg of the elements in the gemeratist, sumuntIcs cf. Cuuk (1970 .
: 3 6).

" On the traniAiti% it) of features iu predicate's anal their cutrespuntling arguments,
cf. Leech (1974 : 113).
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syntax. n What is needed for semantic purposes is the idea of qualifying a
given impression; that is why the feature Quality will be added to the semantic
representation of flip \ erbs, taking the middle position in beteeen the flip
subject, i.e. Percept, and the flip object, i.e. Percipiient.

2,2 At this point, the theoretical observations of 2.1. seem worth confront-
ing with the English and Polish corpora, which will presumably IO\ ide some
deeper insight into the semantics of the verbs of perception in the two lan-
guages, i.e. the suggested semantic tepresentation w ill 101, cal its pow er, and the
degree of its explanatory adequacy.

Let us consider the three groups of verbs: cognitiN e, active, and flip, re-
spectively:

2.21 Cognitive verbs

19. 1(can) see pink elephants
20. I (can) hear strange noises
21. (can) feel the nail in my shoe
22. I (can) smell the perfume
23. I (can) taste the spices

19'. Widzg biale myszki
20'. SlyszQ dziwne halasy
21'. CzujQ g2vO:idi w Lucie
22'. CzujQ perfumy (zapach) peifum,
23'. CzujQ korzenie (smak, korzeni)

According to our analysis, the semantic representation of the English verbs
is arrived at in the following way:

24. Ppere -4 Prod (Argi , Arg2) Argi -> Percipient
Arg2 -> Percept
Prod -4 PERCEPTION°

25. T)-Perc.0 - PERCEPTION° (Percipient, Percept)
I -}-process] -> [-animate]
±eye
-Fear
+nerve cells
+nose
+tongue

The rule reads: a predication with a perception predicate (Ppercx) is to be re-
written as: PERCEPTION° (where the subscript C denotes a cognitive per-
ception predicate whose centrality is marked by the adopted notation cf.
above, and the initial position it occupies) followed by two :lgaents enclosed

" Section 4. n ill discuss both the types of complcita ti, flip erbs and their distri-
bution.

"For the basic semantic rules involving predicate and arguments, cf. Cook (1974:
:3 - 6).
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in brackets and ordered according to the function they play ill the predication,
i.e. the subject Percipient preceding the direct object Percept. The
predicate is assigned two features: IA-process] accounting for its nonstatc
nature, and the appropriate variable specifying the type of process involved,
hence one of the elements ennumerated in brackets is obligatorily chosen. The
former argument, Argi having the feature animate] by definition receives
also an additional transitiNe feature [ +process] already present. in the predi-
cate index Percept, on the other hand, is selected on the basis of its perceptibil-
ity for a given sense, thus the respective variable is automatically trans-
mitted from the predicate index onto the Percept. index.

The proposed semantic representation works neatly with English predi-
cations, however, when applied to Polish, it reveals two areas of contrast.
Since neither of them has significant impact upon the discussed model, they
will only be signalled here and dealt with more thoroughly in the relevant
sections:

a) 'rite Polish examples lack surface Percepts (here also subjects), due to
the subject deletion transformation obligatorily following the subjectivi-
zation rule in non-emphatic sentences." However, this is a purely syntactic
problem to be dealt with in Section 4, and no change has to be introduced to
our graphic model, since it does not correspond to the surface, but to the
semantic structure where both in English and Polish the subject is obliga-
torily present.

b) The other difference, concerns the lack of one-to-one correspondence in
the lexical realization of cognitive perception process in both languages (5
English verbs have only 3 equivalents in Polish). Again, this lexical aspect
of the problem does not affect the semantic representation proposed here,
hence it will be elaborated in the next section.

Having considered the surface differences between the English and the
Polish corporal, both contrasts were pi oved irrelevant to our semantic model.
Consequently, it reflects the semantics ofcognitive perception predications in
both languages, and encourages linguists to check more thoroughly the possible
universality of such entities, as: PERCEPTION, Percipient, Percept, and the
like.

2.22 Active verbs

26' / am looking at pink elephants 26'. Pa1rzc ?La Little myszki
27' 1 am listening to the strange noises 27'. Sliteham dzitongeh halasotv
28' 1 am feeling the nail in my shoe 28'. il'yezutvant gtvoithi w Lucie

13 The subject deletion transformation is possible in Polish due to inflectional endings
supplying all the nece.sary information about the subject, i.e. its number, gender, and
case.
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29' I ant smelling the perfume 29'. Wqchant perfumy
30' I am tasting the spices 30'. Smakuje (prObuje) korzenie

The corresponding semantiv, representation of these predications will only
differ slightly from the previous one, i.e. the verb will be assigned, by defini-
tion, the feature [+process-action]:

31. P pere.A --* PERCEPTIONA (Percipient, Percept)
+process- -41-animate] 1

action
I

±eycl
I

+earl ___

Again, the Illudol Wks hi Polish, the No basic contrasts to be noticed between
the equivalent stt ucturcs of the two languages being of the same nature, as
in the case of cognitive perception. Since, as was noticed above, those surface
phenomena have nu impact whatsoever upon the semantic representation, the
latter is valid for both English and Polish predications expressing active per-
ception, Mal cos the twu divergent points %%ill be discussed under appropriate
headings.

2. 23 blip verbs

. The pink elephants look funny (to me)
as if they were real
like mice,
*of plastic

33. Th( strange noises sound familiar (to me)
as if they were jazz tunes
like jazz
*of jazz

3. The nail in my shoe feels sharp (to me)
as if it were metal
like a hook
*of metal

35. The perfume smells sweet (to me)
as if it were Russian
like roses
of roses
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30. The spices taste hot (to me)
as if they were oriental
like cinnamon
of cinnamon

32% Biaie myszki wyylqdajq (»ii) amiesznie
jakby byly pmtedziwf
jak myszy
*plastikient

33'. Dziturre halasy bezmiq znajomo
jakby byly melodiq jaz,:owq
jai: fit::
*jazzent

34'. w inynt bank ezujg ostro
a. Ovoid.: to laym, hueie wydaje (mi) sic ostry
h. Odezineom U' myna bnrie jako ostry
:3.'. Perfunty paehnq (»a) slodko

jakby byly ivsyjskic
jak rait

nti
36% Konenie snyikujg (mi) ostro

jakby byly wsdaninie
jak eynamon
eynamonem

The semantic represntations of these erbs diffet iii duce respects from m hat
was proposed in figures 25. and 31. Firstly, the element of quality of percep-
tion, i.e. Quality, will ha% c to be included as the additional argument, since
it is not a two-place, but a three-place predicate, (cf. the above-discussed
nature of flip Nubs). Consequently, the (inkling of the arguments must also
be a hanged. Percept, the direct object in 19 23 and 26 - 30, takes over the
subject role in 32 30 requiring psychinement, hence, it should occupy the
primary position in the semantic structure of these predkations. Percipient,
on the other hand, plays the rule of an optional object, replacing the former
direct object, thus it will appear as the last (and also enclosed in brackets,
to account for its optionality) of the three arguments. The remaining one,
i.e. Quality, will occupy the middle slut in the series accompanying the pre-
diLate, since the obligatur complementation of the flip perception predicate
must be reflected in the semantic structure.

Apparently, the three modifications, i.e. introducing a new element, Qual-
ity, involving a subsequent change in ordering and the optionality of percipi-
ent, will result in the following semantic structure of psych-movement pre-
dications:

; 1 2 1
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37. Prere.r. -4 PERCEPTION (Percept., Quality [Percipient):
i-process) - --HI-animate]

-eye
-

The pi ty% c the ( xplanatoly adequacy of this model for Polish corpus, the
following areas of contrast between English and Polish examples will have
to be considered:

a) distinct mold order (in Polish, Percipients do not occupy the final posi-
tion in the ptedication but ale optional elements following the Predicate),
hours prupet teat ang,ttnents toinuiding with the advocated ordering. subject,
indirea object. dirt et object. w ill be introduced to the original graphic re-
present at ion

b) Quality is expressed by athcib, not adjective, as in English, the other
eleoants standing fur this ingtunent being of the same kind. Since it is a pale-
ly tategotial difft Fence, it dot, not affect semantics. and will be discussed
under the heading of syntax.

) there does nut exist any acceptable Polish equip dent of the English
preditatiun with flip fiel (cf. the ungrammaticality of 34'). The possibility of
xpitssing this idea by sunk distinct syntactic and lexical means mill be dealt

with in the respective sections.
Cousequently,, the mut ssary changes intoduced to the model mill make it

look something, like:

37'. Ppere,r -* PERCEPTION': (Percept [Percipient] Quality)
- _ +animate]+process

+ ear
-4- nose

-4-tongue

Notice the predicate index containing only fair vailables specifying the type
of PERCEPTION, thus the non-existant Polish equivalent of feel is automat-
ically excluded.

3. LEXICAL RULES

The sema nth. .analysis carried out tame has shed sumo light upon the poss-
ible lexical reaiiLations of the semantic entities involved in the formation
of predications with peiccption verbs. It has also revealed some Lets about
the relation of cubgi ttela dues nut. always hold between the equivalent
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structures of English and Polish." The lexical rules gi% en below the based
on these observations and aim at their systematization and formalization.
:For each type of predication, i.e. cognitive, actin, e, and flip, respectively, the
rules operating in English and Polish are specified, so as to show to what
extent the relation of congruence holds between the equiN aka perception
predications in the two languages.

3.1 Cognitive perception

Consider examples 19 23 and 19' 23'. as well as rule 25. in section 2.21."
The lack of one to one correspondence in kxieal realizations of cognitive per-
ception predicates in the two languages is apparent. Only sec and hear have
distinct qui\ dents in Polish, whereas the remaining three arc expressed by
one predicate eztte. Moreover, in the ease of smell and taste Polish has another
possible lexical representation, i.e. cad fuoun denoting the given sensation
(.7.-apach and sneak, respectively). If the latter variant is selected, Percept is a
noun phrase taking no longer the Alt tibia h e, but the Genitive case. Hence,
the lexical rules for English and Polish, respectiel3, are of the following form.

38. Preflperca: see
hear

smellc
tastec

I\T

P sl;rsze:.
38' Predpere. c. NPG.a 103Ace

(eznizapaelii)
smak

Rule 38. reads, the cognitive perception predLate (Predmic,u) is realized in
English as either of the live bracketed verbs in the context / NP, where NP
is the surface equivalent of Percept, the second argument accompynaing PER-
CEPTIONe predicate, (cf. title 25.) Rule 38'. is to be interpreted as follows. the
cognitive perception predicate is given in Polish (the subscript P signalling
it ), such lexical realizations that widziti corresponds to its English equivalent
see, slyszee to hear, whereas feel, smell, and taste are expressed by one Polish

" For the definitions of equivalence and congruance, cf. Kr;.eszoaski (1967 33)
and Marton (1998 : 54).

" Since the scope of this paper is landed to the discussion of thu orbs of pen:option
in English and Polish, flick Itxiutl realizations on of major importance Imre. Thus, only
thcir impact upon do oecurtnee of congruence beh% con equi%alont predications %%ill
be nnalrzed. Therefore, the other hi:mantic entities N be considomd at the moment.
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item crud, in the context of NP in the Accusative following the verb."
If, however, the optional element in parentheses is chosen, then czud remains
unchanged as the equivalent of feel, (since czud-1-0=czue), whereas the Polish
lexical realizations of smell and taste are czud zapach and czud smak, respect-
ively, the selected noun phrases automatically triggering the change of the
Percept's case from Accusative to Genitive.

It may be , mcluded that only the Polish structures built in accordance
with the rule. Predprea, NTAce. are congruant with their English equivalents.
One reservation, however, is to be made here, namely, the Polish predicate
czud comp ises the meaning of three English perception predicates, i.e. feel,
smell, and taste.

3.2 Active perception

Examples 26 - 30 and 26' 30', as vt ell as rule 31 (ef. 2.22) show that each
English predicate has its distinct Polish counterpart coming from a distinct
root that denotes gi\ en type of perception. In the case of taste, there are even
two \ (As equally possible to play the roles of its equivalents in Polish, i.e.
smakowae and probowa."

Besides, the following points seem worth mentioning here:
,t) since onl tao English placates haae different lexical realizations a3

emptied to cognitiN e peieeption, i.e. sec and hear being process verbs are
replitecd their mess-action counterpio ts look at and listen to, respett-
i ely, the temaining Once. feel, smell, and taste will be distinguished from their
homonyms by means of appropriate subscripts, e.g. feel, vs. feelA.

b) predications with look at and its Polish equivalent patrzed na are con-
gruent. since both predicates are of the form V+Preposition. This is not,
lame;ui, the tase with /idlut to which corresponds to Polish Ached lacking
uty prcpusit ion, (the relation belt cell Medicate and Percept is expressed by a
distinct case, rata. st ith patr.--ce ha, czue, uNchae, and 8ntakound (prObourcte) the
NT following them is in the Accusative, with ,sluchad it is in the Genitive).

t) the tw o possible equivalents of English taste, i.e. smakowad and pro-
boreae, although used interchangeably, differ slightly as to their status in Polish
(the former is felt by the author to be a bit substandard or, at least regional).

'These obsen ations w ill be actounted for by the following roles for English
and Polish, respectively (the notation left unchanged):

" adopted hero is a stai.third uuu, commonly used in TG, (cf. Jacobs
and Bost libaimi 1970, and odic' TG taxtbooks). Thus, square brackets Ilkettll that only
tale iliment may la chosen at a time, inureo. or, it corresponds to the clement that oc-
cupies the same position in the othor-pair of brackets.

"'For a more detailed description of the loots of Polish perceptiin. verbs, cf. Cay.e-
gorek (1974 : 57 - 00).
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listen to-
look at

39. Predpere.A -4 feel° /
smell°
taste()

slucha6
patrze6 na
wyczuwa6

39'. Predperc.A wqehao
smakowac
probowao

NPGen1

NPAce

Rule 39. reads. the active perception predicate is lewiitten in English, as
either of the erbs. listen tu, look at, feelA, sinellA or tasteA followed by an NP.
Rule 39. enumerates the corresponding lexical realizations of active percep-
tion in Polish, i.e. sludiad followed by the Genitive, patrzee na, wycznwa, and
nnakotate or probowae, respectively- (the latter five accompanied by an NP
in the Accusative).

To recapitulate, it must be noted that for the reasons stated abol e, the
relation of congruence holds between four pairs of equhalent English and
Polish active perception predicates, listen to and sludae excluded.

3.3 Flip perception

Examples 32 36 and 32'.: 36' followed by rules 37 and 37' have revealed
that Polish has no acceptable tounttipart of the English flip perception predi-
cate feels, unless either the sentence is rephrased (hence having no mole
the structure of a flip predication), or a completely different predicate is
used; for example the veil) wydawad sit which is the literal equivalent of
English seem, this the meaning changes to some extent cf. 34. a. and b.
The apparently complex issue of the surface realizations of Quality w ill not
be discussed here since, as was noted in 2.23, it is of categorial, not lexical
nature, hence belongs to syntax (Section 4).

Consequently, the lexical rules operating on English and Polish flip per-
ception predicates can be formulated, as follows:18

look
sound
feel
smell
taste

E
40. Predper,,F

"The context is not relet ant to the present anal His since as has already been noted,
tho problem of Coniplemi lit gull bo discussed in the next section its a purely categrorial
phenomenon.
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40'. Predpere.F

wyglqd a e
brzmiee
0
paehn ice
slnakowae

Rule 40. leads. a flip perception predicate is realized in English as either of
the erbs. look, sound, fell, smell, and taste which have, according to rule 40'.
the follow ing equivalents i,t Polish. wygkidad, brzmied, e, pachniee, and sma-
1,owae, respectively. Thus, only As ith four perception predicates of the flip
type does the relation of vongl uence hold between the English and Polish pre -
dications.

4. SYNTACTIC RULES

The description of syntax of the verbs in question both in English and
Polish will be confined to some remarks complementing and systematizing
the information alread3, supplied above. Moreover, some syntactic rules il-
lust, _ding the derivational histur3- of sentences with verbs of perception will
be proposed for both languages.

4.1 Cognitive and active perception verbs

These two groups of verbs will be analyzed simultaneously since, as it
follows from the examples 19 23 and 26 - 30, as well as their Polish equiv-
alents, the bask syntactic patterns of these structures differ only in two re-
spects:

a) the optional choice of the modal auxiliary can (Aux) with the former,
and the lack of it with the latter verbs, ef. footnote 1.

b) the fm merly discussed distinct lexical realizations of the perception
predicates, (3 homonymous forms. feel, smell, taste expressing both cognitive
and active perception, versus cognitive see and hear, the active counterparts
of w hich, i.e. look at and listen to come from distinct roots and are followed by
prepositions) uf. 3.1 and 3.2).

This does riot, how elem, affect the s3ntactic component which, for the °cori-
um) of presentation is formulated as one rule deriving the syntactic struc-
tures of sentences with both groups of %el bs, (again, the standard notation
of To is used here): I'

41. 8 -4 NP,-VP-I-NP2 a) VP --4 (Aux) MV
f(ean) Ve

NP2 b) MV42. Seem
rVreA(' NII+1

" No eategonal rules meriting NP a ill be gien here as irrele% ant to the discus-
sion winch is confined to verbs of perception only.
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While confronted with the Polish corpus, 41. still derives grammatical
structures. However, the lack of modal auxiliary preceding the verb must
be reflected in categorial rules, thus a) requires a change in Polish:

a)' VP MV, hence:

42'. Spore. c NPR { NT
Vc

NP2
A V A

It is to be noted here that no more amendments will have to be introduced
to the syntactic rules deriving deep structure (or rather syntactic structure
which is subordinated to semantic structure) representations of Polish senten-
ces with cognitive and active verbs. The lack of surface subjects in non-em-
phatic Polish sentences (cf. 2.21 and footnote 13), is due to an obligatory
transformation operating on terminal strings, and the discussion of all the
stages of the dervational history of the sentences in question is beyond the
scope of this paper. Besides, this very transformational rule is of universal
value in Polish, so this fact may be only signalled here, the present analysis
confined to the formation of the syntactic representations, as the intermediate
stage between the semantic structures of predications and their final surface
structures.

4.2 Flip verbs

Sentences with flip perception verbs pose a number of problems for the
construction of syntactic rules accounting for their derivation:

a) the order of categories is changed (NPs occupying the subject position,
whereas NPR is itn optional element preceded by a preposition to and standing
in the final position)

b) the verbs are followed by complements expressed in English by means
of an adjective, prepositional phrase of the structure of+ N, an unreal con-
ditional clause as if+ pronoun +were, or a comparative construction like+ N,
(cf. 2.23). However, not all complements can follow each of the flip verbs,
i.e. only smelly and lastep take all of them; the three remaining ones, look,
sound, and feels form ungrammatical sentences while followed by of +11 T, so

c) two separate syntactic rules must be formulated for the respective
groups of English verbs, the pattern 43 being

E
43. Srere.r.4NP2-1-V-I-Compl. (to -}-NP)

the same:2°

E
.444. Spere.FNP2

look
sound
feel.'

Adj.
Cond. Cl.
like -1-NP

(to -FiNTPI )

'6 Catcgorial rules are not repeated hero as they remaia the same for all typos of
verbs under (:session.

9 Papers And Studies VIII
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Cond. Cl.
smellpi Adj. (to +IVO

45. Spore.F taster i +1\12
of+NP

The Polish examples exhibit some areas of contlast 416 compared to their Eng-
lish equivalents. Firstly, their optional flip object, if chosen, obligatororily
follows V and is then expressed by MP in the Dative, 2' whereas in English it
occupies the final position in S. Secondly, there is one categorial difference to
be mentioned here. The Polish flip verbs never take adjectives as their comple-
ments. the same idea being cons eyed by adverbs. Finally, all remaining com-
pliments have exactly the same distribution in both languages, including the
of , N phrase expressed in Polish by noun in the Instrumental that can comple-
ment only the Polish equivalents of smell and taste, i.e. pachniee and smakurvae,
respectively. Finally, as has been noted above, fee10 has no corresponding
flip verb in Polish, hence the rules will take into account only four of them,
rule 43. being also changed accordingly:

P
43', Spere.PNP2 (NP1) Compl.

P wyglridao Adv.
44'. Sperc.F 4NP2+ (NP, nat.) (Cond. 01.

brzmieo jak NP

P pachniee Adv
45'. Spere.P+NP2-4- (NPInat.) {Cond. Cl.

smakowao jak NP
Ninstr.

To recapitulate, it must be emphasized that the present pap. r is by no
means exhaustive, nor does it give any complete system of rules or a consis-
tent theory for the analysis of the ' erbs of perception in English and Polish.
The author's aim has been to show how the idea of the perception process 16
expressed in both languages and hum the two linguistic realizations compare
semantically, lexically and sy ntactically. Also, the tentativ c rules suggested
AKA e to accuant for the formation of the respective components w crc intended
to point to the possible existence of some abstract entities involv ed in the per-
ception process and common fin both languages. The analysis has rev ealcd that
further investigation of elements like. Percipient, Percept, etc. w hich piesum-

21 There is also a possibility of expressing the flip object in Polish by mato. of a
prepositional phrase wedlug mimic, i.e. in my opinion. Then, it may be placed not only
after V, but also (as .t is the case o ith English sontenci s), at the cud of S, in the post-com-
plomontizer position, cf.:

Te rdie pachnq nmi (wedlug mit) elodko
vs. Te rdie pachnq slodko wedlug mac.
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ably are also shared by some other languages, may contribute to the study of
semantic universals. Finally, being a contrastive study, the afore-mentioned
remarks are aimed at revealing areas of contrast as well as similarities and the
relation of congruence holding between the English and Polish corpora. Again,
many common points have been discovered in this respect, since quite a number
of Polish structures are, if not congruent, then similar to their English counter-
parts.
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WHAT DIFFERENCES ARE THERE BETWEEN FINNS AND
SWEDISH-SPEAKING FINNS LEARNING ENGLISH?

RINGBONS

.11fro .1katlenzi, Finland

The role of the mother tongue in foreign-language learning has nut, yet been
satisfactorily explained. It is generally agreed today that the mother tongue
is an aid rather than an obstacle in the process of learning another language,
but exactly how it influences this process has not been established.

Finland is a country where conditions are unusually favourable for an in-
vestigation of problems connected with foreign-language learning. There aro
two official languages, Finnish and Swedish. Finnish is spoken by more than
92% of the population, whereas 6 7% have Swedish as their mother tongue.

For a long time there has been no language conflict in Finland. The two lan-
guage groups share a common cultural heritage, and essentially most Swedish-
speaking Finns today regard themselves 10t as a separate nationality vithin
Finland, but as primarily Finns, with merely a mother tongue different from
the majority of the population. Thus two groups, linguistically completely
different, have an educational and cultural unity that would be difficult to find
elsewhere.

At Abo Akademi's Department of English a project (financed by the Acad-
emy of Finland) has been set up to investigate the different types of errors
Finns and Swedes (i.e. Swedish-speaking Finns) make when learning English.
An ultimate aim is to shed more light on the part actually played by the
the mother tongue (LI) in the learning of a foreign language (L2), and also to
provide some conclusions relevant to English teaching in Finland.

The material so far examined consists partly of recent entrance examina-
tions to the Department of English, and partly of special tests designed for a
considerably lower level at a commercial college, where very few of the stu-
dents are academically inclined. Also, the computer-analysed figures from ho
National Examination in English have been taken into account. On the other
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hand, texts writtza by university students of English have not yet been thor-
oughly examined, mainly because most errors made at this advanced stage
show much less of obvious LI-interference.

The students at the Swedish- medium university of Abe Akademi are drawn
from both language groups in Finland, the percentage of Finnish-speaking
students being around 25. Often, how eN er, a majority of the candidates apply-
ing for a place at the department have been Finns. If the results of the top
twenty candidates in recent entrance tests are examined, the Finnish appli-
cants attained the following ranks:

Table 1

1972 Rank numbers 1, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17 (total 7 out of 20)
1973 3, 7, 11, 12, 13, 17 PP 7 ), )) ))

1974 6, 7, 8, 12,13,14, 16, 20 S 7)

1975 5, 15, 17, 19 ,, 4 ,,

The best results ha\ e generally been obtained by a fairly small number of
Swedes, and since more than two thirds of the applicants are rejected, the per-
centage of Finns aLcepted has been considerably smaller than that of the Swed-
es. Still, thew is not a very great difference between the mean results of the
two language groups. Since it might be of interest to examine the differences
between the language groups in the different parts of the test, the following
table shows the total results for the entrance examination and the results in
its different subsections:

Table 2. Results from entrance examinations 1972 - 75 with standard devia-
a (SD)

1972 Finns (N=56) Swedes (N=69)
Section Mean SD Mean SD
A. Reading Comprehension (9 itcm3) 6.7 1.6 7.4 1.3

B. Grammar (45) 35.2 2.9 36.0 3.7
C. Vocabulary (70) 45.6 7.4 48.7 8.3
D. Pronunciation (5) 1.6 1.6 2.2 1.1

E. Composition (20) 8.1 3.0 9.3 2.3
TOTAL (149) 97.7 11.7 103.5 12.6

1973 Finns (N=57) Swedes (N=55)
Section Mean SD Mean SD
A. Grammar (56) 37.8 4.1 41.5 4.9
B. Vocabulary (50) 29.6 5.9 28.8 8.1

C. Pronunciation (24) 16.8 2.7 18.4 2.4
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D. Composition (60) 29.8 10.2
TOTAL (190) 114.0 16.3

35.1
124.2

135

7.8
16.7

1974 Finns (N=63) Swedes (N =45)

Section Mean SD Mean SD
A. Grammar (15) 9.8 2.0 10.9 1.8
B. Articles (15) 12.4 1.7 14.2 0.9
C. Prepositions (15) 10.5 1.7 11.4 1.5
D. Vocabulary (30) 19.2 4.5 22.8 4.3
R Spelling (28) 20.7 2.7 21.5 2.6
F. Pronunciation (38) 19.7 8.6 22.1 8.3
G. Composition (40) 27.4 6.4 30.4 4.6
TOTAL (181) 119.3 18.0 133.3 17.6

1975 Finns (N=42) Swedes (N=58)

Section Mean SD Mean SD
A. Sound Recognition (110) 87.1 4.0 90.8 3.2
B. Partial Dietatioii (76) 42.9 9.6 52.4 7.5
C. Close Test (150) 89.5 13.0 92.9 13.6
D. Grammar R Vocabulary (23) 14.5 2.9 14.9 2.5
E. Composition (80) 53.5 5.7 54.9 5.3
TOTAL (445) 187.5 27.4 305.5 22.0

This table shows that on the a% etage the Swedes have generally done con-
sistently better than the Finns, but not eery much better. There is an excep-
tion to this, and that is the test in partial dictation (only in 1975), NV here the
difference is considerable in favour of the Swedes.

A partial dictation test primarily tests listening comprehension, and it
thus appears that this would be the area where Finns, as compared with Su ed-
es, would meet the greatest difficulties. This is not surprising, since, generally
speaking, tests of receptive skills will LIN our learners with a cognate Ll. It is
above all in these skills that positi%c transfer from the mother tongue takes
place.1

However, like listening comprehension, reading comprehension, too, is a re-
ceptive skill, and results from the national 'nab iculation examination inEnglish
which includes both listening comprehension and reading comptuliension also
show a difference bale cell S« odes and Finns. From the two 3 ears during which

' Cf. W. F. Mackey (1905: 109): "If (a learner).., is learning simply to understand
the language, the great r the attnilarity beta eon the first language and the secund, the
exalt r the latter a ill be to unthistand. In using the language, hots er, it is the similarity
that may cause interference 1.). the 111i91180 of such things as deceptive eugnates",
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the new type' of foreign language examination has been lu operation the follow-
ing tables of mean results can be compiled:2

Table 3. National Matriculation Examination
1974 1975

Listening Comprehension (30 items) Fi. 19.7 21.6
Sw. 22.4 24.8

Reading Comprehension (30 items) Pi. 24.1 22.8
Sw. 25.7 24.7

While the differences in reading comprehension are 1.6 (1974) and 1.9
(1975) in the Swedes' favour, the differences in listening comprehension ale
higher both years, 2.7 and 3.2.

Sonic further hints about the Finn's difficulties iu perception and discrimi-
nation can be found from an analysis of spelling errors. Exact figures from spel-
iing errors in our material are not yet available, but a few general trends can
be discerned.

The first quite obvious point to be made about spelling errors is that they
depend on what type of test they occur in. In a dictation or partial dictation
test, they may occur at any stage in the proccss involved, but usually a large
proportion of errors are due to faulty perception and diseriinination. On the
other hand, such errors are much less frequent in translations, and especially
in compositions, since the student generally at least thinks he knows the words
he uses. In these tests the explanation of the error must generally be sought
in the later, productil o stage. where the student fails to find the correct Wort-
bild, the right graphemic realization of the word.

In a dictation test Finns make many more errors than Swedes, and most of
these errors are duo to faulty perception and discrimination. If an error occurs
at the phonemic level only, the version Finns produce tends to ON° an entirely
different pronunciation of the word. Examples are *obbortunity pro opportu-
nity, *gloud pro cloud, *jotting pro chattivg. On the other hand, when the spel-
ling produces the same pronunciation as the original, as in *receaved pro re-
ceived, Swedes seem to make at least as many mistakes of this type as Finns.

Another difference that can be obser. ell in dictations is that u here Suedes
go wrong they usually do so at the phonemic level only, i.e., they substitute
wrong phonemes, whereas Finns make more errors «here wrong words, not
phonemes, are substituted. Perception of word boundai ies also seems to cause
greater difficulties for Finns than for Swedes.

In compositions and translations, spelling caul frequencies am not notably

The number of candidates taking this optional examination (tli *Abu. option being a
translation from and into English) %%as. 1974 3084 Finns, 324 Suedes, 1975 5654 Finns,
054 Swedes. The percentage of S'Aedes choosing the new typo of exammat am, u hert, an
essay is also required, was higher than that of the Finns both years.
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different for the two language groups. Even here, how ever. where errors not mad-
ly occur at the phonemic level only, a difference in type of errors can be seen,
in that many of the errors made by Finns are ultimately due to perception dif-
ficulties. The well-known difficulty for Finns in distinguishing gip, t, k; from
/b, d, g/ in the Germanic languages is particularly evident.

However, the perception and discrimination of individual phonemes is prob-
ably not the main reason for the poor results of Finns in tests where listening
comprehension figures prominently. In the perception of larger units there
seem to be other, more important causes of errors which are due to differences
between Finnish on the one hand and Swedish and English on the other.

One factor of importance here is stress. In FinnLih, the stress is fixed on
the first syllable of a word, whereas the stress in Swedish similar to that in
English in that the stress is usually on the first *liable, but not invariably so.
Finns have thus lust an important clue for the discernment of word boundaries.

Another difference connected with word boundaries is the existence of both
initial and final clusters of consonants in Germanic tt urds, a phenomenon which
is not parallelled in standard Finnish (except in loam\ ords). For Finns this
may mean another loss of clues to word boundaries, particularly relevant at
the early stages of learning.

A linguistic feature in Finnish, but not in English or Swedish, that also con-
tributes to a clear expectation of word boundaries is vowel harmon3. If Finns
meet an (4; or an IN immediately following an /al, ,of, or /u/, they are used to
assuming that there is a word boundary between these syllables om that the
word is a compound.

One of the differences between a spoken and a written median is that the
spoken medium is linear in that one cannot go back and ponder upon what
was said earlier. It iney \NTH be that this uninvestigated time facto' is respon-
sible for a difference between Swedes and Finns in couiprehending spoken
English. Not onh may the luck of immediately obvious association,' with sim-
ilar words in their LI require a longer time for the understanding process
of the Finns and thus cause greater difficulties on both the receptive and the
productiA e side. We also have to reckon with the fundamental difference in
structure between the Germanic languages and Finnish. Finnish is an agglu-
tinative language A% hen productive suffixes carry, a lot of information. It con-
tains greater symiLctie redundancy than Swedish or English, and concord,
especiall3 in the noun phi use, plays a N cry prominent part. In his LI a Finn is
used to be giN cn a huge number of syntactic dues, not all of which are essen-
tial for the semaiit it interpretation of the message.When he is learning to under-
stand spoken English, where such clues are much more sparse, the time to
interpret the message ma3 not be sufficient, and comprehension can be ex-
pected to be impaired much more than for a Swede in the sante situation. A field
of interesting psycholinguistic experiments lies open here.
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In analysing grammatical errors, it has seemed sensible to concentrate on a
few areas Nvhere :Finnish differs from the Germanic languages. One obvious
area is the use of the articles, where Finns lack a corresponding reference frame
on their Ll. 'Word order is another promising area, for different reasons.
In a synthetic lang,iage such as Finnish, subject-verb word order is relatively
flee. whereas both English dud Swedish have much more fixed, but different,
rules for in% el-situ,. Further, subject-verb concord might provide interesting
comparisons. In Finnish the present indicative forms of the verb are inflected
in all persons, both singular cad plural. In Swedish, en the other hand, there
is only one verb form fur all persons. In this respect English, with its third
postai -s ending, occupies ail intermediate posit ion between Finnish itnd Swed-
ish.

To begin Ntith t110 articles, ;t is immediately obvious that Finnish inter-
mediate lean herb of English have great pr bk.. 3 compared with Swedes. The
wool's estrgated Nsere English learners at a commercial college who read
*English ful about lie years on the average. The social background of the two
groups were near identical. The tests used were partly a translation, partly

essay . II, a comparative analysis of such tests the total number of poten-
tial criois should also be computed for both groups. All nouns that could be
preceded by ai tick, numeral or possessi% e pronoua ecru regarded as poten-
tial sourees of errors. Out of a total of 174 artiele errors occurring in our ma-
te! ial, there N% Ore only 4 that did not fit this desription, i.e., they were errors
N% here articles had been played in front of wordsNthkh cannot be preceded by
an article or another modifier.

Table 4. Errors in article usage, commercial college

Translation Essay

Pi. (N=58) Sw. Pi. (N=58) Sw.
(N.,42) (N=42)

Average number of errors 0.7 0.2 1.6 0.8
Number of actual errors 40 8 94 32
Number of potential errors 408 293 1164 911

Percentage of errors actul/po-
tential 9.8% 2.7%, 8.1% 3.5%

This table shows a marked difference between the two language groups
and it appears that a large number of Finns seem to have a very poor grasp
of the system of English articles. It is also interesting to see the distribution
of errors, if the essays are divided into three groups according to their general
standard (language and content):
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Table 5. Number of errors in article usage, commercial college, essay

Sw.

Article used
where it
should be
omitted
Article used
whore it
should be
used
Wrong choice
of article

Gr. I
(,); =14)

7

7

Gr. II
(N--,24)

14

24

3

Or. III
(X -20)

3

3:3

3

Total
(N-,..58)

24

04

0

Or. I
(N----9)

1

fir. II Cr. III Total
(\ 17) (Nr-z10) (N -=42)

4 0 11

4 13

3 5

Thus, the lower the genet al standard of the Finns, the grcatet is thou' tendency
simply to ignore the existence of the articles in English.

In the use of the articles Swedes thus seem to have a greated advantage,
compared with Finns. licasever, at a more advanced stage the Finns seem
to reach almost the sante stage as the Sm odes, at least in ans%sering question
of the multiple-choice ur blank-filling type,. The Ultra ing table shows the
results (percentages of correct anse%ers) in the cutranue examinations to the
Department of English:

Table 6. Percentage of correct atumers to question on the use of articles

Number of items Finns Swedes

1972 ti 65.2°,0 67.1%
1973 17 73.0% 76.9°,/0

1974 15 82.7°,;) 94.7%

The type of test used may Hell be rule% ant to the small difference between
the two language groups.' Fur, if there is anything striking in this table
it is that the differences are nut greaten.' Test items of grammar trap students
who are poor id certain an as of grammar, but a good knowledge of such
grammatical traps as are set in the test items dues not guatantee commend
cattie competence. In fact, test items of this kind du not discriminate very
well at this Math el3 AN, anced level. The candidates' essa3s would probably

In 1974 the test items were too easy to give relmant information to our project.
' 011er and Redding (1971 . 90 ff.) found that in the use of English articles there was a

difference between learners m hose LI has formal Nut% alenta and thus(' alum) Ll has not..
"GI (students 'Meuse Ll has formal equa alents) performed hewn on the test of article
usage than 02 (students whose mai% u language did nut lime eget% ideas...). The differ-
ences... were statistically significant".
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tell us more, but since they are rather short they contain only a limited number
of article errors. The data fror.i these essays have not yet been fully assembled.

It is dangerous to speculate on the general differences between Finnish
and Swedish schools (the candidates come from a largo variety of schools),
but we should remember that in view of the lack of a reference frame for
Finns, Finnish teachers aro acutely aware of the difficult learning problem
of the article:.. Thus the emphasis on the mastery of grammatical rules, at
least where the articles are concerned, may well be stronger in Finnish schools.
However, the difficulties and labour involved in testing such a hypothesis
are too great to be worth the effort.

Iu subject -verb concord, a contrastive analysis would seem to predict
that Swedes ha\ e a greater learning difficulty, tinee they go from a simpler
system with no present tense endings for the verb to a more complex one,
N% her( as Finns go from a more complex system with endings for all persons
to a less compleN *stem, where only the third person has a marked form with
an -s ending. The Swedes perceive the -s as redundant in terms of their own
system =Ind can therefore be expected to omit it very frequently, whereas
the Finns are merel subjected to the pressure from the unmarked forms

hich influences all learners of English, and can thus be expected to make
fewer errors than Swedes.5 In the entrance examinations at least, this hy-
pothesis seems to w ork. In the composition required in 1972, the Swedes (N-69)
made 22 concord errors, whereas the Finns (N-56) made only 3. The equiv-
alent figures in. 1974 were 15 for Swedcs (N-45) and 4 for Finns (N-63), and
in 1975 13 for Swedes (N-58) and 5 for Finns (N-42). Above all, as might.
be expected, the Swedes tended to omit the -s (the ratio in 1972 was 13 Swedes
to 1 Finn, whereas a Swedes and 2 Finns inserted the ending when it should
not be there).

At the intermediate stage, however, the picture is wholly different, as
can be seen from the following table. Contrary to what might be expected,
there is a clear difference in favour of the Swedes:

Table 7. Errors of subject-verb concord, commercial college, essay

Finns (N-,--,58) Swedes (N=42)

Or. I (lr. II Or. HI Total Gr. I (Jr. II Ur. III Total
Number of
nano out
of potential
PITON 81287 47/486 67,309 122/1142 2/170 8/388 10/323 20/881
Peremit age
actual/
potential errors 2.8", 9.7o/0 18.2% 10.7% 1.2% 2.1% 3.1% 2.3°,0

--
6 For the concept of redundancy, seo acorge (1972 : 9 IT.)
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Since the distribution of concord errors at this stage is especially interesting,
it will be worthwhile to look at them in some detail. They can be subdivided
in the folloiving way:

Table 8. Number of errors of subject-1, erb concord, commercial college, essay

Finns (N =58) Swedes (N =42)
3p. Fes. -s omitted in main verb 79 2
-s used with 'plural subject 4
were pro was 18 11

was pro were 7 6

are pro is
is pro arc 2
have pro has 7

'Fatal 122

This table shows that by far the inajorit3 of concord criers made by Finns
consist of leaving out the third person -s. In fact, for at least the 1% orst Finns,
a picture emerges similar to that of the articles: they seem to be almost un-
awae of the system of English vet b inflection, and then tendency is consistently
to ignore the -s. As far as subject-verb concord is concerned, these Finns
are clearly at what Corder calls the presysteniatic stage of learning. they
are "only vaguely aware, if at all, that there is something to be loarned, that
the target language has a particular system" (Corder 1978 : 271). These
pupils have not yet reached the stage of having a choice problem in the sense
of choosing between well defined and understandably organized alternativvs,6
since this stage presupposes a basic knowledge of what alternatives to choose
from.

The Finns thus seem to dwell much longer than the Swedes at the pre-
systematic stage of learning English, or to put it differently, their organiza-
tional problem is much greater. This is perhaps a mole concrete way of putting
the well-known fact that learning a related language takes less time than
learning a non-related language.7 At the early and intermediate stage of
English language learning these initial disadvantages of the Finns weigh
much more than individual similarities and differences between isolated
grammatical constructions, which play only a subordinate role. They are

Cf, Eugene Calantor (1960 . 53). "This problem of I me the perbun or t ho animal organ-
izes his nniveiso is at once the deepest and the least understeud of all the problems in
psyeltology". Galantor's boob explores the fatal,tmental importance of the Wu themes of
choice and organization for psychology.

7 See, e. g. Jakobovits (1970: 204 ff.), referring to H. elm eland, C. .1. Mango:iv and
J. C. Adams (1900: 250 ff.)
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only parts of the whole complex process of expanding and reorganizing one's
language capacity to include another language as well as Ll. As foreign-
language learning progresses beyond the elementary stage, the learner gradually
comes to reduce the numerous organizational problems to choice problems
with clear-cut alternatives.

This distinction between choice and organization may illuminate the
controversial question of LI -transfer. It seems that there is a distinction
between L1- transfer at the organizational level and transfer at the choice
level. At the organizational level, similarities between Li and L2 facilitate
learning, i.e., they cause primarily positive transfer, in that the learner is
able to recognize and understand familiar concepts and categories and can
proceed relatively rapidly to the problem of choosing between a set of alterna-
iry es. Where Ll and L2 differ considerably from each other, the small degree
of such positive transfer leads to numerous organizational problems. Organiza-
tional transfer is most clearly seen, or rather least obscure, in grammar and
vocabulary (including word-formation), but it is still, t think, very little
uudelstood. At the same time it is more fundamental than choke-level transfer,
sauce it comes first in time. Beginners, turd to some extent also intermediate
!carnets, produce a substantial number of errors for which no rational ex-
planation can be found ival which are clear ev idence of their organizational
problems. At the choice level, no such relatively dear-cut distinction eau
be made. Negative and positive transfer occur, but it is diffic nit to .assess
the relative iiupoittaii of 'false friends' and similarities that are only super-
ficial on the one band, and the positive L1-influence, which is much hard:
to pin down iu concrete twits, on the other. Also, as learning proceeds, intro
lingual interference is the cause of more and more errors. 8 Errors at the choice
level ale much more amenable to analysis, and numerous investigations of
errors have been made, with detailed classification into different categories
according to type of error and cause of error. Hardly anything, however, has
so far been said about positive transfer from LI.

Of course the relatedness of the foreign language to LI is not the only factor
that determines the length of time during which a lean ncr remains at the stage of

ganizationa I difficulties. Age and intellectual and social background, proficie-
ncy in LI , language-learning aptitude, the learning situation and the degree of
contact with 1.2, and moth akin are other variables that have to be taken into
account.

Su far our project, which has a slightly different slant from that of most
uthea errol analy ses in that we are primarily concerned with comparing error
frequencies, not with the typology and classification of errors, has yielded
material for discussion of what is probably the most fundamental aspect

8 Cf. e.g. Taylok. (1975).
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of applied linguistics: the foreign-language learning process. Much more
work needs to be done before anything can be said with certainty, but it is,
at any rate, encouraging to find that the same frequency pattern tends to
repeat itself year after year in our entrance tests. The main differences between
Finns and Swedes can tentatively be summarized in the following way:

The differences in proficiency largely depend on what type of test is used.
The more spoken language and the more receptive skills' are tested, the
greater the difference tends to be in favour of the Swedes. Grammar items,
on the other hand, even out the differences.

The Finns have considerable organizational problems in learning English,
whereas the Swedes pass much more quickly on to choice problems. Our
investigations confirm the view often expressed by experienced English
teachers in Finland that Finns have mach greater initial learning difficulties,
which are, however, evened out as learning proceeds.

There may be a difference in the learning strategy. The Finns seem to
depend more than the Swedes on the written forms of the language. The
hypothesis that this is due to a different teaching method at Finnish schools,
with heavier emphasis on grammar and the written skills, i, possible, though
not probable. and for practical reasons it is almost impossible to verify or refute
it, A learner with a related language as his LI probably adopts a more assimila-
tory strategy of L2-learning than a learner with an unrelated LI. To a con-
siderable extent, the learner of a related language will depend upon his lin-
guistic intuition, and he may well feel that knowledge of the details of the
grammar he has been taught is of only subsidiary use to him. Compared with
Finns, Swedes seem to acquire not so much a new system of rules as a nu,dified
system of rules using the rules of their LI as a base.

The consequence of this may well be that a Swede tends to, as it were,
prune out rides that do not seem all that important to him. Consciously or
subconsciously it is easy for him to adopt some such attitude as: 'This is
more or less what I know from before. It's easy and 1 need not bother about
details, since I shall be able to manage somehow anyway.- Such an attitude
may be particularly harmful at the later stages of learning and will prevent
thorough active mastery of the L2, but it is not necessarily a great obstacle
for achieving communicative competence at a fairly low level.10

9 For practical reasons, the difference betaven Finns auaf Suedes ua producti% e oral
skills has not yet been investigated.

10 Cf. what Harold Palmer wrote as early as 1917 (1994 : 33): "The problem to be
faced by a Frenchman about to teal Ttalian has a t cry different character front that
encountered by an Englishman sett:ng unt to learn Hungurin.i. French and Italian are
cognate or sister languages... The resemblances... constitute both a facility and a source
of danger. French and Italian are vary similar ur structure, and by far the greater part
of their vocabulary may be arranged in lannoctymonie pairs. That 'a to say, most French
words have their etymological equit alent in Italian, Much nuty generally he recognized
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From these preliminary results are there any lessons to be drawn for
English teaching in Finland ? One obvious consequence of the difficulties of
listening comprehension for Finns is, of course, that more attention than
before should be paid to listening comprehension in Finnish schools. One

might even Venture further and question the method which is generally used
in schools w hen pupils start oral production at the very beginning. An alterna-
ti% c might be to make the pupils start by concentrating entirely on listening,
without producing anything for themselves for the first few months. Naturally
such a method would also involve an elaborate listening comprehension
test battery which would maintain the motivation and the active participa-
tion of the pupils. Good results by this method have been achieved in the
U.S A. by Valerian A. Postovsky, teaching Russian to American cadets
(Postovsky 1971). The difficulty here may be that there is insufficient time
available foe Amish schoolchildren to be immersed in a foreign-language
bath of the 1,,,a1 used by Postovsky, but with the aid of school television and
radio it would be possible to improve present result., considerably, even
within the framework of the present number of richool hours.

The method of delaying oral production at the initial stage of learning
m ill get further support from those who stress the essential sameness of Li-
learning and L2-learning. A child learning his Li has to listen for a long time
before he learns to speak. In spite of some recent attempts to this effect,
the parallel between Li-learning and L2-learning should probably not be

at sigh. %%Ion a Frenchmen, eau hike a lung passage in Italian and decipher its meaning
by coati tying each et on' into its French morphological equivalent, he may be excused
I'm assuming that ety mological and semantic identity are ono and the seine thing. To a
vertam extent alsu lie may bo justified rn concluding that it is possible to speak and under-
stmol Italian %that: thinking ui Froncli. It a ill be difficult, perhaps impossible, for him to
resist putting Ins theory into practice, and by doing so to become the vietim of all the fal-
lacies which militate against success in lauguage.study; he till become a bad learner.

Au Englishman study ing Hungarian %%ill have no such temptation. On the face of
it there is no possible ety mulogical or morphological identity between Hungarian words
and English ones. The super fiend difficulty of the language a ill tend to force him to adopt a
right line of study, just as the superficial facility of Italian will tempt the Frenchmaninto
t he a rung path. A paradox-lot mg Belgian pupil... once declared English to be far more
difficult of acquisition than German. Written English, lie said looked so absurdly easy
t hat it etas impossible not to belie% e that it was a a ord-for word transcription of French;
its apparent facility discouraged serious study. Connell. on the contrary. was so different
from French in ee cry respect that all efforts at it similar method of translation were
doomed to failure.

This slava(' ol,ser% attest concretizes the essential differences between it pair of cognate
languages and it pair which are non-cognate. The former constitute a direct temptation
to a t mums system of mechanical conversion, in the latter case the absence of morphrl
ogical resemblance tends to a sounder system of study.

A pupil a ill be moro docdm and require foam. disoiplinary measures a hen learning a
language of a totally strange) nature".
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stretched too far. However, we may also remember the well-known phe-
nomenon of the child who, transferred to a foreign-language environment
says hardly anything in the new language for the first few months, but then
suddenly, within a short space of time, learns to maintain quite long con-
versations. It seems that the child needs a reasonably long period to get
used to the foreign language in all its aspects: only then can he perform him-
self."'
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